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Let us introduce you to genuine,
honest spare -time work in the ;-

comfort of your home at which
men and w men to. -d y are
making handsome profits regu

ut.lady-week in and week
The wonderful part of it is
that y u need not have the
slip:htes;: previous experience
or technical knowledge.

RETIRED MINISTER. S -

TRIBUTE. .

Dear Sir,- - Marshfield, II'ills.
I write as a retired Minister, and] can

conscientiously say that in a fairitlow6, hp,
during z,:-liich I .have come in contact With
several hobbies and home ---.emploYment
schemes, I have found nothiii,,-,. Which offers
so -many advantages, both -from an 'interesting
and remunerative point of view,las yourproposition does. -

,,

The fact that- I have never had to ask
you a single question in connection.. with the.

r
work is sufficient
proof of the -ease
with which -I have

4 -learned to - make
your batteries.

-4:

As - for - their
efficiency I. need
only say that the
very first battery
I made I sold to
a chemist in Bath,
who wrote for
another as soon
as the first was
run-down, and is

.sRev. DAVID JARVIS. till a regular
/. cus,omer.

By judicious buying raw material the
cost can be got down to, ld. per cell, for the
standard size, when the -a'holesale market
can be entered into without fear in spite ofthe fierce competition. 1 myself. hare made
for a firm of wholesalers and have never hada single complaint.

Once introduced, the efficiency of your
batteries results in repeat orders and recom-mendations.

With every confidence I commend Ibisnterprise to all who are scekin----
I NT EREST, .ENTERTAINMENT.
end INCOME.

Sincerely yours,
DAVID LA RI' I S.

it

Many People LIKE YOU Have
Doubfied Theta° Incomes

Man Effe riled
AG Operare

Time

There is no expensive " plant " tobuy. Only a few small hand toolsand presses, most of which you canmake yourself at trifling cost,
Your profits are only limited bythe amount of time you choose todevote to the work.

You can commence on your Kitchen
Table, in a spare room, or out-

_ house. The work is clean, safe,
pleasant, and quite simple. It is
the making of our Patented Wireless
Batteries. The demand for Wireless
Batteries runs into MILLIONS.

You can make anything up to
£300 a year this self -same way.
Think what you could do with all
those extra £s.

We GUARANTEE you profit
and, if necessary, we will take
sufficient of your output off your
hands to ensure it, provided only
that your work comes up to the
easily attained standard of efficiency
-we continue your training FREE
as long as required.

The market is unlimited. It is a
GOOD, HONEST. BUSINESS
which will help you to become your
own " Master." Start now.
Send
this

Form
for

histru (lions prow to Start

£5 per Week
5 Hours a DayDear Sirs,- Letchworth, iitTiS.I am writing to let you know how well Iam progressing with the manufacturing ofyour Radiolene batteries.
I started 15 months ago with sos.of chemicals. I

made 54 I is. I Id.
Profit in the first
five weeks, and
non' I have a
stock of chemicals
and plant valued
at f,.to.

All my chemi-
cals I buy in bulk,
so that I can
make as much
as 200 per cent.
profit.

These last
five weeks'
business has
brought me in 25 7s. 6d, working
5 hours a day.

I feel that these excellent results are dueto the kind assistance you have shown me atall times. (Scd.) E. EDWA RDS.

E. W. EDWARDS.

T. Mr. V. ENGLAND-RICHARDS,
THE ENGLAND-RICHARDS CO., LTD ,

243, King's Lynn, Norfolk.
Sir, ----Please send me at once, and FREE, full details as to howI can Make Money at Home in my spare time, and also TestimonyII from those already making money. I enclose 2d. in stampsfor postage.

Print your name and address boldly in capital letters on a plain sheet of paperand pin this coupon to it. Pair; a! Wireless ! 18/3133I 16=1 if= - ME:. OM FZEM ®us® IIES:f - MOM S 62:333 em acne =
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You must have a

TD Coil
for the

4 4 Qp.p

Three-Four"
Selectivity and quality combined
in this receiver.

Super Selectivity is Vitally necessary
under present-day broadcasting con-

ditions. This is achieved with the
Colvern TD Screened Coil.

Four Alternative Tappings are provided.
They are arranged as sockets with a
wander plug, giving varying degrees of
selectivity. The first two tappings give
aerial couplings similar to those
normally employed but with greatly
increased selectivity. Nos. 4 and 5 give
a high degree of selectivity with weak
aerial coupling, suitable for use in a
swamp area.

There is no break through
on the long wave band
from B.B.C. stations.

 1111111119MMIMMIIMMINI,

PRICE

8'6
EACH

Send for the Colvern
circuit booklet, RL 10.

COLVERN
LIMITED

MAWNEYS RD., ROMFORD,
ESSEX.

LONDON WHOLESALE DEPOT
150, KINGS CROSS ROAD, W,C.1.

NEW

double
capacity*

ACCUMULATOR

IDEAL FOR ()P.P.*
A neat cylinder, taking less space than the
average 40 -amp. hour accumulator-yet giving
you 8o amp. hours I You will find that capacity
of this sort is essential for trouble-free Q.P.P.-
that is why designers are specifying " Block."

The " Block " Accumulator is plate -less --it

eliminates the lead grid, the great weakness of
modern accumulators that wastes so much weight

and space. The new accumulator is extra-

ordinarily durable, too. Coloured bakelite case,

Ask your dealer.

80 AHRS.. V. 11I6

BLOCK
Plate -less Accumulators

BLOCK BATTERIES LTD., ABBEY ROAD BARKING. TEL. GRA 3346
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COMPLETE IN
CABINET WITH
LOUDSPEAKER S
or ill6 DOWN and twelve
monthly pawizeatsr. 10'4k
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THE ONLY KIT YOU CAN BUILD YOURSELF
EMPLOYING METALLISED S.G. HIGH -MU DETECTOR
AND ECONOMY POWER PENTODE VALVES
JEVER before was there such a set within the reach of the home constructor. Never before such+N. power from a battery set. Never before so many enthusiastic letters from constructors or somuch talk about any radio set as this Lissen "Skyscraper" Kit has elicited. 50-60-70 loucl.speakerstations-everybody who builds a "Skyscraper " gets results like that I Lissen have published aConstructional Chart, giving the most detailed instructions ever printed for the building ofa wireless set. You can't go wrong-every part, every wire, every terminal is identified by photo-graphs. Everybody, without any technical knowledge or skill, can safely and with COMPLETECERTAINTY OF SUCCESS undertake to build this most modern of radio receivers from theinstructions given and the parts Lissen have supplied.This new Lissen "SKYSCRAPER " Kit Set is the only one on the market that yoti can build yourselfemplacing a Metallised Screened Grid Valve, High Mu Detector and Economy Power Pentode.Around these three valves Lissen have designed a home constructor's kit the equalof which there has never been before. Why be satisfied with whisperingforeign stations when you can BUILD WITH YOUR OWN HANDS this LissenSKYSCRAPER" that will bring in loudly and clearly distant stations in aprofusion that will add largely to your enjoyment of radio ?

COUPON To Lissen, Ltd.. Publicity
Beet. kleworth. Middlesex.

Please send Inc FREE copy of sour 1/. Skyscraper Chart.

Address ..... .........
P.R.41

y y

ISSEN
PER
Kris

4

yours for ON LY8t down
To -day yen can boy the LISSEN " SKYSCRAPER " KIT on Gradual Payment Terms.
"Skyscraper " Chassis Kit, cons. "Skyscraper " Kit complete with Walnutpieta with Valves, CASH PRICE, Cabinet and in-built Loud -speaker as89/6. Or 8/6 down and twelve illustrated, 16 Ss. cash. Or 11/6 downmonthly payments of 7/6. and twelve monthy l payments of 10/6.

iYou can get the Lis sea " Skyscraper " ChartFREE from any radio- dealr, or by posting
the COUPON on left direct to factory.

WI
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SEND FOR YOURCr OF THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR'S ENCYCLOPEDIA -NOW! SEE'BELOW
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Techniceil Stlff :
H. J Barton Chapple,Wh.Sch., B.Sc. (Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.

Frank Preatim, F.R.A.',W.-.1.`Deianvey, W. B. Richardson.

the WORLD of WIRELESS
International Broadcasts

OF all the European countries Germany
is probably the one which has shown

most initiative in the development. of inter-
changed programmes with other continental
and extra -European States. During 1932
the Reichsfunk broadcast 280 wireless
entertainments for the benefit of foreign
listeners, and in the same period, relayed
250 programmes from foreign transmitters.
These figures include the regular weekly
features exchanged with the United States
of America.

Two More Finnish High Power Stations
T is reported that to ensure a betterI

reception of the Helsinki programmes
in Finland, the power of the Viipuri (Viborg)
transmitter is to be increased from 10 to 40
kilowatts; and that a 10 kilowatt relay
station is to be installed at Oulu (Uleaborg).
Up to the present, the latter station situated
on the borders of the Gulf of Bothnia has
relayed the capital on 690 metres (434.7 kc/s)
3vith a. 1.5 kW transmitter. With the advent
of larger stations, it is possible that some of
the smaller relays such as Pietarsaari
(Jakobstad), or Pori (Bjorneborg) may be

dismantled.

Altered Wavelengths of Short-wave Stations
WITH the increase in number and power

of transmitters in certain portions
of the short-wave broadcasting band, some
transmissions have been severely hetero-
dyned. In order to alleviate this trouble
Rome 2R0 is now carrying out some of its
broadcasts on 48.2 m. (6,220 kcIs) instead of
the 25.4 in. channel. Skamlebaek (Denmark)
during the past week or so has also tem-
porarily moved from 31.5 m. to 49.4 m.
(6,073 kc/s), and on this new wavelength
,provides very powerful signals. The station
may be easily identified by its musical box
interval signal ; it is that of Copenhagen
from which the programmes are relayed.
As most readers are aware a simultaneous
-broadcast is carried out through the Kalund-
borg high -power station on 1,153.8 in.

Sponsored Publicity Concerts -

THE number of stations in Europe
which have adopted this method for

supplementing their income is daily growing
larger. In addition to- such stations as
Radio Paris, Toulouse, Fecatup (Radio
Normandie), Athlone (I.F.S,), and Itjnbljana

listeners may now hear an English musical
transmission from San Sebastian (EA -J8)

Spain on 456 metres, after midnight on the
conclusion- of the ordinary programmes.
The call and details of the entertainment
are given out in the English language by a
woman announcer.

(1.10,14.11M11400.110.1.01141.111.0"01140.0410111.4

i IMPORTANT ! 1

Readers please note that Gift I
Stamp No. 26, the last for

their Presentation
WIRELESS

CONSTRUCTOR'S
ENCYCLOPM DIA [

i will appear in _ next week's i
" PRACTICAL WIRELESS,"

on sale
g Wednesday, March 22nd. I

Will readers who are qualifying for 1
this Presentation Encyclopaedia affix 3,

i the last Gift Stamp to their Subscription
Voucher, and forward the completed j

I Voucher in accordance with the instruc- !
tions thereon, at once ? I
PLEASE DON'T DELAY

There will be an enormous number of
7.

volumes to handle, and it will take P.
some little time to get them all out. All'
applications will be treated in strict
rotation. If you do not receive your vol-

! ume within 14 days of posting your I
1 application-notify by post -card giving

date sent.
NOTE : Carefully read instructions on
your Subscription Voucher and e ake sure _
it is properly filled in before forwarding. I

i YOUR LAST GIFT STAMP1
APPEARS NEXT WEEK

Complete and send in your Subscription
Voucher immediately you have the

last Gift' Stamp.
" Practical Wireless"

Presentation Department,
39,KingStreet,Covent Garden,

Lor4on,
y 410.110101.0.011.111.1...141110.11.2.111410.1111111.114114)11111.1.11.010.

Television In Italy
FOLLOWING a series of experiments,

short-wave transmitters are to be
erected shortly both at Rome and Turin
in order to ascertain the useful area of
telephony and television broadcastS on the
higher frequencies. Several channeks rang-
ing from 3 to 7 metres are to be tried out.

Proposed High Power Station on French Coast
ACCORDING to a Paris newspaper the

popularity of Radio Normandie
(Fecamp) has recently grown to such an
extent that its owner seriously contemplates
the purchase of a 60 kiloWatt transmitter
to be installed " somewhere on the coast of
Normandy." All efforts, however, would
be made to secure a more favourable wave-
length, naniely, one less liable to inter-
ference by the local coastal worse stations.

State, Ownership of Norway's Broadcasters
AS a result of a vote in the Oslo

Storting (Chamber of Deputies) the
Norwegian Government is taking over the
existing broadcasting companies from July 1,
and will carry out a new plan which calls
for a network .of some forty-three trans-
mitters. The complete reorganisation will
be carried out in three distinct periods,
covering the next two years. The first
step to be taken is the installation of a new
10 kW. transmitter at Bergen, and the
transfer of the present plant to Stavanger
or Haugesund. TrOndheim may also be
allotted a high -power station, and a general
change -over will be carried out in respect
to the smaller relays. In the second and
third stages of the scheme small transmitters

take the 'Oslo programme will be opened
at Arendal, Farsund, Kristiansand, Narvik,
Egersund, Floro, Nordfjordeid, Maaloy,
Mo, Kragero, Steinkjer, Svolvaer, Vaagaa
and Sogndal. Most of these will work
on a common wavelength.

When Vienna Closes DownT' Austrian broadcasting authorities
have decreed that at the end of the

evening transmission the Vienna studio
shall regularly close down with the playing
of the National Anthem. In future you will
hear the announcer's call : Hallo ! Hallo !
Hier Radio Wien. Wir Sehliessen ?nit der
Oesterreichischen Bundeshymme (We end
our broadcast with the Austrian Anthem),
and it will be followed by the melody of
Haydn's Hymn to the Entperor,
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ROUND the WORLD of WIRELESS (Continued)
More Relays for Hungary

THE small relay station installed at Pecs,
formerly Funfkirchen, broadcasts the

Budapest programme daily from 3.45 until
11 p.m. G.M.T.,. on 210 metres. The
power is only If kilowatts, but its
signals have already been heard in
many parts of Europe.
France's Ambitious Broadcasting

Scheme
IN view of the forthcoming LucerneI conference, at which wavelengths
are to be re -allocated to European
transmitters, most continental coun-
tries have already formulated their
claims based either on existing sys-
tems or on plans to .be carried out in
the near future. If the Ferric scheme
matures in France that country, with
an aggregate power- of 828 kilowatts
(aerial), will jump from a much lower
position to the top of the list, now
headed by Russia. The plan pro-
vides, in addition to the stations
already in operation. fin' a further
chain of nine stations with powers
-Varying from 60 to 120 kilowatts.
Paris PTT, as the " key " of the net,
work, is to be endoWed with a 120
kW. transmitter to be erected hi
the Chevreuse Valley, -at some dis-
tance from the capital; Toulouse -

Pyrenees (120 kW.); Rennes-Thouries
(120 kW.) ; Lyon-la-Doua (90,1M.) ;
Limoges and Bordeaux -Lafayette (60
kW.) ; Nice -La Brague (60 kW.) ;
Marseilles -Realtor (60 kW.), and
Lille-Camphin (60 kW). The cost of
these installations is computed at
roughly 100,000 francs, and the same
amount would be earmarked in the
Budget to run the system. It has
not yet been definitely decided what
is to become of such stations as
Radio -Paris, Poste-Parisien and, in
particular, the new Radio -Toulouse
transmitter at St.. Agnan, to which
the State has not yet granted a licence
to broadcast.

France and British Made Sets
ACCORDING to a report in the Journal

Officiel, the importation of British
wireless sets into France is prohibited until
further notice. It is pointed out that the
quota for the period ended March 31 has
already been reached so great has been the
demand for wireless sets bearing the mark" Made in England."

Wireless at the Wheel
AN entirely new built-in radio set which

will enable motorists to enjoy pro-
grammes whilst actually driving was
announced recently. These sets are a
standard extra on many makes of American
cars, and are widely used in an adapted
form by the American police.

They are entirely unobtrusive and take
up no room in the car. The aerial is hidden
in the roof ; a dry high-tension battery
is fitted under the driver's seat, and both
the receiver and the moving -coil loud-
speaker are placed under the scuttle. All
that can be seen of the set is a neat illu-
minates tuning plate fitted with a lock and
key beneath the steering wheel.

Built-in radii,' sets of various types have
been tried out before4in this country ; but,
owing to the noises generated by the elec.

INTERESTING and TOPICAL
- PARAGRAPHS

trical equipment and to constant variation
in volume they have usually only been
playable when the engine is shut off.

In the new Transitone, it is claimed,
BUSH FIRE WARNINGS FROM THE AIR these difficulties are overcome.varlawawa NEM Special methods of insulation

suppress electrical and engine noises,
and volume is automatically
controlled.

Cinema Organist for Empire Broad-
cast

HAROLD RAMSAY, the "Flying
Organist " who plays the won-

derful organ at The Granada Cinema,
Tooting, was recently honoured by
being selected to do an Empire
broadcast. This took place actually
from the Granada, Tooting, at 1 a.m.,
on the morning of March 3rd, and
was broadcast all over the Canadian
zone. Mr. Ramsay was a very suitable
selection, apart from his abilities as
an organist. His youth was spent in
Canada, where he received his musical
education, taking his degree at the
McGill University. He started his
career in Canada, and was one of
the first broadcsisters there. Mr.
Ramsay played a programme ranging
from jazz to the classics, and also
rendered a special item, " The Maple
Leaf For Ever," variations on the
Canadian anthem which, he arranged
himself. Amongst his listeners were
his old father and mother, who still
live in Canada.

An aerial bush fire patrol has been formed in Victoria, Australia, to assist ncombating the bush -fire menace. The scheme provides for forest officers in tim-bered country being equipped with wireless receivers. By the aid of the wirelessthe aerial patrol notifies the nearest forest officer immediately_there is an outbreakof fire, and he is thus enabled to summon tall available aid in a short time. Ourphoto shows ; A forest officer in, Victoria, :complete with wireless equipment,
receiving instructions from a plane overhead.

SEI EVE °
Problem No. 26.

Abrahams made up a portable receiver, and
; used a small attache case for the containing

box. The frame aerial was built in the lid,
and this measured 15in. by 12in. A total of
sixteen turns covered the normal wave -band,
and gave very good results. Owing to the
fact that the accumulator was rather small,
he decided to build the receiver into -a larger
case so that larger batteries could be used,.

I He accordingly chose a small suitcase roughly.
double the size of the former one. He cut a
framework to fit snugly in the lid, wound on
the sixteen turns, but when he tried it out he
found that he could not receive the London
National station on the tuning dial. Why ?I Three books will be awarded for the first three
correct solutions opened. Address yourenvelopes Problem No. 26, The Editor,t PRACTICAL WinntEss, Geo. Newnes. Ltd.,
8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, and post
to reach us not later than ttarch 20th. Do
not enclose any other correspondence with
your solution.

SOLUTION_ TO PROBLEM NO. 25
A screen grid valve is of very high impedance, and

naturally required a high Impedance- anode -coupling
component. As the "Fury Four ?t only employs -a
30,000 -ohm anode resistance in the detector -anode
circuit, the valve did not function efficiently. Simpsonshould have used at least 100,000 ohms in place of the
30,000 -ohm resistance which was originally specified.

The following three readers received books inconnection with Problem No. 24.
J. O'Neill, 36, Pearson -Street, Er. Broughton,

Salford, E. Lanes, E. Berry, 43, Grafton Road,
Reighley, Yorks. R. L. Davy, 94, Queens Gate, S.W.7.

Gracie Fields Presses Her Own Record
CNN Tuesday, February 14th,
V Gracie Fields, England's great-
est comedienne, enjoyed one of the
greatest days of her life. In the
morning she visited the " His
Master's. Voice " factories at Hayes,
Middlesex, to press her own four
millionth record. After she had been

received by the Manager of the Record Fac-
tory, she was conducted to the press on
which her latest record to be released by
H.M.V. in March-" Play, Fiddle, Play" and
" So long, lads, we're off "-was being pres-
sed by one of the workers. The pressman
rolled up into a soft ball the warm record ma-
terial for the four millionth disc. Gracie step-
ped forward, placed the labels on the top and
bottom matrices (the metal dies on which
her voice and music are engraved), put the
ball of record material in the centre of the
press and brought the two faces together.
She turned a lever to the right, and after
the steam- had automatically circulated
behind the faces of the matrices, followed
by cold water, she lifted the top of the
press and withdrew the black, shining disc,
which was the four millionth impression ofher voice. It is interesting to note that
if the four million records were weighed
together they would total- 732 tons, and if
they were piled face to face on top of one
another they would reach a, height of 6 miles
551 yards-higher than the highest moun-
tain in the world.

The New West-Itegiolial Statiolf
-

W/ORK on this' transmitter isW well up to schedule dine and it
is hoped to carry out tests in the courseof next month: -If the engineers are
satisfied with results experimental trans-
missions for listeners will be made in April;
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A Brief Discussion of the Principles Involved in
FREQUENTLY in wireless matters we By BARTON GRAPPLE,

can trace a very interesting cycle of Wh.Sch., B.Sc.
-

events which -brings Us' back to some
of the early types of apparatus. or at. least
-prototypes of these, although at first
glance the components in question may be
looked upon -as obsolete.- A typical

.example is found in the case of tuning
coils which I. dealt with quite recently in

-these columns. Originally we had the
 large single layer_ inductances, followed .by
 rapid developments during which many
ingenious- arrangements Were adOpted to

.

reduce self capacity  mid  inherent losses,,
and 'yet make the -inductance in a compact
form. There is a tendency now to revert;
to the single layer type Wheneyer possible.

Valve and Metal Rectifiers
I am reminded of this and similar

_examples by garnering some details of
what the lay .

Press have
been pleased
to dub the
" cold" valve.
Is this
another case
o f -coheier.
erystal,-bright
emitter valve,
dull emitter

-valve and
cold valve?
It is my in-
tention short-
ly to deal
with. this
question of .!

rectification
in its many
forms, but at Fig. 4.-Samples

- the moment
I want first of all
tiers with the
available details

n cern-
i ng this
cold valve
develop-
ment. To
the radio
e n g ineer
thedream
of a cold
valve has
had al-

. .

most a parallel
with that relating
to -the transmuta-
tion of metals by
the alchemist
whereby he hoped
to change other
metals into gold
and also discover_
-the elixir of
life.  We are -

'all,familiar
with the use
of the single
or double anode valve
as a. rectifier when it
is desired to work wireless ap-
paratus from the alternating current

the

of four types of the new cold valve or Westector units.

to furnish rca-
only

New Type

mains, and an example of an
eliminator. built up for this
purpose and using a valve of
this type is illustrated in Fig. 1;

Rectifier Action
The valve action depends on

the emission of electrons from
. heated

filament,
bet of more 71"

rrk nt date Rehpere.sreetnlaalti'on
than the

Fig. 3.-A combined amplifier
and A.C. mains eliminator

employing the Westinghouse metal rectifier.

,.5)ocycer

of Rectifier

Fig. I.-An example of a powerful mains
eliminator which makes use of the valve for

rectifying the applied A.C.

first valve rectifier another form of rectifier
has come into popular use. I refer here to
what is known as the Westinghouse Metal
Rectifier. It has many advantages amongst
which may be mentioned that there are no
moving parts requiring maintenance and, in
addition, the unit is reasonably compact..
Essentially it is an electronic device de-
pending for its operation on electronic action
at a permanent jtinction between copper and
copper oxide. No chemical action takes
place during the process of rectification
and, moreover, it has quite a high efficiency,
something of the order of between 50 per
cent. and 60 per cent.

The construction of the unit is shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 2, every unit
being assembled on steel bolts with the
number of discs in series and parallel
connections varied to suit. the voltage and
current output required. This rectifier
is virtually a cold electronic valve and
depends for it.s action as a rectifier on the

Ilssembly Boit-

/nsuiatIng
Wcr.sher

- Cookrzq
agmionE

fib?

Current ReTIMMME.1.3"IC4ifieaf
Pt rhos ..icince,on

Fig. 2. - The Head' ill
method of con-
struction'of the " Westector.

CthaopOnere SOirsideifer
fil

Oxidised
insulatea 
Bushing
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To R VC

W6
4 rA-

.25
MEG

 00 0 /
Mfrs'

Fig. 5.-A simple method of u.s.rig a

fact that the ratio of the resistance from
copper to oxide coating is very high com-
pared with the resistance from oxide
coating to copper. The ratio between
these two resistances is of the order of one
thousand, and an example of a combined
amplifier and A.C. mains eliminator em-
ploying this particular form of rectifier is
shown in Fig. 3.
A Natural Corollary

For some time now it has seemed
a natural corollary to expect this
heavy duty rectifier to
be the advance guard of
a specially developed
type which could find
application in high fre-
quency circuits quite
apart from those used
in measuring instru-
ments. Certain advance
information now to hand
confirms this, for an
announcement has been
made that the Westing -
home Brake and Saxby
Signal Co., Ltd., have
produced what they
have termed Westector
units.

First of all, the
makers state that the main use of
these Westectors is as a second detector
stage in a superheterodyne receiver,
and as such will provide half or full
wave rectification depending on the
circuit used. A point of very special
importance which needs to be stressed
arises from the fact that no heater current
is required with this cornponent (hence
the term cold valve) and, furthermore,
no anode current is needed, and this in
itself disposes of the usual necessity for the
very adequate smoothing which has to be
incorporated when consideration is given
to the normal type of detector valve anode
supply with mains driven sets.

Samples and Circuits
Samples of these new components are

given in the photographic illustration,
Fig. 4, four separate types being shown,
Lamely W. 4, W. 6, W. 24, and W. 26. They
ae quite small and light, but look very
robust and will certainly take up but little
space in the normal wireless receiver.
Arising from the fact that no heater circuit
has to be supplied, and in consequence
there is no self capacity between the
negative end of the rectifier and earth, it
is possible to employ the normal half wave
circuit, such as that shown in Fin. 5. instead

111 II II III 181

of the diode
circuit in which
the positions of
the rectifier and
reservoir con-
densers are in-
terchanged.

Turning t o
Fig. 6 the rea-
der can see the
slight modifi-
cations intro-
duced when full
wave rectifica-
tion is em-
ployed by using
the centre tap.
In these super-
heterodyne ar-
rangements it
is essential to

ensure that the preceding transformer
coupling has a ratio matching the
impedance of the preceding valve to
that of the Westector. In the cases of
Figs. 5 and 6 the ratios should
be 1.5 to 1 and 2 to 1 respectively when
used in conjunction with low impedance
type screen grid valves and the units

.0/ MAI

Westector.

0 The makers suggest, however, that a more
desirable foria of automatic volume control
is provided by the scheme shown in skeleton
form in the diagram, Fig. 7.
Types and Ratings

According to data issued by the manu-
facturers the table included here gives the
details concerning the types and ratings
of the four models illustrated in Fig. 4.
Type. Circuit. Max. Input Max.

Volts. Current.
W.4 Half Wave 24 volts peak 0.25 mA.
W.6 Half Wave 36 volts peak 0.25 mA.
W.24 Full Wave 24 volts peak 0.5 inA.

each side of
centre tap.

W.26 Full Wave 36' volts peak 0.5 m.A
each side of
centre tap.

No Reaction
This is an interesting feature, but, on the

other hand, the man who normally uses his
reaction control almost to destruction in-
stead of operating each valve stage efficiently
and resorting to reaction on occasions, may
look on the absence of amplification and re-
action control with a cold valve as something
of a mixed blessing. This point can, how-
ever, be offset by an appreciation of the truly

straight line detector

a
e
c,
C>

mism4 6

o 16.

To Rla".

Fig. 6.-Full wave rectification in
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a superhet circuit by means of the Westector.

shown and working at 100 to 150 kilocybles.

Automatic Volume Control
With the. intriguing possibilities afforded

by the suggested applications of automatic
volume control to variable mu valves it
is necessary to see how the situation is
affected by the substitution of a " cold "
valve for one of its " warmer " brothers. It
is merely a question of arranging suitably
the polarity of the Westector so as to utilise
the D.C. component of its output in the usual
way to provide automatic volume control,
using the variable grid bias
method. -

HTcharacteristics offered
447-# by a Westector and a

realization of its value in
handling really large in-
put signal volts (see
table) coupled with the
reminder that the reac-
tion and amplification
efficiency can very easily
be made good by the
addition of a second
stage of high -frequency
in lieu of the single stage
which has had such a
popular appeal for a
long time.

In conclusion one
other point must be
mentioned in connection
with these units as this
has an important bear-
ing on design. Due to
the remaining self capa-

city the damping introduced at radio
frequencies is high and is equivalent to an
approximate load of 10,000 ohms. When
used as a straightforward radio frequency
detector, therefore, the Westector unit
should be preceded by a high -frequency
valve of very low impedance and preferably
one of the triode class, as in this way the
objections arising from the damping factor
can be overcome in quite an effective manner.

A circuit somewhat similar to that shown
in Fig. 5 will form a basis for any readers
who desire to experiment.

W6
ecr;$1",a1

ch

0

ftr-

Mccr,
Electro/yerC

F%g. 7.-How automatic volume control may be effected by the Westector
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,-WHAT IS WRONG?-5---
In this, the Concluding Article of the Series, Special Reference is

1! Made to Mains Receiver Faults, and Some Methods of Testing

Components are described. By FRANK PRESTON, F.R.A.

1-Lr Battery
)1'

RSOoall
PeSiStanCe,
Fig. 18.-Method of testing

and measuring resistances.

MOST of the tests I have previously
discussed may be applied to any
type of set, but before leaving the

subject of fault finding it seems that I
ought to make rather special reference to a
few of the troubles peculiar to receivers
which derive their power supply from the
lighting mains.

When the mains receiver goes completely
dead or begins to emit crackles and other
noises, the best thing is to switch off the
power supply and carefully examine the
internal components. Such faults as burnt -
out mains transformers, chokes, rectifiers,
etc., are often obvious by the charring of
portions of the parts concerned, and any
which show signs of having been subject to
great heat should immediately be suspected.
In the same way, any component which
feels excessively hot might he considered as
a likely source of trouble, and should there-
fore be tested. Indirectly -heated valves
always become fairly warm in use, but when
one valve becomes very much hotter than
the others it might be clue to lack of grid
bias; caused by the bias resistance having
burnt out or become short-circuited in some
way ; this would be indicated by a high
anode current. Just as excessive heat may
point to a fault, so may the lack of warmth
of some component like a receiver or
rectifier valve, or even an H.T. feed
resistance. Therefore, any of these Battery
components which feels cold to the
touch should be tested. When smooth-
ing condensers of too low a voltage
rating have been employed they will
almost certainly give rise to trouble
sooner or later, -due to the insulation
breaking down and causing a short. If
this does happen it is more than likely
that the mains transformer and rectifier
will also suffer, since they will be
subject to a heavy load.

Should no fault reveal itself when
the set is switched off, turn it on
again and watch the inside of the
receiver, but keep your' fingers out of
harm's way. Notice that all the valve Fig. 19.-How a potentiometer should

heaters glow eeually bright (the be tested.

Milhampmetep

glass bulbs of
mains valveS
a're not
usually " sil-
vered" all
over, and it
is generally
possible t o
see through
them). When
a valve fails
to light up it
is either de-
fective or
making bad
contact with
its holder.
Should there
be no light
from any
valve, exam-
ine the fila-
ment wiring

for discontinuity or short-circuit. If no fault
is revealed it might be helpful to remove
the L.T. wires from the mains transformer
and connect them to a 4 -volt accumulator
to find whether the transformer, wiring or
valves are at fault. Similarly, when there
is no sign of H.T. it is not a bad idea to
connect the wires from the rectifier to a
high-tension battery or separate eliminator
to see if the H.T. supply system is defective.
Where this is impossible the H.T. leads can
be tested for voltage by means of a high
resistance meter ; as mentioned before, it is
absolutely essential that the meter should
be of at least 500 ohms per volt if anything
approaching an accurate reading is to be
obtained.
Mains Hum

A certain amount of " hum " is almost
invariably associated with mains receivers,
but if it is so loud as to be audible through

T

Potentometer

the received signals there is probably
something amiss. It might be that the
condenser itethe earth lead has " gone," or
that the rectifier valve is losing its emission.
In tracing the source of hum it is often of
assistance to cut out the various va1E,e
stages one at a time, as explained last week,
but in doing this great care should be taken
to switch off the mains every tune any
alteration is to be made.

Mechanical Vibration
Hum is not always of an " electrical "

nature, but is often caused by mechanical
means; for instance, by vibration of the
core stampings of a transformer or choke.
This can be detected by short-circuiting
the loud -speaker terminals ; if the hum still
remains it must be put down to mechanical
vibration. Core stampings can generally be
clamped up by means of their holding bolts,
but if this is impossible an effective remedy
is to pour a small amount of shellac varnish
over the edge of the core. The varnish
will sink in between the stampings and set
hard. binding them together as a solid

mass.

D.C. Receivers
With receivers operating from D.C. mains

extreme care must be taken in snaking
necessary tests, sinee the whole of the
electrical system is " live " ; otherwise the
procedure is similar to that followed in

regard to A.C. sets. When working a
receiver from some D.C. mains a peculiar
hum is sometimes observed which cannot
be traced to any of the sources mentioned
above, and it is. in fact, caused entirely
by the mains supply. It is not due to
ordinary " roughness.'' but to a high -

frequency voltage being superimposed on
the D.C. current. The only c ure is to lit an

(Co nt in u rd overleaf

,Voltmeter
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H.F. choke in one, or both, of the supply
leads. Naturally, the chokes must be
able to carry the full current required by
the set, and should therefore be of a special
type ; suitable components are made by a
number of firms.

I think we have now dealt with the
methods of detecting almoSt every fault
likely to be found in any type of receiver,
and I strongly commend my readers to read
carefully through this and previous articles
before setting to work, in order that they
may have a thorough grasp of the principles
involved, and appreciate the value of
systematic and orderly investigation.
Vesting Components

When any particular component appears
to be faulty it is best to remove it from the
set and give it a thorough examination.
In almost every instance the object of the
tests will be to ascertain that the part
has not developed an " open " circuit (a
broken interval contact) or a short cir-cuit, and that its insulation is sound.
It will not be necessary to mention every
component separately, but it seems desir-
able to suggest specific tests which may
be applied in a variety of cases.

Resistances
Either fixed or variable resistances

can be tested, and their ohmic value
measured, as shown in Fig. 18. It will
be seen that the resistance is connected
in series with a battery and milliam-
meter. If the component has become open -
circuited there will be no current indication,
whilst if it is short-circuited the needle of
the meter will give a sudden " kick " to
the top of the scale. So that there will
be no danger of damaging the meter,
it is advisable to start by using no more
than lit volts of the battery.

The actual value of the resistance
can be found with fair accuracy by adjusting
the battery voltage until a reading of,
say, 5 milliamps is given ; the resistance
can then be calculated by dividing the
voltage by the current in ampere's (1 milli-
ampere equals one thousandth of an
ampere). As an example, let us suppose
that a voltage of 75 is found necessary

Fig. 21.-A simple " rig -up" for testing
valves.

to drive a current of 5 milliamps through
the resistance ; the value will be 75 divided
by 5 thousandths, or 75 by 1,00015, which
equals 25,000 (ohms). If the needle flickers
it will indicate a bad con-
tact in the resistance, and
since that would cause a

F/ash Lamp
Bulb Ala/der.-

crackle in the receiver, the component
should, therefore, be discarded.
Potentiometers

Fig. 19 shows how a potentiometer maybe tested. Its two outer terminals are
connected across a high-tension battery,
whilst a voltmeter is connected between
the centre terminal and one of the others.
If the component is in good condition
a steadily varying voltage from 0 to that
of the battery will be shown as the knobis rotated. A break in the winding will
be indicated by a sudden change in voltage
as the slider traverses a certain part of
the track.
Fixed Condensers

There are several ways of testing fixed
condensers, but the simplest and most
satisfactory is to connect a battery to the
terminals, allow the condenser to stand
for some time, and then connect a pair
of phone or loud -speaker leads ; thereshould be a loud click as the latter con-
nections are made. It should be borne in
mind that the fingers must not come in

contact with the con-
denser terminals whilst
this test is being made,
or the charge will leak
away through the body.

The battery voltage to be employed
will depend upon the capacity of the con-
denser under test, and should be no more
than about 10 volts for 4 infd. condenser,
to 100 volts for one of .0003 mfd. or
smaller. If the voltage were too great
there would be a possibility of damaging
the phones by a heavy discharge.
Tuning Coils

These can be tested for continuity of
the windings by connecting the latter in
series with a G.B. battery and flash lamp
bulb, as shown in Fig. 20. First set the
wavechange switch to its " medium wave "
position and adjust battery voltage until
the bulb shows a bright light-probably
about 6 volts will be required for a 4 -volt
bulb, due to the resistance of the windings.
Next turn the switch to its " long wave "
position ; the light from the bulb should
become fairly dim, or it might go out
altogether, because of the added resistance
of the long wave winding. If the light
does go out, try increasing the battery
voltage. Should it be found that the light
cannot be restored it will be obvious that
the long -wave winding is broken or dis-
connected from its terminal. Were it
noticed that the light remained equally
bright, no matter which position the switch
occupied, you would know that the switchwas not functioning. Reaction windings
can be tested in the same manner, but,
of course, the wavechange switch will
have no effect in this case.

The windings of any type of transformer
can be tested by means of a battery and
milliammeter, in just the same way
as resistances. A further test is necessary,
however, to discover whether or notthere is a, short-circuit between different
windings or between any winding and the
core ; this can also be carried out by
using the battery and milliammeter.

When previous tests have left some
doubt as to whether or not a valve is faulty,
the arrangement illustrated in Fig. 21
should be set up. By applying various
voltages of H.T. and G.B. the anode
current can be measured under different
conditions and the readings obtained
compared with those issued by the makers.

Fig. 20. -
Testing the
windings of
a tuning
coil for
continuity.
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Energising Electro-Magnetic
Moving -Coil Speakers

Fig. 1.-Energising a 2,500 ohm field -winding

Some Methods of Obtaining the Necessary

Supply for the Field Coils of Loud Speakers

By J. H. WATTS
of 2,500 'ohms. This type of
speaker usually requires a voltage
of 100-120 volts for field excitation.
Therefore, if it is used on mains
of the 200-250 volt class, an H.T.8
metal rectifier is used as a " half
wave," while if the mains are of

the 100-120 volts
class the same

from 200-250 volt A.

THE mains energised moving - coil
' speaker still remains the best type

to use, owing to its much greater
sensitivity and frequency response
than other types, in spite of the
great improvements made in
modern permanent -magnet
speakers. The fact that it has to be
energised, however, seems to be
regarded as a disadvantage by quite
a number of constructors, and they
fall back on the permanent -magnet
type. In this article it is explained
how to energise, without undue
extra expense, the D.C. type of
electro-magnetic speaker.

Of course, if D.C. mains are
available, the speaker can be
energised independently direct from
the mains. It is to those who rely
on A.C. for their supply that
the following methods will be found
of value.

Independent Energising from A.C.
Mains with Rectifier but Without
Mains Transformer
In Fig. 1 is illustrated a method of

providing field current to a D.C. speaker
with the aid of a metal rectifier but without

transformer.
In both the
cases illus-
trated it is
presumed
that the field
winding has
a resistance

H.T8
RECTIFIER

doubler" circuit
speakers having
to 7,500 ohms.

Fig.

Fig. 3.-2,500 ohm field
as smoothing choke

in eliminator circuit.

type of rectifier
is used, but it
is connected for

C. mams. the "voltage
. There are on the market
a field resistance of 5,000
These can be energised in

the same manner
as above, but the
rectifier to use
would be type
H.T.7.

When ss,:ng a

2.-Energising a 2,500 ohm field -winding
100-120 volt A.C. mains.

speaker in the way de-
scribed, great icare must
be taken to see that so
earth connection is made

to t h e
D.C. sideof the
rectifier.

Using the
Field
Winding
as a
S mooth-
i n g or
Output
Choke

If IV h ere
1-0,,rpu°rNEAr0 a mains
0'677F" receiver

RE takingnot
less than
40 m.a.
anode
cut -rent is

in use, the
field winding
of a speaker
designed f o r
D.C. mains
operation.
and having a
field resist -
ance of 2,0()(1- 1..1.. 5.-2,500 ohm field as
2,500 ohms. 'automatic bias resistance.
can be used as
a smoothing choke in the eliminator which
providis H.T. to the receiver. The current.
in passing through tie windings, causes a
voltage drop across them (100 volts at
40 m.a.), which produces the neeessary
wattage dissipation for energisinng the
electro-magnet. This voltaeo drop must,
of course, be deducted from the H.T.
supply. Therefore, when detigning an
eliminator to include the field wiminig of

a speaker as a smoothing rImke, the
rectifier and transformer inc irporateil its

it should be designed to give piit volts in
excess of the maximum roluired by the
receiver. The connections for energising
a speaker in this way are shown in Fig. 3.
If, for some reason, such as with a

commercial eliminator, it is inconvenient
to substitute the speaker winding for an
existing smoothing choke, it can be used as

an output choke in the receiver,
The output valve alone must take
40 sn.a. or snore if this method is
to lie used, and it must be borne
in mind that a voltage drop will
occur, which will be deducted
from the H.T. supply to the last
valve. In Fig. 4 the connections
for this method are shown. It will
be noticed that where an indirectly
heated output valve is used (such
as one of the large A.C. pentodes)
as in the illustration, the low
potential side of the speaker or
output transformer is returned
direct to the cathode. and not H.T.
negative. The ant, ilia tie bias
resistance is then net included in
the speaker circuit. In the same
way, where automatie Dias is used
with a directly le all output valve,
this connection ii ILe taken to the
filament side of the bias resistance.

Continued on tige 1222.
FIELD

TERMINALS

Ls

from

SPE,R4j1PtirmER

4P CONS°

Fig. 4.-2,500 ohm field as output choke in
receiver 
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wri- Using Field .as
Automatic Bias
Resistance

Where a
large out-
put valve

2 mr taking
L s about 40-

'70 m.a. is
used in
the last
stage of a
r e c eiver,
the most
efficient
and econ-
omical
method of
supplying
field cur-
rent to
a D . C .

HT.- speaker is
to use it
as thebias
resistance
for this
valve,

It is well known that, if automatic bias
is used in a receiver, the amount of bias
voltage produced by the resistances has
to be deducted from the H.T. supply.
If, therefore, a speaker were included as a
choke, this voltage drop would be a further
reduction of H.T. voltage. If the speaker
windings 'are used as a bias resistance, we,
of course, have to deduct the full voltage
drop across them from the H.T., but the
bias voltage can be tapped from this
voltage drop by means of a potentiometer
without further voltage drop. The con-
nections for this method are shown theoreti-

Fig. 6.-2,500 ohm field as bias
resistance for indirectly heated out-

put valve. Triode or pentode.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

cally in Fig. 4 and pictorially in Fig.
5. When a valve taking 40 m.a. is
used and a 2,500 ohm field, the
bias voltage can be varied (by
means of the 50,000 ohms poten-
tiometer) from zero to 100 volts,
while if the valve takes 60 m.a. it
can be adjusted between zero and
150 volts, but this method is reallymeant where valves requiring
above 30 volts bias or more are
used.

When the circuit is
first operated, the 50,000
ohms potentiometer
should be turned to
the end connected to
H.T. negative. A mil.
liammeter should be
inserted in the plate
circuit of the output
valve, and the poten-
tiometer carefully ad-
justed until the meter
reads the correct anode
current for the anode
voltage in use. The
slider of the 30 ohm c
potentiometer is turned si -
to the centre of its (K
resistance. The cor-
rect anode current for

v..a given anode voltage
for a certain valve can \,
be found on reference \j_,) 1
to the pamphlet sup-
plied with the valve
by the manufacturers.

In Fig. 5 the out-
put from the amplifier is shown connected be necessary.direct to the speech coil of the speaker, of the amplifier
but, of course, an output transformer may primary.

Fig. 7-Pictorial layout -and con-
nections for 2,500 ohm field as bias

resistance.
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FILAMENT
TRANSFORMER.

nn which case the output -

would be connected to its

Aerial Damping
Examining the curves it will be noted

that the addition of the aerial system,
while not materially altering the shape
of the reaction curve, moves it bodily
to the right. This means that a larger
reaction capacity is required to make the
set oscillate when aerial and earth are
connected than is necessary when they are
absent. Of course; this is to be expected,
and is due to the extra damping intro-
duced by the presence of the aerial system.
The incorporation of a .0005 mfd. reaction
condenser in sets with no H.F. stages
is seen to give particularly good results,
and from the previous theoretical reason-
ing-namely. a reduction in the damping
introduced by the small reaction coil
required-this was expected to be the case.

Tho use of a .0001 mfd. reaction con-
denser is more suited to those receivers
where H.F. stages are included and reaction
control is effected on the detector valve
alone. Here the presence of a somewhat
larger reaction winding is offset by the
absence of the damping produced by the
aerial connections, and as readers have no

' doubt found for themselves, the reaction
control is quite smooth. This was tested
out on different sets, but the curves are
not shown. They were similar in character
to those shown in Fig. 3, but the reaction
settings for oscillation to take place occurred
over a smaller number of degrees than was
the case for the .0005 mfd, reaction con

'denser just dealt with.
This indicates that, wherever possible,

it is better to use a .0005 mfd. reaction
condenser and a small reaction coil, but
the gain is not so material as one would at

REACTION POINTERS
By H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE,

Wh.Sch., B.Sc.
(Continued from page 1205, March 11th issue).

first imagine. Added to that, considera-
tion of panel space and layout have to be
bprne in mind, and this often makes it
necessary and preferable to use the .0001
mfd. condenser.

Refusal to Oscillate
There is one important point which

must be stressed in conclusion, however,
and that is the effect produced on the
reaction condenser by the addition of the
aerial system. Sets have been tested
without any aerial connection, and the
curve taken indicates that the reaction
control involves a fairly uniform change
over the scale, i.e., a progressive rise in
reaction and aerial condenser readings
for the oscillation condition. The addition
of an aerial, however, often causes the set
to refuse to oscillate at some particular
part of the tuning condenser scale.

A little reasoning will show that this is
the outcome of a serious load increase
of the aerial at that position, and is due
to the aerial resonating within the wave-
length band over which oscillations refuse
to occur. There are several ways of over -

BIND YOUR COPIES of " PRACTICAL

WIRELESS." Indexpzna, BaciiinnyCases

coming this, but the most simple is the
inclusion of a series condenser in the aeriallead. This will cause the resonant con-:-
dition of the aerial to occur at a point
below the wavelength range covered by the
tuning circuit, and while a reduction in
signal strength also takes place, this is
generally small, and is to be preferred to an
absence of reaction control. -

In order to find the capacity best suitedto one's own aerial a convenient type
of series condenser for this work is a pre-.set one. When connected in the aerial
lead, it can then be adjusted until the
reaction control over the whole of the tun-
ing -condenser scale is reasonably uniform,
and obviously with this condition the user
of a set is in a far better position to search
for stations than would be the case when
there are prominent irregularities.

Curve (a) gives the variation on the
normal broadcast band (250/550 metres)
without aerial and earth, while curve (b)
shows the alteration introduced when theaerial system is connected. It will be
observed that in both cases the variation
over the whole of the scale is reasonably
smooth, there being a progressive increase
of the reaction condenser reading as theaerial tuning condenser was increased.

The experiment was repeated for the
long waves, and curves (c) and (d) are
for similar conditions to (a) and (b) respec-tively. It is interesting to note that
whereas on the niedium waves the reaction
condenser had a wide range for bringing
the set into oscillation, on the long waves
this oscillation effect generally was con-
fined to a much smaller part of the reaction
scale.
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L.F. CHoKE
Fig. 1.-An effective method of reducing bass
response by connecting a choke, condenser,
and variable resistance in series across the

loud -speaker terminals.

ONE control " and " tone correc-
tion " are very popular expres-
sions with the wireless amateur

these days, but I am afraid they are not
always understood quite so well as they
might be. In the first place, tone correc-
tion is not a means of curing the evil
commonly known as distortion, but is

rather a system of compensating for high -
note or low -note loss which occurs in the
reproduction given by the loud-speaker.
Tone control, on the other hand, enables
the operator to adjust the degree of high -
or low-no`te response of the

Tone Correction
The need for tone correction is brought

about by the uneven response of various
components of the receiver to different
parts of the musical scale. As an example,
it is well known that a very selective tuner
gives full response to the bass notes, whilst.
its response diminishes as the notes increase
in frequency. In consequence, if the rest
of the receiving circuit gave uniform
amplification to the full range of audio
frequencies (sound frequencies, if you
like) the resultant output from the loud-
speaker would be very low pitched or
" boomy." But the average set does not
give " straight-line " amplificationvery
far from it : the L.F. transformers usually
emphasise higher frequencies, as does a
pentode output valve ; the loud -speaker,
also, might give greater response to any
part of the frequency range according to
its particular design. It is clear, then,
that a fair amount of tone correction is
often obtained automatically in the set
itself, so it remains to find what part of the
musical scale is over -emphasised, and then

L.S
HT+

50.000
01 -/MS.

*0/_05 MFD..
Fig. 4.-Reducing high -note
response. by connecting a
fixed condenser and variable
resistance in parallel with
the loud -speaker terminals.

TONE CORRECTION AND TONE

CONTROL
An Article of Interest to All Those Who are in Search of "Quality"

in Loud -Speaker Reproduction.

FREDERICK BRIDGES-- ---
to devise a. means of reducing amplification
at that part.
Bass Emphasis

In the case of the average present-day
ultra -selective receiver it is usual to find

THIN CARD-
BOARD TUBE
V2"D/A...
/%2"LONG

CARDBOARD CHEEKS..
Fig. 2.-Showing constructional details of an

easily -made tone corrector choke.

that low notes predominate, whilst the
higher ones are somewhat neglected. This
is indicated by the fact that a symphony

TONE CORRECTOR C/RCUIT.

50.000
1 OHMS..

9

HFC.

DEr GB.-

L.A7CeioKE

sr L.F:
Fig. 3.-A tone corrector circuit con-
nected across the primary winding of

the first L.F. transformer.
orchestra sounds more like a quartet
of double -bass and 'cello's, and the
announcer seems to have a cold
on his chest ; organ music is
very heavy and monotonous, and
a dance band is reproduced
principally as a series of " dull
thuds." Having recognised the
symptoms we must find a cure. If
a three -electrode power valve is in
use the necessary correction might
be obtained by replacing it by a
pentode. Alternatively, it might be
possible to change the moving -coil
loud -speaker for one of the balanced
armature or electrostatic type, either
of which is more sensitive to
the upper register. Where neither
of these " automatic " schemes

is practicable, some modifications must
be made to the set itself. Perhaps
the simplest is to connect a small L.F.
choke, variable resistance and fixed con-
denser in series across the loud -speaker
terminals, as shown in Fig. I. Where an
output transformer or choke -capacity filter
is employed, the corrector circuit should be
wired in parallel wit'i the I ran,f,,rmer
primary, or with the et.oke, and net a, ress
the loud -speaker yindings. ohi,it
of the choke is to provide an easy lea lee...e

path for the low frequeneies. t homfb Icing
an effective barrier to the hielter ones, and
by varying the value of resist an,- in ,ireuit
the degree of low -note " cut-, can be
changed as desired. Since the fixed
condenser is of high capacity (at least.
1 mfd.) it offers no restriction to any audio
frequencies, but merely serves to prevent
the D.C. high-tension supply from passing
through the choke. It will he seen that
we do not actually increase the strength of
the higher notes, but to achieve the same
(apparent.) effect the bass is curtailed.
For this reason the fitting of any addit ional
tone 'correction device necessarily results
in a reduction in overall volume. and to
counteract this it might in sonic instances
be desirable to increase the amplificathii
of the set by adding another valve. or by
some other means.

HT+
Making a T. C. Choke

Before proceeding further it

might be as well to give some
practical details of the L.F.

choke shown in Fig. I. It should have
an inductance of something between
1 and 3 henries, and may be bought ready-
made from one of the firms of transformer
manufacturers. Those who prefer to make
their own, however, can do so by winding
about 2,000 turns of 36 enamelled
wire on a core consistin,, of a tin. diameter
bundle of soft iron wires. 'Elie winding

DE -r. / sr L.F.

Fig. 5.-A greater degree of high -note attenuation is ob-
tained by putting the condenser and parallelresistancein,

with the primary winding of the L.P.
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Fig. 6.-A simple tone control circuit which
may be used for giving either high- or low -note

attenuation.

may be placed on a small bobbin like that
illustrated in Fig. 2 and, so as to enable the
best value of inductance to be chosen
experimentally, tappings should be taken
after putting on 1,000 and 1,500 turns.
Increasing the Degree of Correction

The latter method is only satisfactory
when a comparatively small amount of
correction is required, but a more pro-
nounced effect can be obtained by connect-
ing a similar choke -
resistance combination in
parallel with the primary
winding of the first L.F.
transformer, as shown in
Fig. 3. The fixed con-
denser is not necessary in
this case, since the choke
will be quite able to carry
the small amount of D.C.
current which will be
passed through it.
Although this system
gives a greater degree of
correction, it also reduces amplification to a
much greater extent and, to overcome this
loss, it is best to use a transformer of higher
step-up ratio than that originally employed.

Band-pass Tuning
When a band-pass tuner is employed, a

fairly even response is given to the full
harmonic range, although even then there
is a distinct falling -off in strength beyond
some 4,500 cycles. This is not so notice-
able or objectionable because it does not
affect the " fundamental " notes of any
musical instruments, but it does reduce the
intensity of overtones or harmonics, and as
it is these which constitute the " individu-
ality" of any particular instrument, they
are very important to the trained musician
and, in fact, to anyone with a critical,
musical ear. In consequence, a certain
amount of correction is sometimes deemed
necessary even when a band-pass tuner is
used. Either of the two methods des-
cribed can be applied, but a little more care
must be exercised in choosing the optimum
value of inductance, and so it might be
better to take more tappings from the
choke.

High -note " Cut-off "
Where loud -speaker reproduction is

" shrill "-that is when emphasis is given to
higher notes, either due to the use of a
pentode, an unsuitable L.F. transformer,
or a speaker which favours the upper
register-an entirely different method of
correction must be applied. It was ex-
plained above that a low -frequency choke
tends to " short-circuit " notes of low
frequency, so it need only be pointed out
that a condenser behaves in exactly the
opposite manner. In other words, a con-
denser provides an easy leakage path for
high frequencies, and a comparatively
difficult one for low frequencies. In

consequence, we can get the very
reverse effect to that referred to above if
we replace the choke by a fixed con -70 in the manner illustrated in Figs.

AUD/O 4 and 5. The most suitable capacity
FREQUENCY for the latter condenser will obviously

depend upon the amount of correctionC/RCU/T. required ; the larger the condenser the
greater the degree of high -note attenu-
ation which will accrue. Generally
speaking, a capacity of from .01
mfd. to .05 mfd. will prove suitable, and,

in any case, a fair degree of latitude is
permissible, since the variable resistance
controls the condenser's effect upon thecircuit.

Another very simple way of curtailing
high -note response, is to join a condenser
across the secondary winding, of the L.F.
transformer. It is usually found that
sufficient correction can be obtained by the
use of a fixed condenser of about .0003 mfd.,
but it is a good plan to employ a .0005 mfd.
variable or pre-set one so that the optimum
capacity can be found under normal con-
ditions of operation. In a set with which
shrillness is extremely pronounced the

H.T.

H.F.C.

DET: /sr L.P:
Fig. 7.-The tone control of Fig. 6 connected
across the transformer primary winding.

.0005 mfd. condenser might not give
sufficient correction, and in that case another
fixed condenser may be connected in parallel
with it until the desired effect is produced.
Tone Control

In general, tone control is much more
satisfactory than tone correction, especially
in a set which is used for the reception of
a number of stations. As explained before,
tone control makes it possible to reduce
amplification at either end of the scale, as
desired, and is thus very useful in enabling
the operator to vary the tone of his loud-
speaker to suit his own requirements, as
well as to compensate for losses at various
freqencies due to the peculiarities of
individual components.

Those who make a practice of listening to
distant stations know that the " tone
balance " of different transmissions varies
tremendously ; some are " thin " and high-
pitched, whilst others have a distinct
tendency toward bass accentuation. It is
more for this reason than any other that
long-distance reception is considered by
some to be not worth while, but by the use
of a good system of tone control any station
which is received at good strength and free
from interference can be made to give the
same quality as the local. Tone control
has another very marked advantage from
the point of view of long-distance reception,

it

Fig. 8.-The tone
control circuit used
in the loud -speaker

circuit.

in that it may be used to eliminate, or, at
least, to minimize, heterodyne whistles and
various forms of " mush. The whistles
are, of course, high-pitched notes, and can,
therefore, be considerably reduced in
intensity by cutting down the treble
response ' of the set. This necessarily re-
duces the strength of the higher frequencies
in the transmission being received, but it
is generally quite easy to strike a com-
promise so that the heterodynes are re-
moved without making too great a sacrifice
of quality.

A Simple Tone Control Circuit
It is quite clear that if we are to, get a

full control of tone from the bass right
up to the treble we must combine the two
systems dealt with above, and the simplest
way of doing this is to connect the choke,
condenser and a potentiometer in the man-
ner indicated in Fig. 6. The combination
may be connected across any audio -fre-
quency circuit, and by moving the potentio-
meter slider from one end to the other of
the resistance element, the opposite effects
of the choke and condenser can be brought
to bear in greater or lesser degree upon the
circuit. As the slider is moved towards
the " condenser " end there will be a gradual -
high -note attenuation, and when it is moved
in the opposite direction the lower notes
will be reduced in 'comparative intensity,
whilst when the slider is at the centre ofits track the circuit will give uniform
response to all audio frequencies. Most of
the tone control transformers on the market
employ this system, and have a suitable
choke and condenser built into the case;it is thus only necessary to connect an
external potentiometer.

The tone control circuit of Fig. 6 may be
connected across the primary winding of the
first L.F. transformer, as shown in Fig. 7,
but when used in the loud -speaker circuit
it should be wired in series with a large -
capacity fixed condenser, in the manner
illustrated in Fig. 8, so that it will be
isolated from the D.C. anode current.

T.C. With a Pick -Up
The advantages of a tone control circuit

apply in equal force when a gramophone
pick-up is being used. By suitable adjust-
ment of the potentiometer it is possible to
compensate to a certain extent for the lack
of bass in the' recording, and at the same
time, to reduce needle scratch to a mini-
mum. If scratch is entirely eliminated
there will be a consequent " cutting " of
high notes, but it is generally possible to
find a setting at which scratch does not
approach an objectionable intensity, and
yet the loss in high -note response is not
noticeable.

Vol. II. Commences Next Week i
We continue to gain momentum, to
get into our stride, to set the pace !
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Coil Matching Unit
FOR enthusiasts who, like myself,

snake their own coils, the following
idea may be useful ; although not original

4IEACTION

C15\

TERMINAL STRIP FOP co.0.),INECTIONS,

COIL
ON TEST

AERIAL

44141
TO DET.. VALVE SOCKET OF SET.

A useful coil matching unit.

in its theory, maybe the idea of its use in
this manner is. In construction the arrange-
ment resembles a common tuning unit with
an adaptor, the accompanying illustration
showing the layout and wiring. The
connections are as for the detector stage,
the detector valve being placed in the socket
and the plug into the set socket. Tuning
is done by the unit and the coils can then
be tuned and altered without much trouble.
-V. M. Rix (Croydon).

A Handy Testing Panel
HERE is a handy testing device which I

have installed in my receiver (Det.-
2 L.F.). It consists of a small panel upon

REGYrok
LEAD

rtA)SITI,E
SIDL,vALV

AMENT

NOT
0,4,7ED.

SWITCH MA.

E

TO COMMON NEGATIVE'
05 HT.e. S LIDSLIAILT

An easily contrived testing panel.

THAT DODGE OF YOURS !

Every reader of " PRACTICAL WIRE-
LESS " must have originated some little
dodge which would interest other readers.
Why not pass it on to us ? For every item
published on this page we will pay half a
guinea. The latest batch is published below.

' Turn that idea of yours to account by send-
ing it in to us, addressed to the Editor,
" PRACTICAL WIRELESS," George
Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street,
Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and address
on every item. Please note that every notion
sent in must be original. Mark envelopes
" Radio Wrinkles." Do NOT enclose Queries
with your Wrinkle.

which is mounted a meter reading volts
and milliamps. The remaining parts
required are 6 plugs and sockets (4 red,
2 black), one 2 -point switch and three
terminals. The whole forms a, useful
instrument for taking instantaneous
readings of batteries and also the total
consumption of the receiver. The
connections are as shown by the
accompanying sketch. The negative
lead from the H.T. battery to the set
is broken and the two ends are con-
nected to A and B. Terminal E goes
to the common negative of L.T. and
H.T., usually earth. Socket C is taken
to the positive side of valve fila-
ments. Sockets F G and H are taken
to the plate terminals of the three
valves. Sockets D and D are not
connected, but are used for inserting the
two plugs when not in use and so prevent
them from dangling in set. When set is
normally in use the switch MA is kept on,
thus completing the H.T. negative lead.
Breaking this switch will give an instan-
taneous reading of the total current being
taken from the H.T. battery. When it is
desired to ascertain the filament voltage
the L.T. + plug is inserted into socket C.
H.T. readings are obtained by inserting the
other plug into either F, G, or H, and the
reading shown will be the actual voltage on
the plate of
that particular ck. MOULDING

valve. When
voltage readings
are taken the
spade con -

FEE NEGATIVE
LEAD

TO PLATE OP
DETECTOR

VALVE

TO BATE OF
fIRST L.F.

VALVE.

TO PLATE OF

POWER VALVE

PANEL SQUARE

BASEBOARD

A Compact Circuit Tester
READERS of this page may be interested

in this compact, but efficient, circuit
tester. I have made it from odds and ends.
From small pieces of scrap wood I construct-
ed a box almost 3M, long by 1 lin. wide and
11in. deep. By cutting an old terminal
strip I obtained an ebonite panel to fit,
measuring 3in. by 11in. On this, as shown
in the sketch, I mounted two pairs of tele-
phone terminals, a small toggle switch, and
through the panel, a fuse holder. When
wired as shown and connected to an ordinary
flash -lamp battery one has a tester capable
of showing a dead short or continuity in
a circuit having a resistance of one megohm
or more, simply by pushing over the switch.
The toggle switch was used solely because it
happened to be a spare one. Of course, a
push-pull switch would do equally well. I

#4"frAon.,
rest rs

.55 vet? tnat,---'0 /4
5atich <20,.c/for
Cead-Sket-I. tests.

A circuit tester made from odds and ends.

find this little tester a great help when
testing for continuity in the " inwards " of a
radiogram, where space is very limited and
where one appreciates being able to see
the flash of the light for a short, or hear
the double make -and -break " plop " in the
'phones.-G. COLEMAN (Finsbury Park).

A Sectional Panel
FIRST obtain a length of quadrant

moulding (Fig. 1), and some odd
pieces of plywood of suitable size. Next

Fig. I.

ig. 2.

nection should be disconnected
from A or B. This panel I have
fitted to my baseboard with the
idea of eliminating the trouble
of getting at the batteries,
which are usually stowed away
in some other compartment.-
A. W. MANN (Petworth).

Fig. 3:

PLYWOOD SECTIONS IN POSITION

A sectional panel for experimenta'
purposes.

cut two lengths of moulding the size of
baseboard (Figs. 2 and 3), leaving a small
gap for the thickness of your plywood
panel sections to slide in. Cut the plywood
into different size squares so as to make
up the length of your panel, as indicated in
Fig. 4. I have found this idea to be very
successful.-H. WEBSTER Dulwich).
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A simple dual
switching arrangement.

Dual Switching Device
WHEN using a set employing battery -

heated valves in conjunction with a
high-tension eliminator, it is often found
troublesome to have to switch the set off
at two points. A switch to combine these
two actions can easily be made. One of the
small toggle mains switches is fitted with a
strip of aluminium, bent at a right angle, a
small " push-pull " switch being then
mounted as shown in the sketch. To the
spindle of this latter switch is clamped a
short length of stiff wire, which is bent to
engage with a hole drilled in the end of the
switch arm, which point of course is usually
insulated from the contact piece. Those
" push-pull " switches having a definite
" snap " action are difficult to adapt, but
it will be found that those with a straight
contact plunger work quite easily.-G. E.
Dni_FrIELn (York).

Simple Tone Control
TO make the simple tone control device

shown in the accompanying sketch,
the following components will be required:-
Three fixed condensers .002, .001, and .01

Baseboard

Plug
A method of adjusting tone control.

mfd.
'
 three sockets for the

panel and one plug. These
To FitAmENTij are connected up as shown,

and the plug attached to
a short length of flex con-
nected to the lead from the
grid terminal of the valve-
holder. The.se three con-
denser values should suit
most speakers and by plug-
ging into one or other of

the sockets a marked improvement in the
high or low notes can be obtained.-G.
CLARKE (Tulse Hill).

Adapting a Radiogram Fader
WHEN a radiogram fader is used , in

the usual way, following the detector,
an extra L.F. valve is necessary between
it and the output valve to provide sufficient
amplification for the pick-up. My own

ORDINARY FLEX WITH
BRAIDING REMOVED,

FLEXIBLE STEEL CURTAIN ROD.

-I

EARTHING WIRE TWISTED ROUND TIGHTLY.

\ THREAD BOUND ROUND AT INTERVALS
TO STOP LEADS UNTWISTING.

Flexible earthing shields.

only have one control now instead of three
(two volume controls and radiogram
switch).-L. Il.. COWELL (Boscombe).

Earthing Shields for Pick-up Leads
THIS is a handy way of earthing pick-

up leads. First obtain a quantity
of flexible spring curtain rod, and some
ordinary black and red flex. Cut the
flex to length required, unwind and strip

HT+ off the braiding. Cut off two
lengths of curtain rod about

incorporating a radiogram switch.

How the fader and switches are

> HI+

To
DETECTOR

GRID

connected up.

set is a 3 -valve H.F.-Det-L.F.. so I devised
the following arrangement to work as a
radiogram fader. A 100,000 -ohm Bulgin
volume control combined with single
pole change -over switch is connected
as shown in the diagram. It will be seen
that an extra connection has been made
to the centre of the resistance element,
and that the switch control arm has been
set to throw over the switch
just as the potentiometer
slider passes this connection.
Turning the fader to control
position either reduces the
potential applied to the screen
grid of the H.F. valve or the
pick-up potential applied to
the detector valve grid and
the switch changes over the
circuit at zero volume.
Turned to the left maximum
gives me maximum radio vol-
ume and turned to the right
maximum gives me maximum
gramophone volume, and I

two inches shorter than flex,
and push flex through. Then
twist the two leads together
and bind at intervals with
thread to stop untwisting.
Then twist tightly round the
two leads another piece of
flex which is earthed. This
effectively earths any inter-
ference which otherwise
would be picked up by the
leads.-E. BARNES .(West
Ealing).
Eliminating Knobs
EVER since wireless sets

have ceased to be
scientific -looking instru-
ments and become pieces of
furniture, it has always been
my desire to reduce the
number of knobs on my set.
The sketch shows how I
ganged a wave -change switch
to a series -aerial condenser.
The switch was of the push-
pull type and the pear-shaped
bulb unscrewed slightly from
the spindle to allow for the
insertion of 'a hexagonal
headed bolt. The spindle
hole in the condenser knob
Was then drilled right
through and part filed with
a small square file to take the
hexagon -headed bolt. The
condenser was mounted
on the baseboard by means

of a small (brass) bracket. The selectivity,
could thus be controlled from the panel. A
smaller degree of selectivity is normally
required on the long waves, thus this device
proved very convenient.-D. J. HouLnm
(Twickenham).

DUAL
SWI

WAVE
TCH

BOLT

SERIES
AERIAL
CONDENSER:

Operating two components with one knob.
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.... nimble fingers work .... grids are wound .

erodes pressed . a hundred operations .... anothea
Cossor Valve is made .... made with the precision
of a watch .... accurate .... microscopic distances
exactly spaced.... meticulous accuracy q n . accuracy

'Thal ensures that your Cossor Valve 9. where.ver
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Useful Circuits-List of Stations, etc.. etc. Please use
the Coupon.
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1805 A.D.
"England expects every

man this day ...!9'"

1933
you can expect

ilf

HT BATTERY
to do its duty
erety day
. . . and besides giving you efficient service
and giving your Set greater and more lasting
power, the Lion H.T. Battery COSTS LESS !
It is made in one of the largest factories in
Great Britain devoted exclusively to battery
manufacture. It is made by men who know
what you want and who know how to produce
it at the price you want to pay. It is the
battery with the lowest internal resistance.

LOOK AT THE PRICES!

60v. H.T. 4/6 1.00v. H.T. 7/..
120v. H.T. 9/.  9v. G.B. 10d.
4.1v, Pocket Lamp Battery 41d.

Sold under
Limited Licence

BRITISH MADE

YOUR DEALER CAN SUPPLY
Advt. of VINCES DRY BATTERIES LTD., LION WORKS,
GARFORD STREET, LONDON, E.14. Telephone: EAST 1902.

Direct
from the
Actual
Makers

Post. FREE

For many years we have made Radio Valves,
which we have supplied on contract toleading Set manufacturers. Now we are
supplying these same tried and tested Valves
direct to the public at " direct to h public '!
prices. vans

Every 362 Valve is GUARANTEED to be
the EQUAL of any other valve (British orforeign) of similar characteristics, and is NON-MICROPHONIC. Any362 Valve failing to give entire satisfaction within a period of 6 months fromdate of sale, will be replaced FREE (provided it has not been mis-handled).

R.C, H.F., L.F. POWER SUPER -POWER SCREENED -GRID

4'6
all in 2v., 4v. or 6v. (Metallised 3d. extra)

If valves of a certain make have been specified for your Set, send the name and
type with your order and we will send you 362 Valves of similar characteristics.Cash with order. Cheques and P.O.'s must be crossed and made payable to :-
The 362 RADIO VALVE Co., Ltd., (Dept. W.1), 415, Mare Street, Hackney, London, E.8

FOR THE

" FURY FOUR"
USE

PREH POTENTIOMETER
50,000 ohms. Wirewound. Price 5'9

The new range of variable resistances have been designed to meet the demandfor a component with a particularly silent and smooth movement. Thecurve of the potentiometer is arranged straight line,- which gives a straightline ratio between angular movement and resistance variation.The resistances can be supplied with straight line or logarithmic:curvesaccording to requirements:
These components are also supplied with a combined switch, making anextremely neat and robust unit. The switch has a quick make and break
movement and will handle 1.2 amperes at 250 volts without arcing.

Prices for your special
requirements on, application

Ve4
POTENTIOMETERS

AND

RHEOSTATS
PREH MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,

Broadwater Road, WELWYN GARDEN CITY;
Manufacturers and Wholesalers only supplied.

Sole Sales Organization Harwell Ltd., The Sessions House;Clerkenwell Green, E.C.1. Phone : Clerkenwell 6905.6.
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SUPERHETERODYNE FAULTS and

THEIR CURE
IN these days listening to foreigners can

be a most annoying game. Aerial
power has increased by leaps and

bounds, and stations have crept closer
and closer together in wavelengths, so
that a receiver thought to be highly selec-
tive a year or two ago to-day finds itself
quite incapable of dealing adequately
with the interference problem. The
straight three or four valve receiver,
consisting of H.F. stages, detector and
pentode, can give a very good account
of itself, especially since the use of variable
mu valves and band-pass filters have become
standard practice, but for the very best
interference -free foreign listening the
claims of the superheterodyne cannot be
ignored. Here is a type of receiver in
which a very high standard of selectivity
and sensitivity is' fundamental to the
design.

Unfortunately, most people are, without
just cause, afraid of the design. The
word " superheterodyne " has so many
syllables and sounds so scientifically
imposing that the uninitiated uncover their
heads and bow down in awe whenever it is
mentioned. In my meanderings round
wireless emporiums I have even heard
salesmen disparage superhets on the grounds
that service problems would be more
intricate. Now this is all wrong. The
superhet certainly contains one process
more than straight H.F. sets, but the idea
behind it all is not really complicated.
Some of the troubles are of the type liable
to occur in any kind of set, whilst others
are peculiar to the superheterodyne, and
it is the purpose of this article to discuss
a few of the latter, together with their
causes and cure. Before dealing with
these, however, a short description of a
typical superheterodyne is given to make
the following remarks quite clear.

The big difference from ordinary sets

L.F 77-an.5.

H.FCIzoke

0003
mid.

2.-An H.F. filter circuit.

Some Peculiarities of the- Circuit L.F. Trams..
Explained by W. WINDER

is the " frequency changer." Signals picked
up by the aerial vary, as you know, from
200 metres to 2,000 metres in wavelength.
The frequency changer receives any signal
between these limits and changes the wave-
length to a fixed one in the neighbourhood
of 3,000 metres. Whether the set is tuned
to London National on 261 metres or Radio -
Paris on 1,724 metres, by the time the signal
has passed through the frequency changer
it has a wavelength of 3,000 metres. A
superhet is simply a wavelength changer
(or frequency changer if you want to be
more scientific), followed by an ordinary
H.F. set, the H.F. set part being per-
manently tuned to 3,000 metres. If you
have followed this simple explanation
you will see that there are two kinds of

high frequency " in a superhet, one at the
wavelength of the broadcasting station and
the other at 3,000 metres. To avoid
confusion we will call the first " high
frequency " and the second " intermediate
frequency."

After this brief explanation of the bare
principle behind the design let us proceed
to the special faults that may arise.

Noisy Background
A hissing background to foreign pro-

grammes is not an essential fault of super-
hets, but it is a most common one. It
occurs on sets working from an inefficient
aerial, and generally only in sets not
provided with H.F. amplification in front
of the frequency changer. This hiss has
its origin in the oscillating valve which
forms part of the frequency changer, and
when a station is tuned in, this unfortunate
noise, known as the " Schrott effect,"
gets impressed on the radio signal, gets
amplified in the intermediate frequency
stage, and under certain circumstances
can attain to an objectional roar. The
obvious remedy, as we cannot design a
hissless valve, is to limit the amount of
amplification after the hiss occurs-
in other words turn down the volume
control. To allow this to be done and yet
retain good volume on the weaker foreigners
a good aerial is essential, and the provision
of such an aerial is the cure for the trouble.
Those readers having no facilities for fixing
up a good aerial should be sure to buy or
build a superhet containing a stage of
H.F. amplification in front of the frequency
changer. The common idea that superhets
will work off any old aerial is an unfortunate
legacy from the days when they could not
be attached to an outside aerial for fear of
interference with one's neighbours. Just
one word of warning. If a preliminary
H.F. stage is fitted it should use a variable
mu valve-otherwise the benefits accruing
from the selective design are largely thrown
away through cross modulation troubles.

Instability and Whistles
A misleading trouble to which superhets

are prone is the appearance of whistles
all round the dials. They are exactly like
the whistles that are heard on a normal set
when tuning through carrier waves with`the
reaction knob turned too far. The reader
who has had previous experience of H.F.
amplification will at once say " instability "
and proceed to fix up more elaborate

Fig. 1.-A normal detec-
tor anode circuit.

LT
screening between the stages, but nine times
out of ten he will be wrong, for the trouble
is usually due to- quite a different cause.
If whistles occur on every station then
the set definitely is unstable, in which case
the cure does not generally lie in more
elaborate screening, such as metallised
valves, screened connecting wire, etc.
These things are useful, but they do not
touch the main cause of instability in

superhets-the presence of intermediate
frequency currents in the L.F. amplifier.
The cure for this is tq place in the second
detector anode circuit (the detector proper)
a good H.F. filter, consisting of a good H.F.
choke connected to the anode of the valve,
with a .0003 fixed condenser between each
side of the choke and earth. (See Fig. 2.)
All three components of this filter should be
placed as close to the detector valve holder
as is possible.

Second Channel Interference
H.F. instability is not usually pronounced

in superheterodynes. The whistles are
nearly always due to what is called " second
channel interference," and as an explana-
tion would take up many pages we will
proceed at once to the cure, which, is to
pay attention to the preliminary tuned
circuits. Nearly all superhets contain
three tuning condensers, one for the oscilla-
tor and the other two for the tuned circuits
(at radio frequency) preceding the fre-
quency changer. A set such as this,
when used in the London area, would
whistle about the Poste Parisien setting,
and again in the neighbourhood of

Prague, and perhaps there would be
one or two other whistles, too faint to cause
annoyance. Midlanders would be more
lucky in that no strong whistle should
appear, whilst listeners in the Huddersfield
and Manchester area would find only one
strong one-somewhere about Midland
Regional.

A set using more tuning condensers would
be less prone to second channel inter-
ference, but a set with only one tuned
circuit, in addition to the oscillator, would
get whistles all round the dial. This
description of average results of the various
designs has been given to enable the reader
to see whether his own receiver is up to
standard or not in this important respect.
If there are more whistles than outlined
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above, attention should be paid to the
ganging of the tuning condenser.

Ganging
No manufacturer, and presumably, no

reader building his own set, would be so
foolish as to use a gang condenser unless
the associated tuning coils were matched,
so ganging merely resolves itself into adjust-
ing stray capacities. Tune in as accu-
rately as, possible a station about 250
metres, and then adjust the trimmers for
maximum volume. That is all that is
necessary if the oscillator condenser is
not ganged with the others, and any further
misganging could only be due to poorly
matched coils or condenser. Where the
oscillator tuning is ganged with the others,
i.e., where there is only
one tuning control on the
set, adjusting trimmers
can be tried without fear
of upsetting things, as
long as such adjustments
are carried out on -sta-
tions between 200 metres
and 250 metres. If, how-
ever, such adjustments do
not mend matters, further
efforts are rather beyond
the average amateur, be-
ing bound up with the
question of intermediate
frequency.

Harmonics
It is sometimes found

that the local station
comes in at several settings
of the dial, thereby cut-
ting out so many foreign-
ers. This is due to the
generation of harmonics
by the oscillator valve,
and is a question of de-
sign rather than some-
thing that can be tackled
with a completed set. For
the benefit of set builders,
harmonics are not so troublesome if the
anode circuit of the oscillator is tuned in
preference to the grid circuit. This is, of
course, just the opposite of our old friend
the ordinary reacting detector, which has
its untuned coil in the anode circuit and
its tuned coil connected to its grid.

Intermediate Frequency Interference
This takes the form of interference,

usually of morse, which is quite independent
of the dial setting, and is due to telegraphy

stations working on a wavelength about
3,000 metres, that is, at a frequency about
equal to the intermediate frequency. One
cause of this trouble is the use of a capacity -
coupled, band-pass filter as the preliminary
tuning arrangement, the coupling con-
denser offering an impedance to these very
long waves sufficient to set up an appreciable
voltage on the grid of the frequency changer.
Changing over to inductive coupling
between the two units of the band-pass
filter usually clears the trouble, but if it
still creeps in on the long waves, a wave -
trap, tuned to the intermediate frequency,
should be inserted between the aerial and

60 volts

.0003 mid
Preset.

/20 Volts

-000,5mfaf..

Var-Miz Valve

1-474:76
Grid Bias

Fig. 3.-A 'superheterodyne convertor added to a receiver.

the set. The coil for such a, wave -trap
should have many turns-say, 500 in slots
on a 2in. former-and the tuning capacity
should be a pre-set condenser of .001
microfarads.

Poor Quality
A properly -designed superheterodyne cangive as good reproduction as any othertype of set. The design is, however, so

selective, that most of the high notes will
be lost unless suitable precautions are taken,

and as you all know, absence of high notes
leads to boominess and lack of clarity.
In these days an intermediate transform6
will nearly always consist of a pair of
slab wound coils placed close to each other
inside a metal container-something like
an ordinary coil screen. The position of
the coils relative to each other is usually
adjustable, and if quality is thin they should
be brought closer together. This will help
put back the high notes at a slight expense
of selectivity.

If the output valve is a pentode, it
should be used without any corrective
device such as a resistance and condenser
across the output. A pentode's natural
property of accentuating the high notes
can compensate for those lost earlier in the
receiver.

Radiation
In the old days superhets were always

worked off frame aerials,
because of the annoyance
caused to neighbours when
more ambitious' collec-
tors were used. A
modern set should not
offend in this way, but
if it does, and if the
reader does not feel suffi-
ciently competent to
undertake structural
alterations, he can
easily build a choke -
coupled screen -grid
unit to stop the nui-

sance. Any H.F. unit will do, so long as
the valve used is a variable-mu, but tin
circuit given in Fig. 3 is as good as any.
The coil can be any dual-wave coil, ora pair of suitable " plug-in " onesmounted at right -angles to eachother and wired in series. Thisunit, besides preventing radiation
by isolating the oscillator from theaerial, will, incidentally, increase the
range of the set, reduce oscillator hiss,
reduce second channel interferenceand to a small extent increase selectivity.

Its disadvantage is that there is another
knob to turn.

It is to be hoped that the few possible
troubles will not put intending builders
off the idea of a superhet. A similar
number of ills to which other types are heir
would be quite as long, and the advantages
of range and selectivity must be experienced
to be believed.

Full State Control of German Stations
ACCORDING to a recent decision taken

by the Berlin authorities, the control
of the German Broadcasting System has
been withdrawn from the Ministry of Posts
and Telegraphs and has been handed over
to the care of the German Chancellor (Adolf
Hitler).

The Flying Doctor
AUSTRALIA has organised a flying

Medical Service of which the base is
situated at Clancurry (Queensland). It has
been established to serve a large number of
hush cattle stations. To secure medical
assistance when required, the stations,
which are provided with a small wireless
transmitter, broadcast a special S 0 Seal], on
receipt of which a fully equipped aeroplane
with staff consisting of mechanic, doctor and
nurse is immediately sent to attend to the
patient. The aircraft is so fitted that in
case of necessity it can take an ambulance
stretcher and thus rapidly convey the sick
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person to the nearest hospital. The service
has proved very successful and larger planes
are being built in order that a surgeon and
anaesthetist may be added to this air
ambulance.

Make a Note Of It.
LISTENERS would do well to tune in

Prague (488.6 in.) on the evening
of Monday, May 1st, when the station
celebrates the tenth anniversary of ' the
opening of the Czech broadcasting system.
Special programmes in which all the stations
in the network are taking part have been
arranged for this occasion.
Shanghai's 44 Radio Stations

OF all Chinese cities Shanghai without
doubt is the one which possesses the

greatest number of broadcast listeners.

There are at present no less than forty-four
transmitters in daily operation and radio
programmes are given in seven different
languages. Most of these stations are
privately owned and many are used for
publicity purposes.
Dressmaking by Radio

AFEATURE which has achieved con-
siderable popularity amongst women

listeners in Holland is one -which is broadcast
twice weekly through the Hilversum trans-
mitter. It consists of lessons in dress-
making. The paper patterns obtainable
against payment of a small fee from the
studio are made to one size, but bear a
series of numbered perforations. From
instructions received by microphone the
listener need only connect up these perfora-
tions with a pencilled line to secure a pattern
made to a special size. On a recent occasion
when a child's frock was designed, the
studio received applications for over twenty -
thousand patterns !
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THE DETECTOR OF TO -MORROW -

AVAILABLE TO-DAY

TypeW.4 half -wave
Westector (actual
size). Suitable for
use as a radio -fre-
quency or inter-
mediate - frequency

detector.

Full - wave centre -
t a p Pe d Westector

(actual size).

The use of the Westinghouse Metal Rectifier in modern

A.C. Mains Receivers and Eliminators is quite familiar ;

and its long life and high efficiency has earned for it

an outstanding position.

Now, however, after years of patient research and

development, the Westinghouse Metal Rectifier is intro-

duced to you in a new form-as a copper -oxide detector

for the rectification of radio -frequency currents. No

bigger than a grid -leak, the WESTECTOR is a great

advance on previous pure detectors, and is undoubtedly

the detector of the future. It requires no current or

voltage supply, and retains the inherent qualities of long

life and high efficiency associated with the Metal

Rectifier.

Manufactured in England by
THE WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SAXBY SIGNAL CO., LTD.,

82, York Road, King's Cross, London. N.1.

Types and Ratings.

Model. Type. Length Max. input volts.
Max. current

output.
Fri,.

\V.4 Half -wave 1 15/16in. 24v. peak 0.25mA. 7/6

W.6 Half -wave 1 15/16in. 36v. peak 0.25mA 7/6

WM.24 Centre -tap, full wave Sin. 24v. on each side of centre tap 0.5mA. 10/-

WM.26 Centre -tap full wave Sin. 36v. on each side of, centre tap 0.5rnA. I0/ -

TYPE wm24

Suitable for Use in
place of a duodiode

detector.

COUPON.
Please send me full particulars of, and circuits for use with, the

new Westector.

Name

Address

Pract. 183.
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!Wave Change Switc lug
Selected Methods of Changing from One Wave -Band to Another

'11 P. E. BARNES,
ONE of the features in which the

modern radio receiver differs most
noticeably from that of seven or

eight years ago is the method of timing.
This is due in a large measure to the
different conditions which existed then,
for it was necessary for the amateur to
have a means of tuning almost anywhere
between 100 and 3,000 metres in order to
obtain sufficient listening matter to justify
the construction of a receiver. The
earliest arrangements of huge coils, either
tapped or arranged with a slider, had
innumerable defects, for instance, con-
siderable dead-end looses, copper dust
collecting between the turns and shorting
them, excessive size and so on.

The plug-in coil, which is still in use
in many home-made receivers, provided a
solution to many of these defects. They
were simple, efficient, cheap to purchase or
make and provided for tuning to any
wavelength without the use of excessively
large variable condensers. Even to -day,
their only drawbacks are the difficulty of
making tappings, the necessity for changing
perhaps- as many as three coils, and the
large external fields. If suitable screening
can be arranged, sets can be built incorpor-
ating such coils which will compare very
well with present tuning systems, and at a
considerably lower cost. If the need for
occasional coil -changing is not objected
to, these coils may well be adopted in a
set intended mainly for short-wave re-
ception.

The problem of continual coil -changing
can be overcome by using loading- coils,
short-circuited on the medium wave-
band ; - but if this is done, then why not
construct a dual -range coil in the first
place ? Nowadays tuning systems are

becoming more and ' more
Vstandardised : aperiodic aerial
coupling is now almost

<:>
2 hth

Fig, 2.-Wave-change2.-Wave-change switching in an
H.F. stage.

universal, for instance, while tuned grid
couplihg is now the - usual method of
handing on the signal to the detector valve.

Simplifying Connections
There are one or two points in

connection with the wave -change

Fig. 1.-Wave-change switching
variable -mu stage.

switching of receivers which are often
neglected, sometimes with unfortunate
results. In general the tuning coils have
one end at earth potential-this is one
of the advantages conferred by the
tuned -grid system-and switching can
be carried out with two or at the most
three points of the switch at a high -

frequency potential on long waves,
and all points joined together and
to earth on the medium waves. This
avoids the need for insulating bushes,
and simplifies the connections when a
metal panel and baseboard are in use.

Very often, however, a variable -mu
or ordinary S.G. valve is biased ac-
cording to the system shown.
This is often mentioned where
a change from ordinary S.G.'s Ch. I
to variable-mu's is concerned, v 14
but this will require alteration, ,KD
and sometimes complete scrap- ,

ping of the wave -change gear.140
We can no longer use ' an 1
earthed plunger through the
panel nor can we join all the

_contacts for medium waves.
> LT- It is very easy to overlook

this point in making any
alterations to a receiver,
and as a result the bias>OB.-battery is shorted. With

in a

the small .9 volt bias cells
ordinary used for S.G. valves, this is

not a serious matter, but if

the main bias battery is shorted, then
there is danger to the output valve,
and also the H.T. battery. In most cases,
however, it will be obvious that something
is wrong before the damage is serious,
but it is rather an elusive fault to track
down if the real cause is not suspected.

Sometimes this alteration of switching
is not a practical proposition, either be-
cause of the difficulty of obtaining a suitable
switch (this applies particularly to cases
of band-pass coils or H.F. transformers),
or from practical objections, such as lack
of space or inconvenient layout. The al-
ternative method shown in Fig. 2 will
enable the difficulty to be overcome.

Preventing Break -through
Another point in dealing with wave-,

change switching is the provision of some
means of preventing medium wave break-
through on the long wave -band. The
simplest solution is to use a choke (a
60 -turn coil will often suffice) in the aerial

circuit, shorting it for medium -wave recep-
tion. Often, however, it is possible to .

arrange that this choke is automatically
shorted by the ordinary wave -change switch.
The system shown in Fig. 3, for instance,
does not require more switch contacts than
if the choke were not used.

Remember that this choke must be so
positioned that it has its axis at right -
angles to that of the coil, in order to avoid
undesired couplings.

In some dual range tuners, the reaction
coil is included in the switching arrange-
ments, with the intention of providing
convenient control of reaction on both
wave -bands. This is not always neces-
sary, as the same effect can usually be
obtained by re -positioning the reaction coil,

which will require to be nearer to the
long -wave portion of the tuning coil
than to the short-wave portion. It is
often exceedingly useful to be able
to save a switch contact in this
manner, as it can often be put to a

better use, e.g., to provide constant selec-
tivity on both long and medium wave-
bands, by transferring a tapping point
on the aerial or H.F. transformer coil.

A further useful saving may be effectedby " earthing " one end of the reaction
coil on some types of dual range coil.

. >1.17,"".

Fig. 3.- Wave -change switching
with the inclusion of an anti -break-

through choke.
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CCCUlf;S
&cordsWe shall be pleased

to advise readers re-
garding purchase
of complete sets.

IN view of the peculiar conditions obtain-
ing in the United States, where most
cities possess a number of broadcasting

stations on the medium waveband, selec-
tivity and sensitivity are the main qualities
required in a receiver by the listening
public. It is for this reason that, in
America, . the superheterodyne circuit has
achieved so much poptilarity. In their
model 247, Philco have demonstrated that
it is a practical proposition to pack eight
valves, and all the necessary components,
including a moving -coil loud -speaker,' into
a cabinet which in size does not exceed that
of the majority of three -valve sets. In
performance, the model under test was in
every respect equal to that of its A.C.
prototype, an achievement with which the
makers may be well satisfied.

Both the radio frequency input, and
the modulator oscillator circuits are
identical with those of their other
models, such as 56, 237, 248, etc. Briefly
reviewed, we have a band-pass input
circuit between the aerial and first
valve of the screen -grid type delivering
a substantially flat-topped wave-forM
to. the grid. Incorporated in this valve
anode Circuit are four inductive circuits,
the first of these being a series con-
nected network of inductance and
capacity, part of this tuning to the
incoming frequency (at the grid of the
valve) and this part, with, in addition,
the first intermediate frequency trans-
former primary tuning to the inter-
mediate frequency of 125 kilocycles,
this forming the second inductive circuit.

The third and fourth circuits consti-
tute the main part of the oscillator
circuit, and are both inductively coupled
to the above -mentioned. The local
oscillations are -generated by coupling the
first of these two last circuits (tuned to
a frequency of 125 kc/s higher than
that of- the incoming signal) to the
second circuit, in this case aperiodic,
and which is located in the cathode
return of the valve. In its turn, it
continues through a paralleled biasing
resistance and by-pass capacity to a further
aperiodic circuit inductively coupled to the
aerial before passing to earth. The energy
is fed to the control grid by varying the
potential of the cathode at the oscillatory
frequency in respect to the control grid.
The oscillatory circuit is completed via a
small, common, trimming condenser (which
is the capacity already mentioned in refer-
ence to the first valve anode circuit) ;
this condenser serves the triple purpose of
tuning the anode circuit to the input fre-
quency, and the primary of the inter-
mediate frequency transformer to its
operating frequency of 125 kilocycles, and
oscillatory coupling condenser. If, there-
fore, we receive a signal on, say, 300 metres
(1,000 kilocycles), it will be brought in
amplified form to the anode of the first _

a

a

a

Bind Your Copies of
"Practical Wireless"
THE Binding Case for Volume 1, in Blue
Cloth Boards' with Silver Lettering, and
complete with title page and index, costs
2s. 6d. (by post, 2s. 9d.) from :

The Publisher,
George Newnes, Ltd.,

8-11, Southampton Street,
Strand,

London, W.C.2.
The index separately costs 4d. post free.
All readers should have their copies of

Volume 1 bound, and thus be able easily
to refer to the contents, by means of the
fully cross-referenced index.

Back issues to complete your volume
may be obtained for 4d. each, post free,
from The Back Number Department,
Exeter Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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altered when tuning in broadcasts on
different frequencies, but their difference
always remains constant, namely, 125 kilo-
cycles. 'In consequence, as the primary of
the 'intermediate frequency transformer is
tuned to this frequency, it is passed on in
this form to the next valve for amplifica-
tion. The unwanted signal frequency, the
oscillatory frequency, and the sum of these
two are rejected. The 125 kilocycle signal
is then passed through two pentodes, and
again to a detector valve. Part of the
rectified voltage is fed back through a resis-
tance -capacity filter to the control grids
of the two pentode intermediate frequency
amplifier valves, of the variable -mu type,
as grid bias, and thus controls the ampli-
fication of the signal passing'through them.
This, in effect, is the automatic volume

,raase. ,oca ,,...,,a6.1,ecw(1.113M1,4001.1

PHILCO 8 -VALVE SUPERHET
(Model 247) for D.C. Mains.

.14.14 4111104, AM> I r.as,1.11041.401162.11011.11., NOMA

valve. At this input frequency, the valve
oscillatory circuit generates oscillations at
1,125 kilocycles, a frequency of 125 kilo-
cycles higher than that of the incoming
signal. As we have these two frequencies
present in one common circuit (anode) it
follows that a beat note will be generated
of which the frequency will be, respectively,
the sum and difference of 1,000 and 1,125,
namely, at 2,125 and 125 kilocycles.

The beat note resulting from the sum of
these two fundamentals is constantly
changing as the input signal frequency is

.10114214101 1.3.11.11420.1 ,(15..111ZIMPI isisc141.13.111...r...1 fa
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control. The rectified signal from the
detector is then again amplified (resistance-
capacitT coupling), and finally passed
through a centre -tapped secondary input
transformer to the control grids of two
pentode output valves, operating in push-
pull. These valves deliver '6 watts un-
distorted output to the moving -coil speaker.
The speaker field coil, in the D C mains
receiver, is placed in the positive mains
lead in order to effect the smoothing of
any ripple in the valve -heater circuit sup-
ply. General high-tension smoothing is
effected by iron -cored chokes in circuit with
large -capacity condensers. The voltage -
dropping resistance for the ,heater circuit of
the valves is in the form M a regulator lamp;
when in operation -it plays an important
part in deterniining the value of the grid
bias applied to the output valves.

The station selector knob, immediately
below the grid, operates the triple-ganged
tuning -condenser; its working is remark-
ably smooth, and the slow movement such
that it is possible to tune a station in and
out within a fraction of a degree. The
figures on the illuminated scale are always
visible ; they represent channel; numbers
which, with the addition of an  imaginary"
zero, correspond with the kilocycle fre-
quencies on which the transmitters operate;
as shown in the wavelength lists of broad-
casting stations. The high -frequency band

or lower wavelengths are indicated on
the upper 'portion of the scale, and the
low -frequency band or long wave sta-
tions, at the bottom of the scale. The
actual range of the receiver is 200 to
545 metres (1,500 to 555.5 kc/s), and
1,000 to 2,000 metres (300-150 kc/s).
For the use of the British listener, how-
ever, although kilocycles are, no doubt,
more accurate, it would perhaps be more
useful to calibrate the dial in wave-
lengths, or, better still, to give both
readings. The wave -change is effected
by a small knob on the right-hand side
of the front panel. Its opposite num-
ber on the left is a combined " on"
and " off " switch and volume control.
Here, again, the pattern used is an
efficient one. Actually, the automatic
control incorporated in the receiver
tends to equalise the reception strength
of all signals tuned in at the sound level
for which the manual control has been
set. This prevents the blaring of the
more poWerful transmissions whilst
tuning is taking place, and somewhat
reduces the fading of more distant
stations. With the volume -control knob
in a given position the reproduction on
all signals will not vary greatly in
strength even when passing from a weak,
to a strong broadcast, or rice -versa.

This equalisation of volume is a principle
which might well be adopted by more
manufacturers of wireless receivers. In
addition, immediately below the main
tuning knob, you will find one which also
fulfils a very useful duty. It is a 'special
control which permits the user to adjust
the tone quality of the broadcast according
to his taste. It is possible to compensate
for small differences by emphasising the
high notes, or by accentuating the lower
notes. In the former ease, this enablesono
to make speech particularly crisp and clear
and, alternately, giving more emphasis to
the lower notes reduces, to a great extent,
static and other electrical interferences.

The only three connections to be made
to put the receiver into operation are the

(Continued on page 1256.)
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WIRELESS sets are not supplied
as standard fittings on any
British cars, but they do form

part of the regular equipment of a few
luxury " automobiles made in America.
Whether or not a receiver is desirable in
the faMily car, I am not prepared to dis-
cuss, but it is both interesting and
ins true-
tive to at-
tempt .to
use o n e
whilst the
car is in
motion. When
a first attempt
is made to use
a receiver
under such cir-
cumstances a
number of
difficulties Fig. I.-Method of fitting9
immediately special "anti-interference".
p t resistance to sparking plug.
themselves.
If the set is of the ordinary type and the

has not been specially modified, the
only " signals " that can be heard when
the engine is running are those " trans-
mitted by the ignition equipment. And
these are reproduced as a very loud and
continuous crackle which completely drowns
the reception of any legitimate broadcast.
Thus, the first problem that arises is " How
can the ignition interference be cured ? "
The simplest way is to insert a 100,000 ohm
resistance in the lead to each sparking plug.
If reliable metallized re-
sistances are employed SILK COVERED
they will have no effect on FLEX
the normal running of the
engine, but will reduce
interference very consider-
ably. The easiest way to
fit the resistances is to cut all
the high-tension cables, solder
each side of the cut to the
resistance connecting wires
and then cover the whole
very thoroughly with insu-
lation tape.

A neater job will result if
use is made of the special
resistances made by Messrs.
Dubilier and also by the
makers of Lodge sparking
plugs. These latter take the
form of a small cylinder
fitted with a terminal. They
screw on to the plug in place
of the usual terminal nut
and the high-tension wire
is then attached to the termi-
nal of the resistance as shown
in Fig. 1.
An Earth Lead

Sparking plug resistances
do not entirely eliminate
ignition interference and the

Our contributor JACE here discusses
the problems which arise when using

a receiver in a motor -car.

next step is to fit an earth lead to the set.
It is obvious that an earth connec-
tion of the normal kind is entirely
out of the question, but the chassis
of the car provides almost as good an
earth as does a water pipe or buried
plate. All that is required, then, is
a wire to a convenient chassis nut,
or in the case of a car with a single
wire lighting system, to the negative
battery terminal. If the set is a
portable, and not fitted with an earth
terminal, connection should be made
to the negative terminal of the low-
tension accumulator.

Screening
After making the two alterations

suggested above there should only
remain a faint sign of interfering
crackles which should certainly not
be so loud as to drown reception.
A further improvement can be
effected by screening the set ; this
can be done by lining the containing case
with tin foil and connecting the foil to the
negative low-tension lead. Before going to
the trouble of removing the " innards "
for this purpose a trial can be made by
covering the outside of the case with foil,
or better still, with thin sheet copper.

REEL. INSULATORS

(4,r476'

,\1111,,

Ott \\\
Fig. 3.-An inside aerial which also serves as a rack for hats and light parcels.
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. Whatever form of screening is adopted,
care should be taken that all the sheets of
metal forming the screen are effectively
connected together. If copper sheet is
employed the joints should be soldered, but
with foil the easiest way is to cover the
joints with strips of metal screwed to the

_BRAS STRIP

TIN ron.

.=1.
Fig. 2.-Joining together two pieces of tinfoil forming

a screen.

case as shown in Fig. 2. When the set
works from a frame aerial, this should
certainly not be screened, for if it is, no
signals will be received at all.

The Aerial
A frame aerial does not generally provide

an efficient " collector" on
account of the very great
shielding effect of the metal
bodywork panels, so it is
better to employ a larger
aerial exterior to the set.
The best aerial would be
one elevated slightly above
the roof, but that would
certainly affect the appear-
ance of the car and would,
in most cases, be undesir-
able. A fairly good

substitute can be
RACK FOR provided by using a

HATS AND length of " Pix "
LIGHT PARCELS aerial material. This

consists of a 30ft.
length of adhesive

tape throngh which runs a
strip of copper -foil. The tape
can be attached round the
edge of the fabric roof and a
lead-in taken through a win-
doW, louvre or roof Venti-
lator ; since the material is
very thin it will not inter-
fere with the normal closing
and opening of either the
window or ventilator. The
" Pix " aerial material is
supplied in various coldurs
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TERMINAL
FITTED TO LEADEN BC/SBAR

Fig.4.-A terminal fitted to a lead busbar to provide a 2 -volt
tapping on the car battery.

and one can be chosen to match the colour
scheme of the car. It is not really intended
for outside use so it is best to apply a thin
coat of varnish after sticking it down in
order to protect it from the weather. In
most cases the car will not be sufficiently
large to take the whole 30ft., but even a.
much smaller length will give satisfactory
results. When the car has fabric body-
work, an inside aerial will be fairly efficient
since the body will not exercise any great
shielding effect. A suitable inside aerial
can be made from one of the many kinds
of silk -covered wires sold for use as ordinary
domestic inside aerials. The wire is ob-
tainable in several colours, and so it can
be chosen to match the interior furnishings.

The aerial can simply be wound round the
sides of the roof or it can be made in the
form illustrated in the sketch of Fig. 3 ;
it is taken from end to end of the roof in
zig za.g fashion and is supported on small
reel insulators, screwed to the top. As an
alternative to reel insulators ordinary insu-
lated hooks could be used. In addition to
acting as an aerial
the wire will prove
useful as a rack for
hats or light parcels.

Power Supply
Having decided on

the type of aerial to
e employed we

might give some con-
sideration to the
matter of the power
supply. Most port-
able sets have self-
contained batteries,
so these can be
employed if desired,
but putting extra
batteries into a car
'does seem rather like
" taking coals to
Newcastle." The car
battery can be em-
ployed for low ten-
sion supply, and the
extra drain on it will
be quite inappreci-
able. But since -the
set will only require
2 volts, whilst the
battery gives either 6
or 12 volts, a regula-

ting resistance will be neces-
sary. The, correct value for
this can be calculated by the
use of our old friend, Ohm's
Law; thus Resistance Required
equals voltage to be dropped
(4 or 10 according to Voltage
of battery) divided by the
L.T. current consumption of
the set. A suitable resistance
can be made in the Manner,
described in a recent article ;
it will be advisable to make it
to have a resistance somewhat
in excess of the calculated
value, and to use a tapping
clip so that the best position
can be found by trial. From
the point of view of valve life
it will be best to use the highest
value of resistance with which
satisfactory reception is
possible.

As an alternative to using a
regulating resistance the L.T.
supply can, be taken from a
single 2 volt cell of the ac-
cumulator by attaching a

terminal to one of the lead busbar con-
nectors (see Fig. 4), and taking wires from
the extra terminal and the negative ac-
cumulator terminal.

Connecting to the Car Battery
Connection to the car batterY can

-generally be made through sockets provided
on the facia board. (for connecting an
inspection lamp, etc.), but where these are
not fitted, leads must be taken to the
battery itself. In the former case it will
be necessary to determine the polarity of
the sockets, and this can be done by con-
necting a lamp bulb between the negative
battery terminal and each socket in turn ;
the socket which causes the bulb to light
will be positive. When the lighting is on
the single wire system (only a single wire
connection being made to each lamp) the
voltage regulating resistance, if used,
should be connected in the positive lead.
The negative will already be connected to
the chassis, and so no other earth con-
nection will be required.
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Fig. 5.-Receiver and speaker mounted over the oppos e wheel arches in a small car.
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Making a Special Set
Our attention so far has been confined to

the, question of using an ordinary fixed or
portable set in the car, but there might be
a number of readers who would prefer to
Make a set specially for the job and to
instal it as a permanent fitting.

Circuit Details
FirSt I've must decide on the most.suitable

type of circuit. As the principal require-
ment will be ample volume from the nearest
Regional, a single S.G. valve, folloWed by a
detector, and two L.F.'s .will fill ,the bill.
A small and . comparatively inefficient
aerial will be employed, and so our S.G.
stage must be as good as possible. Tuning
must be easy and " steady " so that it will
not readily be upset by vibration or jolts.
A very high degree of selectivity is not
called for and therefore a band pass tuner
is not in the least necessary.

Solid Construction
The next essentials are that the set should

be very strongly constructed and housed
in a substantial case. It should not fit
rigidly into the containing case, but -must
be mounted on rubber buffers which will .

insulate it froth road shocks. These latter
can beSt take the form of sponge ,rubber
pads fitting between the , receiver chassis
arid the case. ' Compactness is a desirable
feature which should be studied in con-
junction with the question as to where the
outfit is to be placedi To accommodate
the components in a small compass it will
be best to use a " box -form " chassis and
to' mount most of the low frequency -
components on the under side of the base-
board. As is always the case when com-
ponents have to be crowded to a certain
extent, all parts associated with the tuning
circuits should be fitted with screening cans.

The.; Position of the Set
In a large car there is not likely to be

much difficulty in finding a place for the
set; it will generally fit either below the
facia board or behind the front seats. But
in the case of a car coming within the
" baby " class the question of accommo-
dation is more difficult.

I recently solved
the problem fairlysat-
isfactory by making a
set to fit into a con-
tainer 12 inches
square by 4 inches
deep and fixing it to
the side of the car
above the rear wheel
arch. A speaker of
similar dimensions
was mounted oppo-
site the set over the
other arch as shown
in the sketch of Fig.
5.: Of course, this
limited the seating
room of the back
seat to a single per-
son, but in any case
it would have been a
squash for two.
Whenever a set is
made specially for the
car it should always
be designed so that
it can take the whole
of its power from
the accumulator so
that battery replace-
ments will never
become necessary.
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:Reducing the Nurn.bek
1 of Controls

In this Short Article a Contributor Explains
Li- how, many of the Panel Controls can beH.

Ganged Together so as to Simplify the
Operation of the Set

A 2 switch used atom;
bined battery and wavechange switch.

WAVE CHANGE
TERMINALS ON TONER FILAMENT

TERMINALS ON
VALVE HOLDERS

HT.-

THE idea of
reducing
to a min -

OFF imum the num-
ber of receiver control knobs was started by
the manufacturers of commercial broadcast
sets some years ago, and it has ,proved very
popular indeed. The great simplification
effected in this way has considerably
improved the appearance of contemporary
receivers, and has made it much easier to'
build them into cabinets which are more in'
keeping with furnishing schemes. It has also
simplified the operation tremendously,
bringing easy tuning within thepossibilities of
the most inexpert and unmechanical listener.

I would not suggest that the experi-
menter should attempt to reduce the
number of controls on his receiver to the
bare minimum of a tuning knob and
on -off switch, as some manufacturers have
done, because he can get infinite, delight
from making delicate adjustments of all
sorts, but I do think the time has come
when he should give more attention to the
matter of combining controls in such a
way that one knob may be used for two or
more purposes. Nearly every amateur
now uses ganged condensers`, but how many
are there who " gang" the other controls
such as on -off and radio -gram switches,
pick-up potentiometer and reaction Con-
denser, wave -change switch and radio-
gram switch, to mention just a few
examples ? All these, and many more,
operations can now be combined by the
use of components already on the market.
In many cases it is cheaper to use combined
controls than separate ones, and there is
no doubt that the appearance of the com-
plete receiver is considerably enhanced by
so doing. As there are probably a number
of readers who do. not realize the possibili-
ties which lie in the direction I have
indicated, perhaps a few practical examples
will be of assistance.

Combining On -off and Wavechange Switches
It is a very simple matter to combine

the battery and wavechange switches
in the manner indicated in the sketch of
Fig. 1. .A simple 2 -way rotary switch
takes the place of the more usual pair of
push-pull switches, and the Connections are
just as simple as when separate components
are used. When the knob points " straight -

up " the set is `switched off;.
turning the knob to the left
switches on to

Ito
-wAicrty EmiNAL5In

waves," and turning it to the ON TVNER..-
right puts the set on to " long
waves., ' The only point to
watch when buying the switch
is that it is of the low -capacity
type, because otherwise i t

might have some effect on the correct
-tuning of the set.

The 2 -way switch shown is only
-suitable where a single tuning coil is
employed, but by using a 3 -point
or 4 -point component it could be
made to operate on two or three separate
coils in precisely the same way.

R. -G.- and Waveehange Switching
A similar type of switch can be connected

in the manner shown in Fig. 2 to serve the
dual purpose of changing from radio to
gramophone and from one waveband to
another. When the knob is in its central

'position all the contacts are " open " and
the set is on long waves, but by turning it
to the left medium -wave tuning is obtained,
whilst turning it to the right transfers the
connection going to the grid terminal of the
valve holder from the tuning coil to the
pick-up terminal. This method is only
applicable when the pick-up is connected
in the grid circuit of the detector valve,
Or of an L.F. valve using resistance capacity
coupling. If it were used with a trans-
former coupled valve the pick-up would be
put in parallel with the transformer
secondary winding, and that would have
the effect of reducing volume and also of
impairing the response of the pick-up to the
high notes.

POT'frIETER

0KB
SWITCH

Fig. 3.-A combined, potentiometer and
battery switch.

Volume Control and On -off Switch
Where a potentiometer is used as a

volume control, either in the grid circuit
of an L.F. valve or for varying the screening
grid potential to an S.G. valve, a knob can
be saved by employing a combined poten-
tiometer and switch of the type' shown in
Fig. 3. All connections are just the same

0
MW

L T-

Pteic-ur,0->as-
Fig. 2:-Showing how a single compo-
nent can be used as combined wavechange

and radio -gram switch.

PI64-UD TERM!
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as those
when sep-
arate com-
ponents are
used. When
the poten-
tiometer

knob is turned to
the position of mini-

mum volume a cam engages
on the switch knob and turns
it off. Conversely, the switch

is turned on by moving the knob slightly in a
clockwise direction, and then the potentio-
meter can be used in the normal way while
the switch remains in the " on " position.
-This idea is very convenient with a mains
set' because after first switching on, the
potentiometer can be left in the position of
minimum volume until the cathodes heat
up, thus reducing initial mains hum to the
lowest possible limit. Incidentally, it
might be added that all the switches used
on combined components of the type
.suggested are of the quick -make -break
variety, and are therefore equally suitable
for use in either a mains or battery set.

Potentiometer Reaction Control
By _slightly modifying the receiver Con-

nections the potentiometer can be used
as an excellent reaction control, for which
purpose it is generally a good deal more
efficient than the usual reaction condenser.
It is only necessary to remove the variable
reaction condenser, replace it by a fixed
one of similar capacity, and connect two
terminals (the centre and an outside one)
of the potentiometer in series with it.
The exact wiring is clearly shown in the
sketch and diagram of Fig. 4, from which
it will be seen that the potentiometer
is used as a series variable resistance
between the anode of the detector valve
and the reaction winding ; as the resistance
value is increased the degree of reaction
coupling is reduced, and vice versa..This
is an excellent, though little known,
method of reaction control, and I have
just embodied it in a new receiver with
great success. Besides acting as a reaction
control the resistance also serves to de -
couple the reaction winding, and so entirely
prevents the instability and hand -capacity
effects so frequently met with in a sensitive
receiver. The best value for the potentio-
meter is not by any means critical, but
is generally about 15,000 ohms.
dentally, a rather smoother reaction
adjustment is possible if a " graded " type
of potentiometer is used.

Dual Volume Controls
It is very convenient to use a pair of

caned potentiometers for 'reaction ancl.

LW. M W
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L.F.

Fig. 4.-The method of using a potentio-
meter or variable resistance as reaction
control; the potenti-
ometer may be com-
bined with an on -off
switch if desired.

DETECTOR

NAVEHOLOER

pick-up volume control in the manner
suggested in Fig. 5. One unit is wired
up exactly as described above, and the
other is connected to the pick-up terminals
and also to the radio -gram switch. This
is a very logical system because it makes
possible the regulation of volume on either
radio or gramophone by the same knob.

Other Arrangements
A similar pair of potentiometers can be

used for a set fitted with a variable -mu
valve ; one component is arranged to
provide a variable grid bias voltage to the
V. -M. valve and the other is used as pick-
up volume control. If a little care is taken
in choosing suitable resistance values, one
potentiometer can be used to vary the
screening grid voltage to an S.G. valve,
whilst the other controls the degree of
reaction. In this case the two components
must be wired in " opposition," that is,
in such a way that whilst one reduces the

S.G. voltage, the other simultaneously
increases reaction by reducing the series
resistance. This combination is a very
good one and gives the very effect that
is aimed at when using sepirate controls.
As you know, the method of obtaining
increased select ivit y
with an S.G. receiver is

WREACITIONINDING
to re duce
the se nsi.

15,000C1 POTENTIOMETER.

FIXED tivity of time first valve by
CONDENSER lowering its screening grid

voltage, and at the same time to increase
the sensitivity of the detector by applying
more reaction.

I have not by any means men
tioned all the possibilities of dual
controls, but I think that sufficient
has been said to enable the reader to
devise similar schemes which will be
applicable to his own receiver. If a
word of warning is necessary it is
this : take great care that the wires to
the dual-purpose compon- Fig. 5.-How
ents are not allowed to run potentiometer can
parallel to each other be- reaction and pick -
cause, since the terminals
are of necessity fairly close

up volume control.
REACTION WINDINGtogether, unwanted capa-

city might be introduced
DETECTOR

which would affect the
set's stability. This an -
plies principally, of course,
to wires in high -frequency
circuits, like those going
to radio -gram switches,
S.G. volume controls and

wave -change switches, but it is well to
play for safety by making the rule of
general application.

If by chance there are any readers who are
unfamiliar with the components referred to,
it may be stated that all types of combined
and ganged volume controls and switches
are made by Messrs. Bulgin . and Messrs.
Wearite. Both makes are available in any
required combination or resistance value.
The multi -way anti -capacity switches are
also made by the latter firm, and can be
obtained with either lever or knob opera-
tion. Needless to say, any good radio
dealer can supply the parts, so there is
no need to order specially from the
makers unless some difficulty is 'encoun-
tered in obtaining them through the
usual channels.

PICKUP

a double -gang
be used for

pid.x-UP

RADIO-E./RAMC
SWITCH

RIOS-UP

VOLUME CONTROL

iIOUBLE-GANG POTENTIOMETER

REACTION CONTROL.

THE value of magnet steel to the user,
whether it be the field magnet' of
a loud -speaker or for any other

Purpose, depends primarily upon the energy
which, when correctly applied, a magnet
will sustain in its external field. There are
exceptions to this so far as the commercial
value of a magnet steel is concerned, but
for the time being these can be
ignored.

To those not accustomed to this manner
of expressing the value of a magnet the
meaning may seem a little obscure. To
make it clear let us suppose that a magnet
be constructed, jointed in some way, so
that its poles could come together, then
in coming together they could. be made to
do work, such as lift a weight through a
height, and this could be at once expressed
in ft./lbs. energy. As a matter of fact,
in this way a magnet could do more work
than at the outset existed in the gap,
because there is also energy in the magnet
itself which partly comes out and becomes
available when the gap is closed, but this
need not trouble us, the idea of a definite
quantity of energy in the gap has been made
clear.

Now the unit of energy employed to
match B (expressed as lines of force per
cm.2) and H (in gauss) is the erg. We
shall say nothing about this unit except
that 10,000,000 ergs go to the joule, which
is the electrical engineer's unit of energy,
such that 1 joule per second=1 watt, or
746 joules per sec.=1 h.p., or 1 joule=
.7373 ft./lbs. The ergs per cubic centi-

1POW
THE

ILASII LOW
By Photon

metre are given by the expression B x H,
8n

or conveniently, B x H, or Joules=B x H
25 25 x 10

The most favourable or optimum value
of B x H for different grades of magnet
steel is usually to be found in the manu-
facturer's catalogue or handbook, thus as
average figures, we may take the following
Col. 2 as representing " BH max." for
cobalt steels of the percentages given :-

Joules
per lb. Price Price per

Co- BH max. of steel per lb. Joule
bait pence. s. d.
3% 350,000 .080 13 13 6
6% 420,000 .096. 16 13 11
9% 480,000 .110 19 14 6

15% 600,000 .136 25 15 4
35% 900,000 .205 45 22 0

Col. 4 gives the cost per joule on the
basis of prices given in Col. 3.

The makers of magnet steel find it
impossible to ensure every casting, or
length of bar, coming out exact to sample,
and the question of rejection limits is
thus a matter of difficulty. Also, when
deliveries are below sample, but not down
enough to reject, the same difficulty arises.
The fair solution in the latter case is clearly
to pay on computed energy content ; when
buying magnets it is field energy that is the
commodity purchased. Thus in the case
of a given magnet assembly the energy value
is the measure of the B in the gap squared,
the sample being taken as datum.

Loss of Field Strength
Another point of importance is the loss

of field strength with time. In this
different magnet samples differ greatly
amongst themselves. It is commonly
found that a sample which is exceptionally
good, or above the average, holds its field
better than one that is below standard in the
first instance. Most of the loss takes place
within the first month after being magne-
tized, after that the magnet has reached a
stable condition, but there are exceptions
even to this. The reduction in field
strength is commonly about 5 per cent.
and 10 per cent., but is sometimes as much
as 15 per cent., or even more.

SEND FOR YOUR COPY OF
THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR'S

ENCYCLOPEDIA TO -DAY !
See page 1215.
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THE DESIGN OF

LOUD -SPEAKERS -3
The Method of Suspending the
Conical Diaphragm is Dealt With
in this, the Third Article of the

Series, by W. J. DELANEY

Fig. 1.-An ingenious double spider arrangement
for ensuring centralisation of the speech coil.

LAST week we saw how the apex of
the cone, or the point at which the
speech coil is attached, is held so

that the speech coil is accurately centred
in the air gap surrounding the pole piece.
It will be obvious to anyone that the
weight of the cone, if the edge of it were
not held in any way, would cause the cone
to pivot about the axis formed by the
centring spider, and consequently the speech
coil would not remain truly centred. There
must, therefore, be some arrangement to
support the front of the cone, and it is
here that the whole design of the majority
of moving -coil speakers is spoilt. Last week
we saw that the cone could be held, so far
as the rear portion was concerned, so that,
with a suitably designed spider, the speech
coil was free to move in a true piston move-
ment, over quite a considerable distance
in the air gap surrounding the pole piece.
Obviously this will enable more faithful
reproduction to be obtained than with any
of the other types of -speaker previously
mentioned. But this freedom of movement
must not be destroyed in the remaining
parts of the speaker make-up, and as the
edge or front of the cone must be sup-
ported in some way, we seem that we have
struck a snag. The commonest, and the
oldest, form of holding the cone was to
use a ring of rubber or leather stuck to
the periphery of the cone, and clamped in
a ring of plywood or similar arrangement,
as shown in Fig. 1 last week. The method
of attaching this was to turn over the edge
of the cone for a distance of about a quarter
of an inch and coat this with some sort of
adhesive. It was then pressed against a
square of rubber or leather, and when set
the centre portion was cut away. The
distance between the edge of the cone and
the surrounding clamping ring was about
half an inch, and to ensure that the cone
would not twist, the material was stretched
slightly when being clamped. What is the
result of this arrangement ? Obviously we
have got back to the same fault that was
found with the ordinary moving iron type
of speaker-namely, a restoring force. If
you can examine a speaker of this type
you will find that the cone is held, almost
rigidly, in a position where the surround,
as we must call the leather, rubber, or
other material, is perfectly flat. Now when
the cone is drawn inwards it draws with it
the surround, and as soon as the pulling
motive is removed the surround pulls the
cone back to a " normal " position. If the
cone is driven forward, the same effect is
present, and this naturally destroys quite

a lot of the advantage which
has been obtained from the
moving -coil principle.

Round's Spider
One of the first develop-

ments which was introduced
to overcome this defect was the idea
known as the Round Spider, after the
inventor, Capt. Round. This is illustratedin Fig. 1, and it will be seen that this is
nothing more nor less than a second spider
fixed towards the front of the cone. Thepole piece was drilled centrally and tapped
to accommodate a brass rod about 5-16thsof an inch thick. This projected almost
to the front of the cone. About two-thirdsof the distance along the cone a spider
having only five thin radial arms was
attached, and by suitable choice of the
substance of this spider, and the length of
the arms, great freedom of movement wasobtainable, and the restoring force was
almost entirely removed. There was still
the tendency, however, to return to the
position of rest, and although a greatadvance on previous arrangements it wasstill not perfect.

Moulded Cones
The next step forward was the employ.

ment of vulcanized fabrics or other patented
preparations which had the apex mouldedto form a spider, and the speech coil was
cemented to them. The periphery of thecone was moulded to form a number of
circular corrugations (Fig. 2). This permitsof the extreme edge being clamped, and
the corrugations allow the cone to travel
backwards and forwards fairly freely. Thisis a very good arrangement and is stilladopted in a
number ofspeak-
ers at present on

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.-The manner in which a
baffle prevents the sound waves from passing

speedily from the front to the back of a cone.

Fig. 2.-A method of providing a
flexible surround by means of corru-

gations in the actual cone material.
the market. A further advantage of thismethod of building a cone is the avoid-
ance of a seam which tends to break upthe cone into sections and so produce
unpleasant resonances. In Fig. 6 last weekI illustrated a method of avoiding the
centralizing spider, and mentioned thatthis was one of the most satisfactory
solutions to the problem of centralization.This particular loud-speaker employs a
material surrounding the edge of the cone,and this is secured to a wooden baffle.But to avoid the restoring force which is
usually obtained by a surround, this firm em-
ploys a most interesting device. The coneis first of all cemented to the surrounding
material, and when perfectly secured, thismaterial is attached to the baffle by a
slow -drying adhesive. The speaker is thenplaced on a raw A.C. supply of about
50 cycles, and this naturally causes the
speaker diaphragm to vibrate backwardsand forwards over a fairly large movement.It is left connected to this supply and
allowed to vibrate until the adhesive has
dried, after which it is, of course, still freeto carry out movement at this low period.
This device is, needless to say, patentedand is, in my opinion, one of the most
effective devices as yet developed.

Angle of the Cone
There are many other features which

enter into the quality of the reproduction,
and the volume obtained from a moving -
coil speaker, and it is possible to write a
book upon the subject. Before closing this
short series of articles, however, I must
mention the fact that the actual shape of
the cone has quite a large effect upon the
output of the speaker. lithe cone has steep
sides, that is, if it resembles the cone in
which ice cream is obtainable in the summer,
it suffers from what is known as " focus-
sing," that is, the sound is directed forward
in a narrow beam, and the intensity of the
sound when the listener stands a little to
one side falls off tremendously. As the cone
becomes more flat, so the radiation spreads
out, and it would seem from this, that the
ideal would be a fiat diaphragm. So far,however, I have only seen one speaker
which employed such a diaphragm, and this
was at one time on the market in a com-mercial radiogram costing over onehundred pounds. A flat diaphragm re-quires very much more energy to set it in
motion, and also presents a difficulty in
attaching the speech coil, so that it may be
positioned within the air gap of the magnet
system. This particular model to which I
have just referred employed a disc of wood,

(Continued on page 1240.)
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SEND
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Just pay a further 2/6 on
delivery and balance in 5
monthly payments of 5/6
for
PETO - SCOTT
GUARDIAN Q. P. P.
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER
specially designed for Q.P.P.
output. Extremely sensi-
tive, and gives perfect
quality. Cash or C.O.D.,

Carriage Paid, 29/6.

LISSEN "SKYSCRAPER 3." Chassis model
with (Lissen) S.G., Detector and Pentode
valves. Cash Price £41916. Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8/3.

LISSEN " SKYSCRAPER 3." Cabinet model.
Complete with Lissen speaker and Lissen
S.G., Detector and Pentode valves. Cash
Price £61510. Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 nionthly payments of 11/6.

TELSEN " ASTRALA 3." Chassis kit com-
plete with full-size Blueprint, building and
operating instructions. Detector, L.F. and
Power. Cash or C.O.D., 39/6.
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 5/6.
ROLA PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING -COIL
SPEAKER F.6. With Universal tapped input
transformer. Cash Price £2/9:6. Carriage
Paid. Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/6
W.B. PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING -
COIL SPEAKER. Type PM4. Complete with
transformer. Cash Price £2/2/0. Carriage
Paid.
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 5/9.

CELESTION P.P.M. PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER with impregnated
diaphragm and dual -impedance input
transformer. Cash Price, Carriage Paid,
£2/7/6.

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/6.

NEW BLUE SPOT 29 P. M. MOVING -COIL
SPEAKER. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid,
£1/12:6.
Balance in 6 monthly payments of 5/2.
NEW BLUE SPOT 45 P.M. MOVING -COIL
SPEAKER. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid,
£21510.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/2.
BLUE SPOT UNIT AND CHASSIS. Type
99 P.M. Including matched transformer.
Cash Price 22;19;6.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/6.
EPOCH 20th CENTURY PERMANENT -MAG-
NET MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. (New
With 5 -ratio input transformer, Cash Price,
Carriage Paid, £1;15/0.
Balance in 5 monthly payments of 6/6.
R & A "CHALLENGER " PERMANENT.
MAGNET MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. With
special Ferranti multi -ratio input trans-
former. Cash Price, £1 15;-. Carriage Paid.
Balance in 5 in uthly payments of 6i6.

GARRARD INDUCTION GRAMOPHONE
MOTOR. For A.C. Mains. Model 202.
Mounted on 12 -inch nickel motor plate
with fully automatic electric starting and
stopping switch. Cash Price, £2/1010.
Carriage Paid.
13alance in 11 monthly payments of 4/7.

ATLAS ELIMINATOR. Type A.C.244.
Three tappings : S.G., Detector and Power.
Output: 120 volts at 20 tn/A. Cash Price
£2/19/6. Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/6.
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FURY FOUR PUSH-PULL
KIBTAgT,TA rAYutho,M THREE-FOURAuthor's Kit of specified

parts, including ready drilled
CASH OR C.O.D. Panel, but less valves and

Carriage Paid. aiiet.

16 : 10 :
or 12 monthly payments of 12/-

K I T " B "
As Kit " A " but with
valves, less cabinet,
CASH or C.O.D.,

Carriage Paid.
7 6

or 12 monthly payments
of 17/3.

KIT " C "
As Kit " A " but with
valves and Peto-Scott
American Type Cabinet
with lift -up lid.
CASH or C.O.D.,

Carriage Paid.
£10 2 6

or 12 monthly payments
of 18/6.

KIT "A"
Author's Kit of First
Specified parts,including
ready drilled panel, but
less valves and cabinet.
CASH OR C.O.D.

Carriage Paid.

£14:18:6
or 12 monthly payments of 9/ -

KIT B." As Kit " A "
bat with valves, less
cabinet. CASH or C.O.D.,
Carriage Paid. £7i7/-, or
12 monthly payments of

13/6.

HIT " C." As Kit "A" bat
with valves and Peto-Scott
American Type Cabinet with
lift -op lid. CASH or C.O.D.,
Carriage Paid. i8t2/-, or 13
monthly payments of 14110.

SNIP
Special Bargain Offer to

Practical Wireless"
Readers.

BLUE SPOT 100U
Speaker and Chassis. For high or low -powered sets.
Original Price 1 125. 6(3. Our Price (for a limited
period only) CASH or C.O.D.

19%
CONVERT YOUR SET TO Q.P.P.

PILOT Q.P.P. CONVERSION KIT

FOR ANY BATTERY SET

GIVES MAINS VOLUME AND
MOVING -COIL QUALITY

Convert your set to Q.P.P.
-it's easy with the
PILOT CONVERSION KIT,
which comprises 1 Q.P.P. Trans-
former, 1 Q.P.P. Output Choke,
4 Non- inductive Resistances,
1 Potentiometer, 2 Mansbridge
Condensers, 2 Valve Holders,
1 Tone - Compensating Conden-
ser, 1 H.F. Choke, G.B. Plugs,
Wires. Screws, Flex, etc., with
FULL SIZE diagrams and con-
structional notes. Cash or 6.0.0.42/6 Carriage Paid.

KIT "I3." As above, with 2 Pentode 220A
valves. Cash or C.O.D., £3/17/6 or 12 monthly

payments of 7/-.

SEND ONLY

,.alance in 7
monthly pay.
events of 6/-.

FREE. -
Send 3d.
postage

for 3
Pilot

envelopes
with

full-size
blueprints

FREE
WE WILL
CONY E R T

YOUR SET TO Q.P.P. FREE.

FREE collection and delivery within
10 miles radius of Charing Cross.

Country orders carriage paid one way,
providing customers purchase from us
necessary components including valves.
We also invite inquiries for the repair and
modernising of all makes of receivers,
including home -constructed sets. Customers'
sets of parts built up at low cost.

Write Technical Department, Pilot
Repair Service, 77, City Road,

London, E.C.1

PETO-SCOTT CO. Ltd. 77, City Road, London, E,C.1.
West End Showrooms: 62. High Holborn. London, Telephone. Clerkenwell 9406/7

W.C.2. Telephone: Holborn 3248
Dear Sirs, Please send me CASH/C.O.D./H.P ..... -
for which I enclose d. .CASH/H.P. Deposit.
Also FREE Guardian Q.P.P. 1/- Constructional Chart,

ADDRESS

...
Pr W 18-3-33
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and to break it into sections and prevent
resonances, small pieces of wood were glued
to it at various positions. It certainly gave a
wonderful response.

Dual Units
From what has already been said it is

clear that there must always be present a
fault of some kind, and this means that the
speaker has resonances at one end or other
of the frequency spectrum. For instance, if
the speaker diaphragm is too firmly held,
it will fail to do justice to the low vibration
of our drum. On the other hand, if too
freely suspended, the high notes, which
require a very quick movement, will tend to
be sluggish ; or the particular material of
which the diaphragm is made may result in a
certain frequency receiving undue promin-
ence. To attempt to overcome these faults
it has now become popular to produce what
is known as compensated, or dual units.
This consists of two loud -speakers mounted
on one large assembly. One unit is designed
so that it does justice to one part of the
musical range, and the other attends to the
remainder of the range. In this way it is
possible to get a better over-all response than

is possible from one unit which is designed to
attempt to cover the entire range.

Baffles
It is now well kno/t to all listeners that

the moving -coil type of speaker requires a
baffle. Why ? In the first article of this
series, I illustrated the principle of sound
reproduction by showing the movement of
the air caused by the vibration of a drum-
head. If you refer back to this, you will see
that the movement was slow-actually fifty
vibrations a second. Now our loud -speaker
possesses quite a small diaphragm, and it
will be assumed that it is capable of travel-
ling at this slow speed. If you remember; I
said that the sound was caused by a
rarefaction and compression of the air, and
we must now see how this affects our cone
diaphragm. When it is drawn inwards the
air will follow the cone and become rarefied.
Obviously, it is not possible to leave a
" space " in the air, and naturally all the
surrounding air will rush in to fill up the gap
which is being created. Some of this air will
naturally come from the front of the cone,
but as the cone is pushing the air at the
back into a state of compression, obviously
this air will prefer to slip round to the rare-
fied part in the front, instead of being coin-

pressed- The same thing will happen when
the cone is driven forward on the other
half of the note-the air in front, in prefer-
ence to being compressed, will slip round the
edge of the cone to the rarefied atmosphere
which is being created at the back. We will
not, therefore, get our piston movement of
the air at a distance from the speaker. In
other words, the sound vibration is can-
celled out. To prevent this, we use what is
known as a " baffle." This consists in the
simplest form, of a flat wooden board,
sufficiently thick to prevent it resonating at a
frequency within the audible range, and hav-
ing a hole cut in the centre, just a little
bit smaller than the overall diameter of the
mouth of the cone. When the cone is pushed
forwards the air in front is compressed (as
in our drum illustration), and it cannot get
round to the rarefied area at the back without
travelling along the front of the baffle and
then along the back. The same thing occurs
on the opposite movement, and so the air
receives the full effect of the movement of
the cone. Fig 3 shows the effective size of
the baffle, which, it will be noticed, is from
the front of the cone, back to the rear of the
cone, and not simply from the cone to the
edge of the baffle. Three feet is the small-
est size which is advisable.

AT the present moment there are two
new wireless features which are
being introduced to the wireless

amateur. The first is, of course, Quiescent
Push -Pull, about which quite a lot has
already been said in these pages. The other
which has so far only been introduced to
our readers, is the new type of coil known as
FerrocArt.

This introduced, in the manner described
in an earlier issue, a very high degree of
selectivity into a receiver-much higher,
in fact, than has hitherto been thought
possible without introducing the super-
heterodyne principle. We have given
circuits and constructional data relative
to the Q.P-P. principle, and all that
remains is to introduce a receiver employing
the Ferrocart coils. Unfortunately, these
have not been obtainable until now, and
therefore our readers have not been able
to receive any constructional hints.

After tests, we have decided that the
interests of the keen amateur would best
be met by employing this type of coil in a
receiver employing a variable mu valve for

 60  .1  mil   
NEXT WEEK !

THE FERRO CART
Q.P.-P. HI-MAG. THREE

the H.F. stage, with a high efficiency
detector. valve. This would introduce a
high -gain receiver with a high degree of
selectivity, and would naturally enable a
large number of stations to be tuned -in
free of interference. The question then
arises as to what form of L.F. amplification
to adopt in order to ensure that these
numerous stations shall be reproduced at
a signal strength which is desirable, if the
station is to offer real entertainment
value., Obviously a pentode could be used
but the anode current is high for this type
of valve, and this would require a large
capacity H.T. battery. Two L.F. stages
would introduce difficulties in choosing the

transformers or other coupling units. It
was decided, therefore, after 'a few experi-
ments, to incorporate Quiescent Push -Pull,
and so introduce into the one receiver the
very latest in wireless practice, both for
the H.F. side of the receiver and also the
L.F. side.

As the coils are fairly expensive, and a
three -gang condenser was chosen, it was
decided to keep the total cost of the receiver
within the limits of the purse of the majority
of our readers, and therefore, in place of
pentode valves in the output stage, high-
effi ciency power valves, of the low-con-
sumption type, have been used. The result
is a receiver of phenomenal merit, receiving
dozens of stations at really good volume,
on a moving -coil loud -speaker, without the
slightest trace of interference. The selec-
tivity is of such a high order that it must be
heard to be appreciated. The volume also
will satisfy the most critical, and the receiver
is therefore one of the most advanced
designs which has yet been produced in the
wireless art. Constructional notes and
further details will be given next week.

ATHLONE-IRELAND'S NEW BROADCASTING STATION

Left : the masts and aerials. Right : the transmitting room, showing the control desk.
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THE second valve in our set, the one
we dealt with last week, is generally
known as the first L.F. valve, where-

as the last one, which we are going to
study now, is called the second L.F. or
power valve. The term " L.F." stands for
law frequency, and I will explain why it is
used.

You will remember that the waves
given out by the transmitting station
follow one another at enormous speed and Using a Transformer
strike our aerial a million or more times a Last week I said that there were two

popular methods of adding
TO H.T+ amplifier valves - firstly by

means of a resistance and
secondly by means of a trans-
former. The last or " power "

TO NEXT valve in our set is coupled by
VA 41/E the transformer method. Of

course, a resistance could be
used just. the same as for the second valve, -
but a transformer has certain advantages.

A glance at Fig. 1 will show just where
we left off last week. If we were going to
use resistance coupling again, we should
connect a resistance from the plate to the
H.T. battery, as shown by the dotted
line. However, we do not do this. Instead,
we use a coil of wire. This coil of wire is

known as the primary winding
TO L.ri- of the transformer.

SUPPLEMENT
Conducted by
F. J. CAMM

second,
thus pro-
d u cing
corres-
pondingly
rapid cur-
rents in
the aerial
circuit.

roLx- & H. r- How It Works.
The action of the trans-

former is somewhat different

Fig. 1.-A resistance used to couple the valves together. Tfrom
that of a resistance.

To understand it we must
TO GRID BM'S NEG.

HOW YOUR SET WORKS
Part 5.-The Power Valve

current than either of the. other valves
and produces more power.

first see what a transformer is.
A simple type consists of two coils of

insulated wire wound round an iron rod.
They may either be wound side by side,

1st L F
1/11LVE

as in Fig. 4(a), or one over the other, as at
(b). When a fluctuating current is passed
through one of the coils it acts some-
thing like the resistance we were studying
last week. That is to say a difference of
pressure or voltage arises between one
end and the other. Another thing that
happens is that the current passing through
the one coil induces a current in the other
coil.

If each coil has the same number of
turns, then the difference in voltage be-
tween the ends of the second coil will be
the same as that between the ends of the
first one. If, however, the second coil has
more turns than the first, then the voltage
produced will be greater than that across
the first coil.

This is where the usefulness of the trans-
former comes in. It enables the voltage
to be " stepped up " any desired amount.
Thus, if we make the second coil twice the
size of the first one, then the voltage
across the second will be twice that across
the first. If the second coil has three times
as many turns as the first, the voltage pro-
duced will be three times as great, and
so on.

How It Is Made
Incidentally, the type of transformer

just described is rather primitive and
would not be very efficient. The type used
in a wireless set is much more carefully
made. The chief difference is, however, in
the iron " core." This is not a simple iron
rod, but is made of a number of sheets of
a special iron alloy, also it does not merely
pass through the middle of the coils, but
extends right round the outside of them.
Fig. 4 (c) and (d) will show what I mean.

TO H.T.t

TRANSFORMER

IRON,
CORE

TO GRIP. BM'S NEGATIVE
Fig. 2.-A transformer used for coupling purposes.

L,-,.........-1416.111111.1/=11101111NliININIIIINEN1410.11. 411114)411111101)11110111M4RMIN11110.11...{..M.1....0....sos, NNW .131/1 (I®c1A611Aito11®t .1110. 0AO. 41MI, a t YOH. Ieta

TO

SPEAKER

OR
"POWER"

VALVE

SWITCH
70

1- TO L..7-

These currents, you will remember, are
called high -frequency currents.

The Meaning of " Low -frequency "
I explained that the speech or music

sent out was represented by a variation in
the amplitude (height) of the waves. This
meant a rise and fall in the strength of
the high -frequency currents. This rise
and fall occurs at a comparatively slow
rate or low frequency. It is this low -
frequency variation in the strength of the
high -frequency current which corresponds
with each vibration of the voice or of the
musical instrument being broadcast. You
will recollect that by means of the grid in
the detector valve these variations in the
strength of currents in the aerial circuit
were able to make similar variations in
the plate current.

There are thus low -frequency variations
in the plate current of the detector valve,
and it is because the work of the following
two valves is to amplify these that they
are called low -frequency or L.F. ampli-
fiers. The one we are going to study this
week is also called the power valve, because
it has to handle larger fluctuations in
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Is? L. F VALVE

Fig. 3.-How the last valve is connected
The two coils are very carefully

insulated one from the other and are
usually wound on the same bobbin.
First the primary winding is wound on.
Then a layer of waxed paper or similar
insulating material is wrapped round it,
and finally the secondary winding is put
on. This latter usually has from three
to five times as many turns as the
primary, but it  may have as many as
eight times.

The core is made in two parts-
one T-shaped and the other U-
shaped-each part being composed of
many sheets of the iron alloy. The
two parts are fixed in position, as in
Fig. 4 (c) and (d), after the bobbin is
wound, and then the whole thing is
sealed inside a bakelite case fitted with
four terminals connecting to the windings
inside. It then presents the appearance'
shown in Fig. 3.

The Power Valve
Of course, the object of the transformer,

as you have probably guessed by now,
is to increase the varia-
tions in voltage applied
to the power valve.
You will see how it is
connected up from Figs.

w 2 and 3. Notice that

GRP

REV)

POWER VALVE

in circuit.

one end of the
secondary wind-
ing is joined to the grid of this valve.

The action of the power valve is exactly
similar to that of the previous valve,
small variations in the voltage of the
grid giving large variations in the plate
current. This amplifying property of
the valve itself added to the step-up
effect of the transformer causes the total
amplification to be considerable, so it is
now that we join up the loud -speaker.
This is connected in the plate circuit
of the power valve, that is to say,
between the plate and the positive end
of the high-tension battery, as shown in
Figs. 2 and 3.

The Loud -speaker
To explain the working of the loud-

speaker I am going to describe the
simplest type. It consists of a magnet N
(Fig. 6), a strip of iron known as the
reed, a coil of fine insulated wire, and a
paper cone attached to the reed by asmall metal rod.
There is also a knob PRIMARY
and spring for ad-
justment purposes.

The coil is wound
on to a small bobbin
which fits over one
end of the magnet
while the reed, which
is of a springy nature, fa
is screwed to the 1.,
other end of the mag-
net. The free end of
the reed is just op-
posite the coil end
of the magnet.
Although the mag-
net attracts it, the

Nt springiness of the
reed prevents it

RA11/1 TM from actually touch-
/171105 ing. The distance

it is away, how-
ever, can be adjus-
ted by means of the
adjusting- knob

Fig. 5.--A simple reed type shown. This knob,
-of loud -speaker. through the meditun

TO POSIT/YE
END OF H.T.
BATTERY

TO

LOUDSPEAKER

COIL

SPRING

TO L.T.
POSITIVE

1411.144011.114111MMININI..001/411111100~1

of the little coil spring, pulls on
the reed and so enables the gap
between it and the magnet to
be adjusted to within finelimits.

Its Action
The speaker works as ,fol-

lows :-The current from the
plate of the power -valve passes
through the coil. This tends
to increase the power of the
magnet.

It is quite a well-known fact
that if you pass an electric
current through a coil of wire
wound round a piece of iron,
the iron will become magne-
tised. In this case the iron is
already magnetised, as it is a
permanent magnet. The cur-
rent through the coil therefore
increases the magnetism. But
we already know that when
music is being received by our
set this current fluctuates all
the time in harmony with the
sound vibrations of the instru-
ments being played. This

TO L.7:- 4 H.T.- means that the increase in
magnetism produced by the

S NEGYe current will also fluctuate even
as the current fluctuates.

Now, let us see what effect -this has.
Well, briefly, it varies the attraction of
the magnet for the reed, so that the reed
vibrates backwards and forwards all
the time. Being attached to the paper
cone, it pushes that backwards and
forwards also. The vibrations -a the
cone cause ripples or waves in the air.
These waves are waves of sound, that is
to say, they are pulsations in the air
which when they reach our ears produce,
the sensation of sound. That is, in fact,
what all sound waves are-pulsations
in the air. In fact, without air there
could be no sounds at all. However,
that is beside the point. The point is
that the sounds of the studio miles away
are reproduced with exactness in our
own home.

(a)
StCONDRRY

TO GRID SIR

SECONDARY (c)

emIN

Fig. 4 (a) and (b) show the
essential parts of a simple
iron cored transformer (c) and (ED. the more
elahorate,form a# iransforrner usedina wireless set.

(a)

IRON ALLOY
CORE

a

1

I

I

I

I

.m.-osopommusaaxlmakimiss4fewilei ailkildlia
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e'

'the name that means'EXC E LLE NCE

YOU GET
BETTER SERVICE

FROM THESE
ACCUMULATORS

E.L.7
050 a/h capacity 10,'3

E.L.9
So aqi capacity 12:3

E.L.S.5
40 a'h capacity I;-
E.L.S.77
6o a/h capacity 12:6

So ajh capacity 15/6

E.LM.2
20 a/h capacity 4, 3

E.L.M.4
45 a/h capacity 8/ -

Balanced capacity-that is the secret of the extra and
better service which Ediswan "Extralife" accumulators
give you. It means that the positive and negative
plates are designed to function in exact electrical
balance. This makes quicker charging and slower dis-
charging possible without damaging the plates. You get
better service and longer life than with ordinary cells.

All good radio dealers sell them.

ACCUMULATORS
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
PONDERS END, MIDDLESEX

E Di SWAN- the Better Service Batteries B.227

PERFECT TRACKING
WITH THE SIMPSON

ARM & PICK-UP
3216

TECHNICALLY

CORRECT
MECHANICALLY PERFECT !
A Simpson Straight Track Arm and Pick -Up is the only instrument
which will give you perfect gramophone reproduction through your

radio set. Here are a few points which show that the Simpson has

no equal in value at the price :-
1. Record wear minimised. 4. Life of records doubled

2. 100 ' Straight Track ensured 5. Tone natural and pure2.

3. Needle scratch eliminated. 6. Fits any gramophone:
7. A scientifically designed and produced instrument.
8. Incorporates Automatic Stop.

Consider these points in comparison with
others and your choice of the Simpson

will be fully justified. Ask your Dealer.
Fill in coupon below for the Free booklet
describing this Pick -Up and Arm.

GUARANTEE
U netted tiona I guarantee to
repair or replace. free of
charge. within 12 months
(misuse and alms, excepted.)

SIMPSONS SYNCHRONOUS
MOTOR & TURNTABLE !
CONSTANT SPEED
NOTHING TO WIND
2 DEEP

39'6
COMPLETE

No winding the Simpson Synchronous Motor and Turntable; a flick of the
finger starts or stops it, and with an almost negligible electricity consumption

revolves at a constant speed of 78 (correct speed) with perfect silence

Consider the following points when purchasing an electric gramophone

motor and see why the Simpson is supreme :-
1. Only 21/ deep. 5. Sizes 10" and 12":
2. Nothing to go wrong.
3. Fits any gramophone.
4. Takes five minutes to

Ix.
Buy yours to -day! It is amazing value,
and can be obtained from all good retailers
for 39/6.
Fill in coupon below for your Free copy

f booklet describing this motor.
ammainsiese

FREE
To interested readers
of " Practical Wireless "
we shall be pleased to
send our illustrated
Folder (containing all
technical details) on
receipt of completed
ceu on.

6. Costs less than id. per week to run'.
7. Coes by itself.
8. Constant speed of 78 (correct speed)

GUARANTEE
Unconditional guarantee to
repair or replace. free of
charge within 12 months
(misuse and abuse excepted.)

SIMPSONS ELECTRICALS LTD,
Grange Road, Leyton, London, E.10

NAME

ADDRESS
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LISSEN " SKYSCRAPER " BIT, Withincluding valves, order
Cash Price £41916, /And 11 monthly payments of 8/6 UP'

As above, but including high-class
polished Cabinet and Loudspeaker. Cash
Price 26/510, or 10/- with order and 11
monthly payments of 11/6.

Everything for the New Q.P.P. circuits
supplied promptly, Cash, C.O.D. or EasyTerms. We shall be pleased to advise
customers on all Q.P.P. matters.

R.I. PUSH-PULL INPUT TRANS-
FORMER and R.I. P.P. OUTPUT WithCHOKE, with two Mazda, Cossor Order
or Mullard Pentode Valves. Cash
Price 23/4/0, or 5/10 with order 5/10
and 11 monthly payments of 5/10

VARLEY or FERRANTI Q.P.P. com-
ponents also supplied on the lowest terms.

Cash or C.O.D. Items
We pay postal charges.

R.I. Q.P.P. Input Transformer - 16/6
R.I. Q.P.P. Output Choke - - 12/6

Varley Q.P.P. Input Transformer. 17/6
Varley Q.P.P. Output Transformer 16/6

Ferranti A.F. 11/c Input Trans. 34/.
Ferranti O.P.M.11/c Output Trans. 26/6
To avoid delay, will customers kindly send first payment with Order.

ROLA PERM. MAGNET M.C. With
UNIT F.6. Cash Price £21916.
And 10 monthly payments of 5/-. 4/-

BLUE SPOT 99 P.M. MOV-
ING COIL UNIT.

Cash Price £2/19/6.
And 11 monthly payments

of 5/6.

With
Order

5, -

NEW EPOCH Q.P.P. MOVING -
COIL UNIT. (3 ust released.)
Especially designed for the new
Q.P.P. circuits.

Cash Price 21/12/6.
And 6 monthly payments of 5/2.
NEW EPOCH 20c PERMANENT
MAGNET MOVING -COIL UNIT.

Cash Price 21115/0.
And 6 monthly payments of 5/6.

With
Order

5/-

With
Order

5/6

EXIDE W.H. HIGH-TEN-
SION ACCUMULATORS (120
volts, 5,000 M/A). The With
cheapest and best high -ten- order
sion supply where mains are -I I
not available. I f -

Cash Price 23/1510.
And 11 monthly payments of

7/-.

SPECIAL ATLAS ELIMINATOR
FOR Q.P.P. (just released).
Output and H.T. tappings
arranged for Q.P.P. circuits.

Cash Price £3/12/6.
And 11 monthly payments of 6/8
ATLAS ELIMINATOR A.C.244.
Three H.T. tappings, zo m/a out-
put. Cash Price £2/19/6
And 11 monthly payments of 5/6
SET OF THREE NEW VALVES.
Mazda, Cossor, or Mullard. IS.G.
r detector, and a power.

Cash Price 21/12/3
And 6 monthly payments of 5/2

With
Order

8/-

With
Order

5/-
With

Order

5/2
We shall be pleased to send you a
quotation for any radio goods you may

require. Price List free.

Dept. P.

LOWFREQUENCY
INSTABILITY:
Its Cause and Cure

IN addition to a high degree of freedom
from distortion, the operation of a
good wireless receiver should be charac-

terized by perfect stability. It is appreci-
ated by nearly all readers now, that by the
use of screened grid valves and by careful
screening, the risk of high -frequency
instability due to unwanted capacitative
and magnetic coupling between different
radio frequency circuits and components
can be avoided. Naturally, the careful
operator will also take care to keep reaction
under proper control. Some prefer to
eliminate it altogether, and thus remove a
possible cause of instability. There is,
however, a further form of instability which
may make itself manifest, namely, low -
frequency oscillation.

The most usual cause of low -frequency
instability is feed -back, due to the presence
of a fairly high impedance component which
is common to the anode circuits of several
valves. It is clear that the variations in
the anode current of one valve will produce
a corresponding varying voltage drop
across the common impedance, and that
this will modulate the anode current of
other valves. This modulation will then
be amplified and re -amplified in the earlier
stages, just as though it were a genuine
signal and, the process being cumulative, a
very strong spurious signal will be built
up in the output circuit.

Low -Frequency Variations
To take a concrete example, the average

high-tension supply unit, whether employ-
ing a valve or a metal rectifier, possesses a
fairly high impedance, and this impedance
is common to the anode circuits of every
valve in the set. The anode current of the
output valve contains very powerful low-
frequency variations. A varying voltage
drop will therefore exist across the imped-
ance of the high-tension unit and low-
frequency variations in sympathy therewith
will be impressed upon the anode currents
of the earlier stage valves, and will be ampli-
fied in the following stages. Further, if
any part of the anode circuits should be
modulated by mains ripple owing to bad
smoothing, or to direct magnetic pick up
from the mains leads or from the valve
heater circuits, such ripple will be impressed
on the anode currents of all the other
valves, and considerable parasitic signals
at mains frequency will be present in the
output current of the set.

Fortunately, there is a simple and
inexpensive cure for this trouble. It is
termed decoupling, and consists in including
in the anode circuit of each valve a resist-
ance which is large compared with the com-
mon impedance. A large condenser is
connected from the end of this resistance
nearer the anode of the valve to earth,
thus by-passing any parasitic modulation to
earth. The minimum value of decoupling
resistance to give any real protection is
about 10,000 ohms, but the value should
be as high as is consistent with maintaining
the correct voltage on the anode of each
valve. By-pass condensers should be of
2 mfd. capacity for low -frequency valves,
and .1 mfd. in the high -frequency stages.
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TF, as an interval signal, above the
1 40 metre point, you log the crow-
ing of a cockerel, yoti should make an
entry to the effect that the dial reading
corresponds with a wavelength of 43.75
metres (6,865 kc/s) or that of F8LH,
Radio Vitus, Paris (the programmes are
simultaneously broadcast on 308.5 metres).
A further slight shift to 45 metres (6,667
ke/s) may produce a Spanish call from San
Sebastian (EARTBO), heard fairly well
on Mondays, Wednesday, and Fridays
between 19.30-21.00 G.M.T. ; also there
appears to be a new station in the Canary
Isles (Las Palmas ?) testing on that wave-
length. On 45.11 metres (6,650 kc/s) I
have often heard a powerful carrier wave
which, when resolved, has been confirmed
as IAC, Coltano (near Pisa, Italy). It
appears in my log as a channel for a tele-
phony service with the " crack " Italian
trans -Atlantic liners. Some little way above
this reading, on 45.38 metres (6,611 ke/s),
there is a 10 kW. Moscow transmitter
worked by the Central Club of the Red
Army. Tn the early hours of the evening
it broadcasts relays of concerts and operatic
performances and is a different programme
from that of Moscow (REN) on 50 metres
(q.v.). On 46.6 metres (6,438 kc/s) you will
discover another Russian relay ; this time
of Moscow (1,000 metres).

Passing over a number of commercial
stations, we reach W8XK, a further relay
of KDKA, East Pittsburgh (Pa), on 48.86
metres (6,140 kc/s) and for which the best
time to listen is from 21.30 G.M.T. ; it is a
very powerful signal from 23.00. In
fairly close proximity, 49.1 metres (6,115

-kc/s) you should hear YVIBC, Caracas
(Ven.) ; its signals, although strong, may be
somewhat distorted, but you will recognize
the Spanish language. The interval signal
is a distinctive one ; four chimes on a
clock gong. W3XAL, Boundbrook (N.J.),
on 49.18 metres (6,100 kc/s) should prove
one of your star stations at this period
of the year. It acts as relay to WJZ,
one of the N.B.C. group and can be tuned
in on almost any evening from 22.00

UOR2, on 49.4 metres (6,072 ke/s)
gives you the Vienna programmes on
Tuesdays and Thursdays, between 13.30-
21.00, G.M.T. it is also a strong signal,
of which quality is good and fading but
little pronounced.

Finally, to finish up our little trip on
this portion of the short-wave band, we
may search for W4XB on 49.67 metres
(6,040 kc/s) ; it relays WIOD, Miami
Beach (Fla.) entertainments, or W9XF
on 49.83 metres 16,020 kc/s), which is the
short-wave transmitter of WENR, Chicago,
and we end up on 50 metres (6,000 kc/s)
with Moscow RW59, the powerful Trades
Union station of the Soviet Republic.
It is already on the air in the afternoon,

ON THE
SHORT WAVES

(Concluded from page 1203, March 11th issue)

By J. GODCHAUX ABRAHAMS ;

gives its main programme towards 18.00
G.M.T. and International talks in English,
French, German, etc.,at 20.00-21.00.
At the latter hour, oscow time being
three hours ahead of G.M.T., you are taken
over to the Red Square for chimes from
the Kremlin, as a midnight time -signal.
In another article I will deal with trans-
missions above 50 metres and below
25 metres.

Having dealt, in previous articles, with
the favourite portion of the short-wave
band, namely, 25- to 50 metres, by now
we should have acquired sufficient ex-
perience to tackle channels of a higher
frequency. Although, as a general rule,
mention is less frequently made of wave-
lengths between 12 and 25 metres, this
section is well worth exploring, as in this
band there are powerful transmitters of
which the reception, at this time of the
year, during daylight and twilight hours, is
particularly good.

Providing you possess an efficient re-
ceiver, you should find no difficulty in
picking up W3XAL, Boundbrook (N.J.) on
16.878 m., almost on any day from 13.00
G.M.T., in fact, a careful search in most
instances will reveal a powerful carrier
wave at a few minutes before that hour.
It is 08.00 Eastern Standard time as the
station takes the air, and the first announce-
ment made will be : This is TV3XAL,
Bound brook, New Jersey, a short-wave station
of the National Broadcasting Company of
America operating on 17,780 kcIs ; Good
morning, Ladies and Gentlemen. The interval
signal consists of three xylophone -like notes
(the N.B.C. call) and it is given regularly
every fifteen or thirty minutes. If atmos-
pheric conditions are favourable, signals
from this transmitter may be received at
readable loud -speaker strength, and the
programme, barring perhaps a few periods
of high speed fading, may be held until
16.30 or 17.00 G.M.T. From that time it
may prove fitful and it is then wise to search
for W8XK, East Pittsburgh (Pa.), which
also relays N.B.C. entertainments from
New York and other North American cities.
You will find it, at some distance above
.W3XAL, namely, on 19.72 m. (15,210 ke/s).
There is no mistaking the transmitter as
the announcer will tell you that Your
station is Westinghouse KDKA, or W8XK,
East Pittsburgh. Again providing conditions
are good, you should be able to hold this
transmission from roughly 17.30 to 19.30 or

20.00, when a change is usually made to.,
25.27 in. (If you refer to my previous
articles you will observe that mention has
already been made of the W8XK broad-
casts on 48.86 m. ; at present, this is one of
the " star stations," of that band.)

Immediately below W8XK (19.72 m.) a
search should be carried out for W2XAD,
(relaying WGY, Schenectady, N.Y.) on
19.56 m. ; it is one of the General Electric
Company's transmitters and this fact is
usually made clear in the call. It only
operates between 19.30 and 20.30 on Mon-
days, Wednesdays and Fridays and for an
extra hour on Sundays, after which the
broadcasts are carried out on 31.48 m'
(q.v.).

Now, within a hairsbreadth of W8X1
(19.72 m.), and only separated by 10 kc/s,
on some afternoons you tray pick up a'
Berlin programme through DJB, Zeesen
(19.737 m., 15,300 kc/s). It is an experi-,
mental channel which may later be aban-
doned for a more favourable one, but is
still used from time to time until 17.00, as
an alternative to DJA, on 31.38 m., working
during the rest of the evening.

As you will see, in view of the different
times at which these stations work, it is
essential that an accurate log with exact
condenser dial readings should be kept ; it
is the only way in which you will success-
fully find broadcasts in relatively difficult
portions of the short-wave band. Having
established the exact position required for
Zeesen, turn your condenser to this point on
any weekday between 10.00 and 10.30 ;
a slight movement with an increase in
capacity will almost inevitably bring in
HVJ, Vatican City (Rome) on 19.84 in.
(15,120 kc/s). This station regularly opens
up with the words Laudatur Jesu Christu,
followed by Radio Citta Vaticana. The call
is given in Italian, French, Spanish and
German. You may always recognise this
studio by the fact that a clock may be
heard loudly ticking throughout the broad-
cast.

Between this station and 25 metres you
will come across a number of commercial
(morse) and public telephony service
transmitters as well as ships (around
22.50 metres), and experimental amateurs of
many countries working on channels
between 20.9 m. and 21.3 m. One or two
stations, however, are worthy of mention,'
in particular PDV. Kootwijk (Holland), on
24.9 m. (12,050 kc/s), which is habitually
used for the rebroadcast of Dutch pro-
grammes to the Netherlands East Indies
(Sumatra, Java, etc.). Whenever any event
of importance takes place in Holland
in almost every instance you may pick up
a rebroadcast of it on this wavelength.
In the same way, I have often found interest
in conversations overheard between. Rabat
(Morocco) and Paris on 23.858 m. (12,605
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AND OTHER
FOREIGN
STATIONS
No more dual pro-
grammes. Enjoy
foreign concerts
while your local
station is working
or when being
"swamped" or
interfered with by
a powerful station.
Just fix a PIX in
your aerial.
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Long -Distance Wireless Secrets
A book every listener has been waiting for.
This practical work will solve your diffi-
culties and enable you to obtain the best
possible results of which your set is capable.

FINDING FOREIGN STATIONS
1By R. W. HALLOWS

3/6
Obtainable at all a goksellers, or by post 3/9 from
George Netenes, LfiL. 8-11, Southampton St., Strand,

London, W .C.2.

(Continued from page 1245.)
kc/s), which are preceded by a tuning
signal-a tone modulated morse C, and
also have tuned in interesting messages
sent by Ste. Assise (Paris) to Buenos Aires,
on 23.25 m. (1,290 kc/s). The opening
signal of this station is a morse F ( )
followed by three musical notes (A. F. D.).
Then, again, working downwards (in
wavelength) between W2XAD (19.56 m.)
and W3XAL (16.878 m.) we find a host of
wireless telephony stations. Liners work on
and around 17 in., but slightly below
the " yank," on 16.85 in. (17,804 kc/s),
PCV, Kootwijk (Holland), broadcasts press
news, in Dutch, French, German, and
English on Sundays at 14.40, also occasion-
ally towards midnight on week -days.

In the early hours of the 'afternoon you
will be able to log PLF, Bandoeng (Java),
on 16.81 in. (17,850 kc/s) which with
PLE on 15.93 in. (18,821 kels) assures the
public telephony service with Holland.
You will identify it by its peculiar opening
and interval signal, a three -note motor-

horn. To tune in transmissions on wave-
lengths above 50 m. is a simple matter.
As you have probably logged Moscow
T.U. on 6,000 kc/s (50 m.) you may take it as
a starting point. Almost on top of this
station, if you switch on at 19.00 G.M.T.,
you will pick up the carrier wave of HVJ,
Vatican (50.26 in.) ; the same observations
apply to this broadcast as to the one on
19.84 m., except that it is the channel
always used as the night " wave. In this
band up to 80 m. or so, whilst twirling the
condenser, you will come across a number
of harmonics of stations in the broadcast
band. As an example, on 50.7 m., the
sixth harmonic of Bordeaux Lafayette ;
on 52.5 in. (roughly) Radio Normandie,

but obviously this will vary according to the
fundamental wave. If the station is
working on 222.4 in., you will tune in a
harmonic on 55.6 in., namely, a quarter
of its true wavelength. (You will also
meet with a powerful one on about 70 m.
On 57.66 in. there is the fifth harmonic o
National relays to be heard ; on 59.4 m.
the sixth of London Regional ; on 72.07 m.
the fourth of National relays, and so on.
It is necessary that you should make a-
note of them as otherwise, if you casually
find the transmissions you may jump to the
conclusion, much to your disappointment
later, that you have captured some very
distant broadcast! But to revert to the
50 in. band. On roughly 52 m. Prague
carries out experimental transmission every
Tuesday and Friday between 19.30 and
21.30 G.M.T. Passing a number of wireless
telegraphy transmitters, occasionally on
56.9 in. we may hear a test relay of the
Berlin programme through DTG, Kanigs-
wusterhausen, and also experimental trans-
mission,s carried out by N.B.C. studios
through WQN, on 57.03 m. (5,260 kc/s).
Between roughly 63 m. and 73 in., ship
telephony from liners or from WOO,
Ocean Gate, N.J. (63.12 in.), working with
them, may be brought to your ears ; and
on some nights a relay of Columbia or N.B.C.
programmes may come through WAD,
Rocky Point (N.J.) on 66 in. On roughly
72 in. we again find a harmonic of the
National relays, and a few metres higher,
namely, 75 m., tests made by Budapest.
Bear in mind that between 75 in. and
85.7 in. (4,000-3,500 kc/s) you strike
another amateur band which is, you will
notice, greatly prized by Dutch and French
radio " fans." Such landmarks aye useful
for calibrating your receiver.

Adjusting and Operating-
THE O.P.01). TAI

(Continued from page 1186, March 11th issue.)
Balancing with No Meter
IN the event of the reader not possessing a

meter, or being unable to borrow one, the
adjustment may be carried out by ear in

the following manner. Proceed as outlined
previously-that is, remove one valve, plug
grid bias plug No. 2 into the 15 -volt tap-
ping, and apply an H.T. voltage of between
100 to 120 volts to the priming grid. Tune
in the station to its very loudest, using as
much reaction as possible without actually
prod.ucing oscillation. Signals will, of
course, owing to the double value of grid
bias which is applied, be distorted. Ignore
this distortion and switch off. Remove
the pentode, and insert the other valve
in the other socket. Switch on again, and
note the volume which is obtained. If it
is louder than with the other valve, you
must reduce the voltage on the priming
grid. As before, ignore the distortion.
Now,upon inserting the second valve, signals -

should immediately clear up and the volume
will be as great as before but all distortion
should be gone. It may be found that the
voltage on H.T.1 and H.T.2 may be 120
volts with no noticeable alteration in the
quality of reproduction. This does not
mean that the circuit is not working
correctly, but it must be borne in mind that
the voltage on these two leads should be as
low as possible, or the valves are not
working on the Q.P.-P. principle. With the
receiver built with the components specified,
and connections made in the manner
indicated last week, the matching of the

loud -speaker is correct, and the remaining
constants of the circuit are accurate.
There is, therefore, only one further point
to be mentioned, and that is, that the H.T.
battery will naturally discharge at a faster
rate than the grid battery. This will,
unless certain steps are taken, result in an
unbalancing of the Q.P.-P. stage. It is
therefore advisable periodically to remove
one of the pentode valves, and reduce the
grid bias until signals with one valve are
clear and undistorted. Then increase the
value of the bias which has to be used for
this purpose, to roughly double. For
instance, suppose that after two months
it is found that on removing one valve the
bias on the remaining valve has to be
reduced to 6 volts to produce a clear signal ;

then the grid bias plug should be altered
to the 12 -volt socket for the two valves in
Q.P.-P.

Using a Pick-up
To use a gramophone reproducer, no

alterations whatever are necessary, the
requisite terminals being already fitted at
the rear of the cabinet. The two leads
from the pick-up are joined to the two pick-
up terminals, and the grid bias leads
attached to one of these is plugged into the
4.5 -volt socket of the grid battery. To
prevent the break -through of radio signals,
the tuning dial should be set to zero. The
receiver will be found quite stable and the
pick-up may he left permanently connected
to the receiver if so desired.
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The time-lag inherent with indirectly heated A.( Valves induces
high surge voltage in the set's anode circuits. The curve shewn is
an authentic example of what happens when switching on. Note 14444elfitiss'how immediately 595 volts are built up-the 3o seconds taken before
normality is reached. Consider the strain on the smoothing con-

they must withstand these surges.densers 1 For safety's sake

I
That is why T.C.C.-always to the fore introduced the type 87-a
series built to stand up to surges of 65o volts, If you are building any
mains equipment erect a sure barrier against condenser breakdown. Use CI
the condenser specifically designed for these modern conditions-use
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Now, with the perfect pair you get perfect tuning.
Everyone knows Utility condensers, test them how you
will there are no better condensers made. With the
Condenser comes a Utility Straight Line Dial, a device
that gives you common-sense tuning. The essential

stationary andfeature is a moving pointer traversing a
illuminated scale with the scale always
in view ; when you have once tried
this method nothing else will satisfy
you. And the price of the .0005 con-
denser with Straight Line Dial is

within everyone's reach.

FROM YOUR DEALER OR POST
FREE FROM THE MAKERS.

PRICE
II

complete as
illustrated

WILKINS & WRIGHT LTD®
UTILITY WORKS, HOLYHEAD RD., BIRMINGHAM

London Agents :
B. R. Morton Ltd., 22, Bartlett's Buildings, Holborn Circus,
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WEEDON EVER -DAMP EARTH
STILL another earthing device has been received

for review. This time it emanates from the
Power Link Company, and consists of a flat copper
box roughly 4ins. by 3ins. To this is soldered a length -
of insulated wire, and the upper surface of the box is
provided with a number of small holes. The box
contains one of the now popular chemical earths, which
is guaranteed non -corrosive. It is claimed that it is
equal to a three-foot square copper earth plate, and it
is used in the same manner as others which have been
reviewed, namely, it is buried about a foot below the
surface of the ground, and well -watered. The nature
of the chemical ensures that the ground is always
moist. The price is 2s. 6d.
DRYDEX H.T. BATTERIES
THE Exide Company have now produced four

special batteries for use with receivers employing
the Quiescent Push-pull system. Type 11.1060 has
a total of 130 volts, and is tapped at 50,60, 644, 69,
75, 100, 120 and every 1/ volts up to 130. No grid -
bias is included in this battery, which sells at 12s. 6d.
Type 11.1062 totals 159 volts, plus 9 volts grid -bias,
and is tapped at every 3 volts from 120 to 150 volts.
Type H.1063 totals 135 volts plus 18 volts grid -bias,
and is tapped at every 11 volts from 120 Type
11.1064 totals 150 volts plus 24 volts G.B. and is
tapped at every 3 volts from 125 to 135, and at every
it volts from 135 to 150 volts. Type H.1062 costs
17s. Gd., type H.1063 costs 18e. 6d., and the last
mentioned costs 21s. These batteries will, of course,
prove very useful to the listener who is experiment-
ing with, or has a receiver adapted for, the
Quiescent Push-pull principle.

WEARITE MAINS TRANSFORMER
A MOST interesting mains transformer has recentlyA been received from Messrs. Wright S. Weaire, Ltd.
and is illustrated below.

This is known as Model T.21A. and as will be seen
it presents a handsome appearance. The finish of the
complete casing is in gilt, and the disc which can be
seen on one side is of bakelite. With the black
terminals, this makes what is normally an uninteresting -
looking component present quite a fresh appearance
and should do much to attract the reader. The
output of this particular model is 250 volts at 60 mA.,
4 volts at 1 amp ; and 4 volts at 4 amps. The input
is designed for mains of 200 to 250 volts, and it is
here that the component design displays real ingenuity;
The centre terminal in the disc is intended for con-
nection to one polo of the mains supply, whilst the
terminal for the other pole is enclosed in a transparent
envelope, together with holding -down screws, which is
enclosed in the box containing the transformer. A
small window is cut in the disc,
and through this can be viewed
a series of numbers, namely 200,
210, 220; 230, 240 and 250. The
small hole above the window
discloses a tapped hole when
the window is directly over one
of the above -mentioned numbers.
To connect the instrument to
the mains, therefore, the disc is
rotated until the particular
voltage of your mains is visible
through the window, and then
the loose terminal is screwed
into the hole above it. The
primary is thus adjusted for the
mains with which it is employed.
At 25s. this proVes a most
interesting component, and one
which can thoroughly be re-
commended.

SIFAM METERS

tA
A MOST comprehensive range

of meters is manufactured
by the STam Electrical Co.,
Ltd., and" we wish to take this
opportunity of drawing particular

BY THE PRACTICAL WIRELESS TECHNICAL STAFF
attention to one of these. In a recent article in these
pages a handy multi -range meter was described.
This was entitled " The Practical Wireless Multi -
meter," and in it one of the Sifam range of meters wasemployed. This particular instrument is type E.70.M.
and is of the moving coil type. It has a scale reading
from 0 to 5 Milliamps and has a D.C. resistance of
approximately 50 ohms. No reference number was
given in the article in question, and we should like
readers to note also that the price of this particular
instrument is 25s.

EELEX TESTING PRODS
ON page 1020 of the issue dated February 18th,

Mr. Preston showed an illustration of some
testing prods in the course of his article on "What
is Wrong ? " The prods which were illustrated
were old -type Eelex products, and we have been
informed by Messrs. J. J. Eastick & Sons, the manu-
facturers, that the particular type which was
illustrated is now obsolete. The reason was that the
grub screw, attached to the upper part of the handle,
and which anchored the lead could come into contact

The newly - designed
Eelex Test Prods. The
contact point es shown
exposed in the black

prod.
with the hand, and where very high voltages were
being tested, this could result in a nasty shock, or
perhaps some more serious result. Accordingly, this
type of handle was scrapped, and the type illustrated
on this page adopted in its stead. These new prods,
or testing handles, have a completely detachable
front portion, into which a thoroughly sound electrical
connection can be made. The actual wire is led down
through the end of the prod, and consequently the
bare wire can nowhere come into contact with the
hand of the user. Another interesting feature of these
prods is that the contact point is covered until wanted,
when the front portion is drawn back for about a
quarter of an inch, given a partial turn to the right
or left, and remains locked with the contact point
exposed to view. This enables the point to be left
exposed for lengthy tests-, or, owing to the spring
mechanism behind this portion of the prod they may
be used in the ordinary way by pressing the end of the
prod against a terminal, etc., when the point projects

The Wearite T,21.4 Mains Transformer, Note the selector disc in the left-hand illustration.

and makes the requisite contact. These prods cost
2s. each.

BULGIN VOLUME -CONTROL WITH SWITCH
THERE are many parts of a receiver which often

necessitate control of voltage and also con-
nection or disconnection of the voltage. A typical
instance is in the switching on of the S.G. potential
applied to the H.F. side of a receiver.This is usually.
carried out by means of a potentiometer, and this must
be disconnected from the H.T. supply when the
receiver is not in use to prevent the constant drain
on the supply. Extremely neat switches and controls
are manufactured by Messrs. Bulgin, and these are
totally enclosed. The appearance is much the same
as an ordinary enclosed volume -control, with the
addition of a small cam -shaped chamber at one end.
Inside this a very efficient quick -make -and -break
switch is incorporated, and this employs phosphor
bronze and brass, so designed that the contact surfaces
are self-cleaning. The spring loading ensures that the
contact is made very rapidly and is also broken
rapidly, which practically eliminates arcing. The

switch is rated at 3 amps at 250 volts. The resist.
ances are all rated at 3 watts and are obtainable
in various values from 500 ohms to 10Q,000
ohms. The price varies, from 5s. to 6s., which,
of course, is extremely reasonable for a combined
device of the high quality in which these are

manufactured. The (control is fitted with three
terminals (potentiometer pattern) and two additional
terminals are mounted on the base for the switch.
A simple one -hole fixing device enables it to be readily
mounted on the panel.

SOVEREIGN VARI-CHOKE
THERE are many circuit arrangements where it is

often preferable to be able to adjust the H.F.
choking effect, and there are, of course, several ways
in which this can be carried out. The Sovereign Vari-
choke is an interesting component which is designed
for this specific purpose. It consists of a neat bakelite
case containing a terminal on the side and two
terminals on the top. Between these two -latter
terminals Is a small knob similar to that on a pre-set
condenser. The side terminal and the one on top
immediately above it are the two ends of a very efficient
H.F. choke, and therefore it may be used simply as a
choke if so desired. Where the variable factor is
required, the other terminal is called into use, and the
small knob adjusted to give the requisite degree of
choking effect. The component costs 3s. 6d., and
will be found very useful to the keen experimenter.

BECKER "KIT -SWITCH"
WHEN building up a mains receiver on the chassis

pattern for insertion into a radio -gram cabinet,
the "leads from the mains to the mains transformer
are usually omitted until the receiver has been inserted
into the cabinet. The necessary On -Off switch is
then attached to the side of the cabinet in some handy
position, and the mains leads are then attached.
This usually proves a troublesome procedure owing
to the difficulty of getting at the small terminals which

are usually attached to the nor-
mal mains On -Off switch. Further -

_:amore, when the chassis has to be
. removed for alteration or some

other purpose, the mains leads
must first be disconnected; and
the seine trouble is required upon
putting the chassis back. The
Becker " Kit -Switch " overcomes
thisditliculty in a simple manner.
In place of the normal small
operating knob, the toggle istapped.Into this screws an
operating rod an inch long. The
switch may therefore be mounted
on a small metal bracket attached
direct to the chassis, the wiring
completed, and then when the
chassis is slid into place, the
operating !knob may be- screwed
in from outside the cabinet. A
neat bakelite escutcheon is pro-
vided for attachment to the cab-
inet side, and 'this is clearly
engraved On and Off. This is a
most useful accessory and will
prove- of inestimable benefit in
the type of receiver above referred
to. The price is 2s. Od.
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ttv a new set ?

OA VAoofLVo
sESet

ow
These are not times to disregard economies.
Other valves may cost more than ETA valves
but they give you no more for your money.
FREE : Ask for the ETA " Comparative
Table" No. 13a, showing which ETA valves
to use in place of your old ones. Technical
advice gladly given. Write to:
THE ELECTRICAL TRADING
ASSOCIATION, Aldwych House,

Aldwych, W.C.2.
Scottish Agents: RADIOVISION LTD.,
233, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, C.2.

AMERICAN SETS

There are E T A
valves for a II
types of American

Sets.

THE INTERNATIONAL VALVE

IA Alia al a Nat/ i wed vague aui

Read this

QUALITY
Produces

EFFICIENCY
TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH

The original BECOL ebonite low loss formers are thoroughly
reliable. They are used in all parts of the world. Look for
the BECOL trade mark. Ask your dealer. If unable to
supply, write direct. SEND NOW, enclosing 3d. (post free)
for up-to-date handbook of tuning coils for DUAL RANGE,
BAND-PASS, and SUPER -HET. circuits. Fully illustrated
with data. A very interesting handbook.

RODS. SHEET, TUBES. PANELS
The BRITISH EBONITE Co., Ltd.,

Hanwell, London, W.7.

PUT YOUR SET
IN THE CAMCO
"TABLECRAM

CABINET
3,

This cabinet is s-ecially suitable for
convert ng your set into a modern
radio -g am-takes el very little room.
Am le scare for Latteries, sneaker, set.
motor, pick-sn. etc. Price 55 '-.
fini shaded walnut.
See it at our showrooms and send couron
to: FREE Cameo Cabinet Cntalogae.
CARRINGTON MFG. CO., LTD.,

ylouroom
24, A 'TON

GARS EN,
LONDON E.O.1

'Phone :
Polo n

Post in td. envelope

Name
Address
SPEW

SMITH BOASTS AN
ALL- MAINS SET -
(He has almost learnt to
ignore the mains hum in
the background)

JONES USED TO CARRY
MASSIVE H.T. ACCUMUL-
ATORS TO CHARGE AND
SPEND A RADIO LESS
WEEK AWAITING THEIR
RETURN

BROWN ENJOYS DECENT
REPRODUCTION FROM
DRY BATTERIES BUT IS
APPALLED BY THE EVER -
RECURRING EXPENSE OF
REPLACEMENT

9

Robinson has H.T. cur-
rent as smooth and silent
as Brown's, as unfailing
as Smith's and he has nei-
ther- the bother nor the
expense of recharging.
His Males H.T. Unit re-
charges automatically
from the L.T. accumulator.
There are many more
unique features about the
Milnes 11.T. Unit. Send
the coupon to -day for
descriptive folder.

PRICES TN U.K.
90 volt - £2 18 0
120 volt £3 16 0
150 volt - £4 14 0

Electrolyte Extra.

ROBINSON HAS
SOLVED THE PROBLEM

IN THE RIGHT WAY-
NE HAS INSTALLED A

Itillt,NK:RADO
,

CITO R I A ;101/0 git KS
Cp LEY'' ;' Ire R,

Please send me full particulars of the Milw..s 11.T. Supply Unit.

Name

Address

P.I.

KEIR DAWSON, DRADFORD,
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Improving S.G. Selectivity
it DO not think it is generally 'known

that the -selectivity of an S.G. receiver
can often be improved fairly considerably
by applying a small negative bias- to the
grid of the first valve.' The object of the
hias is to reduce the daMping effect of
the valve on the aerial tuning circuit. It is
important that the voltage should be very
low, because if it exceeds about .5 volt
sensitivity is reduced and in consequence
the volume " on distant stations suffers.

Fig. 1.-Improving S.G. selectivity byir connecting a rheostat in the negative
filament lead.

The lowest voltage that can be used in the
normal way is .9 volt-that supplied by the
smallest grid bias cells which are available-
but a much lower voltage can be obtained
" automatically " by connecting a rheostat
in the negative filament lead, as shown in
Fig. 1. The rheostat causes the filament
to be made slightly positive in respect to
the grid and this is, of course, equivalent to
making the grid negative. As the resis-
tance of the rheostat is increased the bias
voltage rises, and vice versa. In addition
to varying the grid bias the rheostat also
reduces the filament current and so acts as a
pre -detector volume control. By proper
adjustment, however, it is usually an easy
matter to find a setting at which selectivity
is increased without any serious loss in
volume. The idea is certainly worth a
trial if you require to make tuning just a
little sharper.

Automatic Tuning
ITH a receiver intended for family

W use it is very convenient to make
it so that any of the more popular stations
.can be received by the mere process of
putting a plug into a particular socket.
This can easily be arranged in the ease of
a Det.-L.F. set as shown in Fig. 2, without
affecting the normal tuning control in any
way. It is seen that two or three (accord-

. ing to the number of alternative
programmes required) pre-set condensers

JOTTINGS FROM MY
NOTEBOOK

are connected by one of their terminals
to one side of the variable condenser, whilst
the other terminals are joined to sockets
which may be mounted on the panel. A
wander plug, connected to the earth ter-
minal by means of a short length of flex,

can be put into any of the sock-
ets marked A, B, C and D ;
when it is in socket A the vari-
able tuning condenser functions
normally, but by transferring
the plug to one of the other
sockets a different pre-set
condenser is brought into circuit.
The  method of calibration "
is to insert the plug into, say,
socket B and tune in a station on
the corresponding condenser;
the process can then be repeated
for the other condensers.

When an S.G. receiver is in
use the same idea can be ap-
plied, but the modification is a
little more involved. In this
case two sets of pre-set conden-
sers and a ," double " plug are
required. The latter can easily
be made by attaching two wander
plugs to a thin strip of fibre.

All the necessary connections will be shown
next week.

Long -wave Instability
IF ycn have done much experimenting

with portable receivers you will know the
oft -encountered difficulty of obtaining com-
plete stability on long waves. The trouble
is most noticeable when using an S.G.
circuit with tuned -grid H.F. coupling, and
only this week I have been asked three times
for advice on this mat-
ter. In each instance
I have first of all sug-
gested that the H.F.
choke in the ,node cir-
cuit of the S.G. valve
was probably at fault
and twice this has
proved to be the case.
It has been pointed out
in these pages before that
a choke for this position
must have a really high
inductance and in conse-
quence a component
specially designed for the
purpose must be used.
There are two distinct
kinds of H.F. chokes, one
of which is intended for
reaction purposes and the
other for use with S.G.
valves. The latter type
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will always work satisfactorily for reaction
as well, but an ordinary reaction choke is
almost invariably quite unsuitable for use
with an S.G. valve ; it has too small a
number of turns and too high a self -

capacity.
When a good and proper S.G. choke has

been used, instability can often be cured
by the simple expedient of de -coupling the
screening grid of the S.G. valve by con-
necting a 1,000 ohm resistance in series with
its high tension positive lead. If neither
of the remedies suggested above proves
effective it is a fairly clear sign that the set
is badly designed or that insufficient
screening has been used for the inter -valve
tuning circuit.

Anode Volts
I WAS approached the other day by an

enthusiast who was greatly distressed
because his new power valve distorted
horribly when given the grid bias voltage
recommended by the makers. He explained
that reproduction was all that was desired
when the G.B. was cut down from 9 to 6
volts, but this did not pacify him. On
making full inquiries I found that my
friend was using a new 120 -volt high tension
battery and a well-known make of balanced-

armature loud -speaker. Now here is the
snag, the battery certainly gave a full
120 volts and the Instruction Sheet issued
with the valve said that the correct G.B.
voltage for 120 volts on the anode was 7.5.
But he had entirely overlooked the fact
that the loud -speaker windings, of about
2,000 ohms resistance, were connected
between H.T. positive and the anode ter-
minal of the valve holder. They were
" absorbing " something like 25 volts, and
thus the actual anode voltage was about
95 instead of 120. In consequence it was
quite correct to employ the lower grid bias
voltage, - and only by doing so could the
valve be made to function properly.

Pre-set
Condensers

C oD

2.-A method of obtaining automatic tuning
With a Det. L.F. set.
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Condenser Voltages
YOU know that when making an elimi-

nator or mains receiver the smoothing
condensers should have a rated " working
voltage " of at least twice that of the H.T.
supply. The reason is, of course, that
when the mains are first switched on the
voltage rises to a " peak " value which is
much greater than that normally main-
tained. This is because there is no " load "
on the H.T. supply until the valve cathodes
heat up.

Just recently I wished to carry out a few
experiments with an all -mains set and found
at the last moment that the only big con-
densers on hand were for 250 volts working,
and the rectifier I was to use gave an output
of 175 volts at 25 milliamps. Being pushed
for time I used the condenser which I had,
but so as to prevent a break -down, a 40,000
ohm resistance was connected between high
tension positive and negative. The idea
was that the resistance would impose a
fair load on the circuit and thus keep the
peak voltage down to reasonable limits ;
actually the latter was found to be just
about 230 volts. There is one objection
to it, namely, that .the by-pass resistance
absorbs a certain amount of current even
when the set is working.

500 Kilowatts
AS many readers can testify, the reception

of American medium -wave stations is
particularly easy this winter, and there is
seldom any difficulty in bringing in one or
two stations between. 200 and 300 metres
provided that one feels like sitting up until
1 or 2 a.m. If conditions are as good next
year it looks as though we might even be
subject to interference by American trans-
missions, for I hear that the 428.3 metre
station, WLW, at Cincinnati, is shortly to
increase its power to the phenomenal
figure of 500 kilowatts. This. should truly
be the most powerful broadcasting station.
in the world.

Dark -Emitters
IN a recent note in these columns I

referred to the possibilities of dark -
emitter valves and now I hear that the
Westinghouse Company has perfected a dry
rectifier capable of working at radio fre-
quencies. From this little piece of infor-
mation it would certainly appear that we
are getting a 'little nearer to the era of fila-
ment -less valves.

WIRELESS TERMS TRAVESTIED

Copper Wires.

SNAP OVER INSTANTLY FROM
RADIO TO GRAMO.

IT
is delightful to be able to change over

instantly from your Radio to Gramophone
reproduction, a facility made possible by
Bulgin Radio -Gram Switch. The movement of
the switch is positive, with its quick make and
break action. Moreover, it can be fitted by the
veriest novice in next to no time. Connections
are clearly shown above, but further instruc-
tions are contained in our Manual.

Send for 80 p. Catalogue "N"
Enclose 2d. Postage.

A. F. BULGIN & CO., Ltd.,
Abbey Road, Barking, Essex.

Telephone Grangewood 3260-7.

80page
200 filustrafions. 60Diograrns. Enclose 20 Postage'

ROTARY RADIO GRAM SWITCH
List No. S.86.

In Black, Mahogany or Walnut,
Bakelite Finish.

Price 119 Each.

BULGIN
4C nes

RYALLS RADIO, 33, Chancery Lane,
London, offer new guaranteed goods.
Resistances, 1 -watt wire ends, 100,

1,000, 2,000, 5,000, 6,000, 10,000, 20,000, 25,000,
30,000, 75,000, 150,000, 250,000 ohms, sixpence
each. Mains transformers, 250v. 60ma.
4v.4v. 10/9, 350v. ditto 12/9, for HT7 rectifier,
10/9. Condensers, 4mf. 250v. working 3/6,
400v. working 4/-, 750v. working 5/6. Mains
chokes, 25H at 60ma. 6/9, 20H at 100ma.
8/9, 40H at 100ma. 10/9. Meters, 0-6vAC 10/-,
0.3amp. AC 10/-, 0-50ma. DC 10/-, 0-250v.
AC 12/-, 0.250VDC, 1,000, per volt 31/-.
All meters flush mounting, bakelite case,
21in. face. Note.-Condensers have
terminals, chokes and transformers, long
connecting wires. Polar Star 3 -gang con-
densers 16/6.

ARTEA-.
RADIO

I WE GIVE YOU MORE
c END US your requirements for

`41, SETS, KITS, COMPONENTS or
I ACCESSORIES together with list of

goods for which you wish us to give
I our fuPest allowance in PART
I EXCHANGE. Balance Payable by

Part Exchange Experts

CASH or

NAME
ADDRESS

Parlex 6, Ludgate Rill, London,E.C.4
NEWOMMENOMERMIEMEIR Pr. W. 1.8g3/

FOR UP-TO-DATE CONSTRUCTORS
CLIX CHASSIS MOUNTING STRIPS

Besides providing an easier means of
obtaining Perfect Contact, give your
set a professional appearance. Strong-
ly made of laminated paxolin. May be
chassis mounted on metal, ebonite, or
wood, or adapted to baseboard.
Sockets of the Turned Resilient Type,
take solid or resilient plugs with equal
efficiency and. with smooth insertion
and withdrawal. Terminals allow
secure and solderless connections

Largo size: Nickel'
plated or lead -coated.

For accumulator work
20. Small size: For
terminal contact work.
Nickel plated lid.

Type 1.
3 sockets for
Aerial and

Earth

Type 2.
4 sockets:
loud -speak-
er and pick-up.

7D.

8D

No More Corroded Contacts
CLIX NEW SPADE TERMINALS

have a specially designed
..ollar which fully protects
irom creeping acid a
positive metal -to -metal
contact. Corrosion is im-
possible and Perfect Con-
tact is always assured.

Write
for

Leaflet
N.18.

elMIN4:401::it:"1,Y4
Lectro Linx, Ltd., 19a, Rochester Row, S.W.1.
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Inert Cells
SIR,-In the current issue of your paper,

PRACTICAL WIRELESS, under the heading
of " Inert Dry Batteries," page 1008,
there appears to be some doubt in the Mind
of your writer as to whether or not Inert
Cells are still available. We have pleasure
in advising you that we do, and have for
a considerable number of years, manufac
Lured inert cells.- The size which would
apparently appear to -meet the suggestion
made by your writer would be our No.
65,106, the dimensions of which are
Vs" by 14" by 41" high, the list price being
20s. per dozen.-TILE EDISWAN ELECTRIC
CO., LTD.

A Satisfied Reader
SIR, ---With reference to the " Long

Range Express " and my previous corre-
spondence, . I am pleased to say the fault
respecting the reaction has now been
rectified. It was corrected by following
your suggestion of reversing leads 5 and
6 on the grid -coil.

I thank you very much for the assist-
ance you have given me and I wish
PRACTICAL WIRELESS every success. --
H. K. (Leytonstone).

Soldering. Aluminium

Sm,-I noticed a query in your query,
section relating to Soldering Aluminium..
Although the method suggested in the
answer may work, it is a little difficult to
get a clean result. I find the following
answers, which I think could be used
with success by most amateurs :

Flux :
80 per cent. stearic acid.
10 per cent. tin chloride.
10 per cent. zinc chloride (this could be

made at a chethist's).
Solder :
80 per cent. tin.
20 per cent. zinc.
Bit nickel, if copper is used it will make

 the work dirty. --R. C. COLLINS (Sutton).
Misnomers

'SIB,-The recent articles by " Cynic's
in PRACTICAL -WIRELESS have prompted
me to inquire whether or notit is a practipal
.suggestion that- your paper -should attempt
to eliminate all the unsuitable terms
connected with radio. Of what use is it
to point out the misnomers if we are to
keep on using them. Radio to=day being
one of the largest and Most prosperous
of our industries, surely proves that the
time has come to scrap all the unsuitable
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Practic ers

Readers.
The Editor does not necessarily agree with opinions expressed by his correspondents.

words which we apply to radio components,
and nlso to describe correctly the use of
the parts in the 'receiver. We still use
" wavelengths in metres " and " fre-
quency in kcis." In my humble opinion
it is quite possible to scrap " wavelengths
in metres." Mild attempts to introduce the
better system of " frequencies in kc/s" has
been tried at intervals for many years,
but, as you know, we are not at all nearer
to the desired system. It would, -I -think,
be very fitting for the newest, and also
the leading, Weekly radio paper to be the
first -in dropping the misnomers, and also a
determined attack against the use of "wave-
length in metres." I suggest that if lists of
stations and their frequencies were Printed,
in all the wireless papers, B.B.C. included,
leaving out the usual column of the stations
wavelength, we could drop wavelengths
in a very short time. The change over
would have to be complete and quick,

CUT THIS OUT EACH WEEK.

DO YOU KNOW?
_tsuoir- _

-THAT the cold valve is now an accomplished
fact, and it makes automatic Volume control
extremely simple and cheap.
-THAT teleVision goes from success to success,
and if you have not " looked -in " for some time
you should take an early opportunity of doing
so in order to see what strides have been made.
-THAT a tone -corrector shOuld not be added
to a commercial receiver unless you are, certain
one is not already included in the circuit.

' -THAT H.P. decoupling condenser -for use
; on the long waves shoifid be larger.than those
fi needed for short waves, and, therefore, a large

value should always be chosen for dual -range
sets.
-THAT a receiver designed for use on 50 -cycle
mains should not be used on mains with lower

; frequencies owing to the risk of accentuated
i hum.

-THAT a mains receiver intended for use on
; 25 -cycle mains may be used on 50 -cycle mains

without much risk of trouble.
over -charging is as injurious to an

accumulator as under -charging if it is per-
sistently carried out.

I- -THAT a receiver intended for short waves
and normal brbadcasting wavelengths should
be fitted with both short-wave and standard
H.F. chokes.: .

NOTICE.
The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a

practical nature suitable for publication in PRACTICAL
WIRELESS. Such articles should be written on one side
of the paper only, and should contain the name and
address of the sender. Whilst the Editor does not hold
himself responsible for manuscripts, every effort will be
made to return them if a stamped addressed envelope
is enclosed. All correspondence intended for the Editor
should be addressed : The Editor, PRACTICAL :WIRELESS,
Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand,
If. .C.2.

Owing to the rapid progress in the design of wireless
apparatus and to our efforts to keep. our readers in touch
with the latest developments, we give. no warranty that

,apparatus described in our columns is tact the subject of
letters patent.

whatever method to introduCe " frequencY
in kcIs " is tried. We have tried to get
used to kilocycles gradually and haven't
got anywhere with it.-S. CARTER (Lepton).

(What do our Readers think? We are in
agreement.-Ed.)
" Keep it Practical "

SIR, --4 was only introduced to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS 'a couple of weeks ago, but
I'm. a regular_ reader now. Please . don't
fill up space in your columns with bits -of
Broadcasting House gossip ; keep them
essentially practical and continue the
articles you have -hitherto - provided ;
they: seem -to be good, to the point, -and
easily digested. -With' 'best - wishes to
you and your staff and hoping they will
carry on the good work.-W. T. BARNSLEY
(Morden).

An Appreciation

SIR,-I wish- to acknowledge receipt of
my Encyclopaedia, for which I thank you.
I consider it to be very clear and concise
and I should strongly advise all your new'
readers to take advantage of your renewed
offer in PRACTICAL WIRELESS No. - 21. I
made up a dual range coil described in the
Encyclopmdia, and I admit Iput it together
hurriedly, but upon testing it in a det. 2 L.F.
set I was amazed at the performance it
gave, and I have since made anOther
exaetly similar. The EncyclOpwdia is in
absolute mine of information. Thanking
you again, and with best . wishes for the
future success of PRACTICAL WIRELESS.-
ROBERT W. STEWART (West Hartlepool).
That Handy Gauge

SIR,-Although I am rather late, about
it, I feel I simply must write and con-
gratulate you on publishing such an
excellent wireles journal. You have done
a great service to wireless amateurs. Your
strongest point lies, I think, in your clear,
large, and fascinating diagrams, which
can be understood equally well by beginner
and advanced enthusiast alike. I am very
pleased with my Home Constructor's Handy
Gauge, and, as I am a keen wireless " fan," I
can see that it will be of great use to me in
the future. Wishing you the best of luck,
and hoping for the prolonged continuance
of such anan Al weekly. --A. W. J. MASTERS
(Midhurst).
Another Reader's Gratitude

SIR,-I wish to take this opportunity of
thanking you for the Data Sheet Self
Binder; which I haVe just received, and
also for the Wireless Constructor's Encycle-
media, of which I am very grateful. I have
only one fault to find with it, the informa-
tion in it is so valuable that I am afraid
it will soon be worn out with being so
much in use.-F. KIRBY (Leeds).
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EASY TERMS OM I

Any Amplion, Blue Spot, Baker, Celestion,
Epoch, Coodmans, Igranic, Lanchester,
Ormond, R. & A., Rola, Sonochorde, or W.B.
Moving Coil Speaker supplied promptly.

SEND 51® ONLY
and pay the balance by monthly instalments.
KITS, PARTS, SETS also supplied on EASY
TERMS. No references. Entirely private and
confidential. Write for Catalogue and details to:

TURNADGE tit PARTNERS, LTD.,
Ludgate House, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4.

Telent-one Central 1903.

PARTS AND MATERIALS FOR CONSTRUCTORS

Stampings for transformers and chokes, clamping
frames, L. Steel Clamps, Screws, all sizes. Copper
and Alloy resistance wires, all coverings. Insulation
materials, Rod, Sheet and Tube Bakelite, and Ebonite.
Paxolin Tube for Coil Formers. Bakelite six -ribbed
fon-ners and Aluminium Covers. Eliminator parts.
Rectifiers, Power Transformers, and chokes made to
your requirements. All radio components supplied.
Write me your requirements. Prompt service.-

) W BRIDGLAND. Electrical Instrument Maker.
61, Dartmouth Rd., Forest Hill. S.E.23. 'Phone: SYD. 6741.

fRONT OF PANEL FIT THIS
ELECTRIC
CLOCK
TO YOUR SET I
NO MAINS NEEDED!

KNOB FOR SETTING rIANOS T IR KEEPS CORRECT TIME r
U -SHAPED BAR BATT Y NO WINDING!

Works off small tat cry lasting 12 montns, or can
be plugged into G.B. battery without affecting recep-
tion. Uses practically no current Fits into hole
Sim. die in any panel up to Mn thick Easy to
fix-no screws required, Only
bin. from front of panel to back
of case Swiss movement. Hand.
set from front. Nickel -plated

to ass
set.RIVERSIDE MFG. Co., Ltd
Dept. 21, Crisp Road COMPUTE WITH BATTERY

Hammersmith. W.6 allrimoommormamoola
Telephone Riverside e502. POSTAGE COQ

LOUD SPEAKERS REPAIRED  4/.
(Blue Spot a Speciality, 5/..)

Transformers 4/-, all repairs magnetised free. Elimin
a tor Repairs quoted for 24 Hours Service. Discount
for Trade. Cleskentoell 9069

14 F. AST RO A Tb T.070rtelW N

" REPAIRS?
Send Them to Me."

When the repair has been O.K.'d
by me, you can be sure your coin-
ronent is as good as new. All
repairs are laboratory tested and
guaranteed for 12 months. Any
make of speaker unit, Transformer
or Pick-up, 4 / -; Blue -Spots. 5/-;
Moving Coils from 5/-. Address
your repairs to: Repair Dept. B..
Weedon Power Link Radio Co.
185. Earlham Grove. London, E.?
'Phone Maryland 4344.)

SERADEX MAINS
TRANSFORMERS
Primary tapped 200/230/250 volts W.) cycles. Output
13.5 volts tapped 8017 and 110-V, ROMa. For Westinghouse
rectiners,I1 T.5, 6 and 7. With 4 volts 4 amps C.T. winding.

Price 12s. Od.
Guaranteed one year by the makers.

TREVOR PEPPER, WAKE GREEN RD., BIRMINGHAM
Lists of full range for stamp.

W-i o to. illustrated
Catalogue of

Radio -Gramo-
phone Cabinets .,--.,;.,-, , '7,4-,:.,.. -.,,)-
of exclusive mode -n de- .,,,,,. -7.g.:7:v.,',..
sign, male by craftsmen s.,,:' ,t'
In highly figured Oak, ,,. .\\
Walnut or Mahogany, \ W..
post free. V \,i1
REMARKABLE VALUES ,,'tA
Cabinea made to order

a speciality.
,tf ok, r undo, I teence, Of the :';,.ks,

BOWE BOX BAFFLE. n,,,,.,V,
Recommended by the ,,,&\---\

B.B.C. -Full detalt on ' isq'
reeve -t. ,t -,1,:t1

OMB ERT*---7-7-
(lathier Maker
SWINDON. Estimates 'tee. Est. 1866.

(Continued from page 1252).
A Norwegian Reader's Appreciation and

Suggestions
I am not very much in love with the over-

praised single -dial receiver practice, having
come to the conclusion, confirmed by
several years' experience, that it always pays,
to have at least the oscillator tuning con-
denser as a separate unit. But even in
view of this fact, if' an ingenious scheme
were launched by you rendering it possible
to have a single -dial receiver that would not
incorporate too many sacrifices, I might be
interested in trying once more. I am also
taking an interest in S.W. reception, and a
description of a really fine'and outstanding
S.W. superhet. would be a very welcome
affair. But here, again, a S.W. superhet.
is wanted as a separate, specially built
receiver, not a more or less unsuccessful
combination of short, medium and long -
wave receiver. A really satisfactory solu-
tion of such a combination is in my opinion
a feature that is not workable in practice.
conditions being fundamentally widely
different. Before closing, permit me to
emphasize the point that not only do I
appreciate the course taken by you in pay-
ing particular attention to the small and
middle -size receivers, but it should also be
clearly understood that there are- so many
home constructors throughout the world
who have accumulated quite a decent stock
of different components, in many cases
rather expensive parts, so that only for
that reason descriptions also of large
receivers are wanted.-B. HJELMSTAD
(Oslo, Norway).
All -mains Receivers and Interference

Sus,-I am taking this opportunity,
through the columns of your excellent
paper. to remark upon a subject which I
am sure will be of interest to your readers
who possess all -mains commercial receivers.
No doubt the electrical interference which
emanates through a loud -speaker when an
ordinary house -lighting switch is turned on
or off is only too well known. I understand
that as this is external to the set, manu-
facturers thereby disclaim all responsibility.
In my opinion, the manufacturers should
incorporate in the set some sort of filter
device, choke, etc., which would entirely
eliminate this insignificant but very Annoy-
ing type of interference. As an owner of
a well-known make of all -electric receiver,
I consider it rather unfair on the part of
manufacturers to expect a purchaier who
has paid a high price for a set to go to
outside sources for a cure of this household
type of interference.-N. D. SCOTT (West
Wickham).

(Continued on page 1254.)
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An up-to-date practical handbook deal-
ing with every type of accumulator,
methods of charging them at home,
care and maintenance. This little hand-
book also explains how to erect a

charging station.

This is one of NEWNES'
HOME MECHANIC
BOOKS - /- each
Ask your Newsagent to show you other

Titles in This Helpful Series.
Obtainable at all Booksellers, or by post 1/2
each from George Neumes, Ltd., 8-11, South-

ampton Street, Strand. London, W.C2.
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An Invaluable Handbook
ACCUMULATORS
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BUY
WATMEL

SPECIALISTS IN
POTENTIOMETERS &
VOLUME CONTROLS

50,000 Ohms. 5/6
Our policy this year is to specialise in Potentio-
meters and Volume Controls of all types. You
can, therefore. be certain when purchasing a

Watmel Potentiometer that you are obtaining
the eery best from a firm that ;s concentrating
on this type of component.

THE WA161EL
POTENTIOMETER

(Type 1).

This resistance is wound on a
special non -shrinkable former,
which gives perfect contact. Note
the points
1. Back self-cleaning contact.
2. Bakelite case, protects windin
3. Large contact plate.
4. Polished easy -grip knob.
5. Wire wound former (not com-

pound with wire contacts).
6. Contact finger, phosphor

bronze.
7. Positive stop.
8. One hole fixing, brass bearing

bush, resulting in perfect
bearing.

Any resistance up
to 50,000 ohms. 1 516
If you cannot get this component from your
local dealer, write to us and we will send what
you require within 24 hours. Write fo
Catalogue.

4TH E BEST OUT OF ANY -SET

WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD.,
IMPERIAL WORKS, High Street, EDGWARE.
Telephone: Edgware 0821 (M.O.n6.)
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Tune
in
on
this
New
Wireless
Instruction

The I.C.S. Wireless Courses cover every
phase of wireless work, from the require-
ments of the youth who wishes to make
wireless engineering his career to the man
who wants to construct a broadcasting set
for his home, and, at the same time,
to know how and why it operates
and how to locate any faults that may
develop.

No branch of industry has ever pro-
gressed as rapidly as wireless and the
rate of progress is increasing. Only by
knowing thoroughly the basic principles
can pace be kept with it. Our instruction
includes American broadcasting as well as
British wireless practice. It is a modern
education, covering every department of
the industry.

OUR COURSES
Included in the I.C.S. range are Courses

dealing with the Installing of radio sets and,
in particular, with their Servicing, which
to -day intimately concerns every wireless
dealer and his employees. The Operating
Course is vital to mastery of operating
and transmitting.

There is also a Course for the Wireless
Salesman. This, in addition to inculcating
the art of salesmanship, provides that know-
ledge which enables the salesman to hold
his own with the 'most technical of his
clients.

We will be pleased to send you details
of any or all of these subjects. Just fill in
and post the coupon, or write in any other
way, stating which branch of Wireless
interests you-the information you require
will be forwarded at once.

-YOU MAY USE THIS COUPON-

International Correspondence Schools, Ltd.,
Dept. 94, International Buildings,

Kingsway, London,

Without cost, or obligation, please send me full
information about the Courses I have marked x

I:I THE 1.0.8. WIRELESS COURSES
la THE 1.0.8. RADIO COURSES

Name..

Address

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

(Continued from page 1253.).

" An Excellent Stimulant "
SIR,-Being a keen amateur experi-

menter of some years' experience, I was
certainly delighted When I recently pur-
chased my first copy of your paper-you
may rest assured that it will not be the
last ! Upon perusal I find your paper
brimful of practical articles-an excellent
stimulant indeed ! The articles are
soundly practical and suitable for the
veriest novice, and not like some so-called
" practical articles " that could only come
within the compass of an experienced
amateur. You are to be congratulated on
the production of such an excellent paper-
yalue for money, too !-L. N. RICHARD
(LiVerpool).

Invaluable
Sin, ---May I take this opportunity of

thanking you for the safe receipt of the
EncyclopLedia ? I must say I am more
than delighted with it as it exceeds by far
my expectations and your earlier descrip-
tion of it. In fact, it is invaluable. I have
been a regular reader of PRACTICAL WIRE-
LESS since No. 1, and up to the present it
is my ideal radio weekly. Now for a sugges-
tion ! Why not issue, say every six months,
a self -binder and complete index, to
enable one to keep a permanent record of
your invaluable paper and at the same time
do away with the bugbear of laboriously
searching through each issue for a particular
article or item.-H. L. ENNIS (Bromley).

[ You will have already noted that we
made an, announcement regarding a binder
and index in issues 18, 19 and 21.3

HACKNEY RADIO AND PHYSICAL SOCIETY
An exceptionally well -attended meeting was held

on Monday, February 13, at which Mr. L. E. Cole
gave the -first of a series of talks on " Fault Finding
in Receivers." Unfortunately, we were not able to
have a faulty set for the purpose of this lecture, but
Mr. Cole very ably demonstrated likely faults by means
of diagrams which even the most inexperienced
members were able to follow with ease. Commencing
at the H.F. end, Mr. Cole described many simple
faults which often occur, and in each case demon-
strated easy and quick methods of determining the
fault. This subject is to be followed up by further
talks and demonstrations, and in the series we hope
to cover every fault likely to occur in battery and
mains -driven sets. We had pleasure in giving a
welcome to four visitors who evinced great interest
in our meeting.-A. F. Rogerson, Hon. Secretary,
19, Sewdley Street, Clapton, E.5.

THE CATFORD AND DISTRICT RADIO AND
TELEVISION SOCIETY

The members of the Catford and District Radio and
Television Society were entertained recently by
Mr. Hall. The lecturer first of all explained how short-
wave reception had no appeal to the ordinary listening
public in England, but in the Tropics it was in great
demand. In fact, short-wave wireless was their only
means of listening to the Mother Country. Next he
explained the various short-wave adaptor systems,
the Autodyne, Separate Oscillator, and the little-
known American Intra Vario System. Sir. H. S.
Ryland, the Chairman, opened the discussion by
asking the speaker about the H.T. supply in the
Tropics. The speaker admitted that this was a great
diffieulty, but even so, people but there are willing to
go to any trouble to have their wireless. He quoted
one instance of a man who hailed from the Congo who
placed a standing order for a H.T. battery to be sent
from England every fortnight at a cost of somewhere
about .45S. per battery. Even where towns abroad had
electric mains laid on their troubles were not ended,
as the speaker mentioned one town he had heard of
where the inhabitants.were never sure whether they
were on an A.C. or D.C. supply, as it was A.C. during
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the day and D.C. at night. Various other questions
were asked, all of which were promptly answered by
Mr. Hall. After the discussion he demonstrated a
short-wave adaptor and many short-wave stations
were heard, including MOSCOW', which came through
at great strength giving a programme in English.
Full particulars canbe obtained from the Hon. Secre-
tary, Mr. H. W. Floyd, 38, Como Road, Forest 1111I,
8.E.23.

A. -A. R. & T. 8. CONCERTS FROM AMERICA -

The Anglo-American Radio and Television Society
and associated society, The International Radio
Society, have pleasure in announcing that arrange-
ments have been' made with various American broad -
Casting (medium wave) stations for the broadcasting
of special -DX concerts dedicated to members of the
A. -A. R. & T. S. and I.R.S. The societies 'would
be extremely obliged if members, and others, hearing
any of these broadcasts would communicate with
Leslie W. OrtOn (Hon. President), at 11, HawthOra
Drive, Willowbank, Uxbridge, England, giving details
of reception, fading, etc. Unfortunately, at the
moment, the times at which these concerts will be
broadcast arc not at hand, but they will probably
be " put over " between 3 and 6 a.m., U.M.T. May we
remind readers that membership to the A.-A.R. and T.S.
and I.R.S.'is free? The -aims of the societies are to
promote goodwill and fellowship between nations
and aid radio enthusiasts. A stamped -addressed en-
velope should be enclosed (except in forwarding
reports of reception of special concerts, as above)
when a reply is desired.

WEST HARTLEPOOL B.W. CLUB
A start has been made to form a Radio S.W, Club

in West Hartlepool. A meeting will be arranged as
soon as a sufficient number of members can be got
together, and any readers interested In the above
club are invited to call or write to Mr. It. W. Stewart,
9, Kilwick St., West Hartlepool.

THE SOUTHALL RADIO SOCIETY
The meeting of the above club held on Tuesday,

February 28th, was addressed by Mr. A. Stephens,
the subject being set design. He dealt with the
theory underlying the design of sets, and pointed out
the snags likely to be met with by any constructor
who launched into making sets to his own design.
Mr. Stephens dealt with the various forms of coupling
on both the low and high frequency sides, output
circuits and superhets.

GOLDERS GREEN AND HENDON RADIO SOCIETY
At a recent meeting of the society Mr. F. E Hen=

dcrsou, A.M.I.E.E., gave a very interesting talk on
the variable mu valve, during which the many diffi-
culties in its manufacture were described The great
advantage of the valve was its excellent possibilities
for pre -detection volume control without upsetting,
ganging ; rectification was not introduced with the
consequent trouble of cross modulation and modula-
tion hum. The use of graded potentiometers was most
desirable. Some useful literature was distributed
in which were to be found recommended circuits
for reducing high voltages to the requisite potential.-
H. A. Scarlett, President.

KETTERING RADIO AND PHYSICAL SOCIETY
The above society, formed less than a year ago,

now boasts a membership of over 150. Meetings
are held each Monday in the Smoke Room, Victoria
Picture House Cafe, Kettering. Au excellent lecture
is arranged for every week, usually with ambitious
demonstrations.

A complete 5 -metre transmitter, sufficiently small to
be held in one hand, and a 5 -metre receiver, complete
with aerial and batteries, were exhibited. At a recent
meeting of the society a lecture on Radio Communicatif.n
on Ultra -Short Waves, was given by Mr. H. R. Bourne,
M.Sc., of Rugby (G2KB). The various advantages
of ultra -short waves were discussed, including their
consistency, freedom from fading effects and in-
susceptibility to interference from electrical machines,
motor -car ignition systems and atmospherics. The
uses of these low wavelength transmissions wore
described and various types of receivers explained
for the reception of signals of the order of five metres.
Details of Mr. Bourne's experimental work with
portable transmitters in and around Rugby terminated
a highly instructive lecture.

Hon. Secs: Mr. It. J. Parkhurst (0-5171?), 9, Shake-
speare Road, ,Kettering, and Mr. Thomas H. Hall
(BRS1018), 59, Tresham Street, Kettering.

SLADE RADIO
The tenth of the society's " Junk Sales " was held

at the meeting last week. A considerable amount
of surplus apparatus was satisfactorily dealt with
during the evening, and as usual the disposal of some
of the lots provided considerable amusement. The
opportunity was taken by Mr. Hamby to describe
a new type of set on the market which has recently
been installed in the cars of some very notable per-
sonages. Details were given of the special precautions
which had been taken to eliminate possible pick-up
from magneto, distributor, etc., also of the aerial
and earth systems. Anyone interested in wireless is
invited to write to the Hon Sec.i. 110, Hillaries
Road, Gravelly Hill, Birmingham, who will be
pleased to forward particulars of the society, also
acopy of the advance programme.
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SPECIAL NOTE

We wish to draw the reader's attention to the
fact that the Queries Service is intended only
for the solution of problems or difficulties
arising from the construction of receivers
described in our pages, from articles appearing i
in our pages, or on general wireless matters.

- We regret that we cannot, for obvious reas.dns 1
I (1) Simply circuit diagrams of complete

multi -valve receivers.
1I (2) Suggest alterations or modifications of

s receivers described in our conterh- t
poraries.

(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to
commercial receivers.

Please note also that all sketches and drawings
(4) Answer queries over the telephone. I

which are sent to us, should bear the hame
! and address of the sender.
4.=.......1....-0........14.....0.010.11.111.0.41111P0.100411011.M11.,001

ELECTROSTATIC LOUD -SPEAKER
" I have read in your paper, and also from catalogues,

etc., that the electrostatic type of loud -speaker has
many interesting features. From what I can see of this
it consists gimply of
that it is two plates separated by a dielectric, and
the two plates are joined to the Output ternfinals of the
wireless receiver. My query is this-can I make one
of these speakers at home ? I should be glad of your
advice, and if it is Possible, could you give me the
requisite data, please? "-(Y. S. F., Bognor.)

We are afraid that the home -construction of this
particular type of receiver is a littre bit too difficult.
There are certain other features which you do not
mention which will make it eXtremely difficult to build
Up a worth -while electrostatic loud -speaker, and if
you must have one of this type, then our advice is to
buy it. You can, of course, build up at home a
balanced armature, or even a moving -coil speaker,
provided you can obtain a suitable unit to operate it.
GANGED VOLUME CONTROLS

" My receiver employs ordinary H.F. valves of the
S.G. type. TO reduce the volume of the signal which
is received I have an ordinary potentiometer across the
H.T. supply. For increasing the volume of distant
stations and other purposes t use a small reaction con-
denser. It occurs to me that I could gang these two
controls together so as to reduce the number of knobs
which I have to twiddle, but there may be some reason
against this. I should appreciate your assistance in
solving my problem which amounts to this-how can
I reduce the number of Controls ?"-(S. Q., Edinburgh.)

The easiest solution Is to remove the reaction con-
denser. In place of this use a small semi -fixed con-
denser, and adjust this so that the receiver just bursts
into oscillation. Now in the H.T. lead to this valve
(the detector) insert a high-resistauce, the actual value
of which must be determined by experiment. These
two resistances, that is, the one which you insert in
the detector anode lead, and the S.G. potentiometer
should be of the same make, and you will find that the
majority of such components are readily adaptable to
ganging. The position of the moving elements must
be chosen so that the reaction is increased as the H.T.
on the screening grids is reduced. This provides a
most efficient method of controlling volume and
selectivity by means of one control.
THE "FURY FOUR"

"I am going to make up the ' Fury Four,' but I
already possess a small mains unit which delivers H.T.
at 150 volts 30 mA. and L.T. at 4 volts, 4 amps. I
should like to use this with the "Fury Four,' but
should first like to know whether it is suitable? "--
(W. C. F., Bath.)

There are two points to your query, W. C. F. If
you intend to build the battery version of the " Fury
Four," you cannot, of course, employ the L.T. section
of your mains unit. On the other hand, if you intend
to build the A.G. version of this receivers then the
ILT. supply.is nowhere near large enough.- You must

LET OUR TECHNICAL STAFF SOLVE
YOUR PROBLEMS

The coupon on this
page must be attached

to every query.

If a postal reply is
desired, a stamped ad- ,

be enclosed. Every
query a re d drawing 4 Our Technical Staffdressed envelope must

which is sent must bear
the name and address of the sender. Send and L.T.- leads are both joined outside the set, you
your queries to The Editor, PRACTICAL 'mist do the same thing, namely, join the fuse between
WIRELESS, Geo. Newnes. Ltd., 8-1 I , H.T.- and LT.-, with the lead to the set coining
Southampton St., Strand. London, W.C.2. from the L.T.- side.

therefore either build the battery version and use
accumulators for .supplying the low-tension current,
or build the Mains version, and obtain a fresh eliminator
to supply the requisite 200 volts. The mains valves
operated with 150 volts at 30 mA. will be very ineffi-
cient, and therefore the cheapest method is to build
the battery receiver and use the H.T. side of the mains
unit only.
HOME-MADE CABINET

" I have recently built up, at a fair amount of trouble,
a small radio -gram. cabinet, and have fitted my old
receiver inside this. The set, which previously .gave
splendid results, now seems to have gone all, to emcee.
First of all the valves give off a terrible ringing noise.
Secondly, the speaking sounds like a big drum, and
you can hardly understand what it being said when
the news is coming through. What have I dime to
cause all this? I am only a newcomer to wireless, and
I am afraid I have upset things in some way, but I don't
know how."-(J. Q., Opminster.)

Your trouble is no doubt due to the fact that you
have built the cabinet too small, and probably have,
in addition, used very thin wood. Tile result of this
is that the volume of sound produced by your'speaker
causes a large amount of cabinet resonance, and the
somfilwaves echoing inside the cabinet are impinging
on the valves, giving rise to the ringing. Your best
remedy is, of course, to build another more substantial
cabinet. As this will probably be a too expensive
remedy, try the following dodges. Cover each valve
bulb with romps of putty, plasticine, etc., over which
is wrapped a large duster or other rag. The idea is

.. DATA SHEET No. 26.

HANDY FORMULIE.

Cut this out each week and paste it in a
Notebook.

Frequency - 106 cycles.

2 it 1C L C
Where L is inductance in microhenries.

C is capacity in microfarads.

Wavelength-k 1,885 'V L
Where X is in metres,

L is inductance in microhenries,
C is capacity in microfarads.

to prevent the glass from vibrating. Secondly, screw
large pieces of wood-any odd shapes and pieces will
do-at different parts of the cabinet sides (inside, of
course). This is to break up the wooden sides into
irregular shaped pieces which will damp -out the
vibrations, A final scheme would be to line the cabinet
corners with kapok or similar material to stop echo.

FITTING A FUSE
" My receiver is rather old, and on no fewer than four

occasions I have burnt out valves through the H.T.
lead coming off the terminals at the back. I feel that
I must fit some safeguard, but as I am only a beginner
in wireless, I do not know what to fit. Could you
enlighten me, please ? "-(R. F., Cardiff.)

You will probably find that inside your receiver,
behind the terminal strip, the two terminals marked
H.T.- and L.T.- are joined together with a wire. This
wire must be cut away. Now obtain a small base-
board fuse -holder, and attach one terminal of this to
MT,- terminal, and the other, terminal to the L.T.-
terminal. The lead which goes on to the F terminals
on the valve -holders should come from the L.T.-
terminal, and not from the terminal. If you
do not have.two terminal on your set, but the }LT.-

METAL RECTIFIER
" I have just obtained from a friend a Metal Rectifier

to make up a new H.T. elimirator. This has three '
terminals marked plus, minus and A.C. I am not sure
how to Connect this, but I am told it gives an output
of 200 volts. What transformer must I get, and
how is it joined to the three terminals. I believe a
transformer only has two output terminals."-(R. H.,
Dulwich).

The rectifier may be joined up in one of two ways.
For half wave rectification a transformer giving an
output of 250 volts at 45 m.A, will be required, and for
full -wave rectification on what is known as a voltage
doubler circuit, a transformer with a secondary of 135
volts at 90 mA. will be needed. For the latter case, one
secondary transformer terminal is joined to the ter-
minal marked A.C., and the remaining secondary
terminal is joined to the junction of two 4 mfd. con-
densers. The free terminals of the two condensers are
then joined to the plus and minus terminals of the
rectifier. These two terminals also furnish the D.C.
output of the eliminator. For half -wave rectification,
one secondary terminal is joined to terminal A.G., and
the remaining secondary terminal is taken to one side of
a 4 mfd. condenser and becomes H.T.- (D.C.), The
plus terminal on the rectifier is joined to the other side
of this condenser and is H.T. plus (D.C.). In both cases
a smoothing choke will, of course, be needed.
RESISTANCE RATINGS

" I notice that a good many of the solid type of
resistances which are now on the market are called

1 watt type.' How does one ascertain what wattage is
required of a resistance ? And how is the wattage Of
the resistance obtained "-(S. F., Peterborough).

As has been explained many times in our pages, the
Passage of a =rent through a resistance results in a
voltage drop, The value of this voltage is obtained by
multiplying the resistance (in ohms) by the current
(expressed as a decimal part of an amp.). Or, put in
another way, the resistance in ohms is multiplied by
the current in milliamps, and the answer divided by
1,000. This will give the volts dropped through the
resistance. If now this voltage is multiplied by the
current in nailliamps, and the answer divided by
1,000, the answer will give you the watts dissipated by
the resistance.
ALTERING A BAND PASS TUNER

" My set is a commercial make, and it is fitted with a
band pass circuit. After reading several items in your
paper I have come to the conclusion that the values of
the couplings in this band pass arrangement could be
modified to suit my particular district. I should be glad
to know how to work out the best value, and the best
make of parts to get for the purpose."-(K. A. R.,
Barmouth):

We do not advise you under any circumstances to
attempt to interfere with a commercially -made
receiver. Whilst it is quite likely that only a simple
band pass arrangement is employed, and that it is
possible to improve upon it, there is always the risk
that there is some peculiarity in the particular receiver
which depends for its correct functioning upon the
resistance, or condenser, or some other part in the
tuner. The alteration of this may, therefore, com-
pletely ruin the performance of the receiver. It may
even result in actual damage. An instance may be
given of a band pass adapted in which the resis-
tance employed is one of a series which carries the
total anode current of the set, and which serves as a
biasing resistance fot the S.G. valve. A change in the
value would vary the bias on the valve which might
result in instability, mid might evenresult in preventing
the valve from functioning,

FREE ADVICE BUREAU
COUPON

This coupon is available until March 25th,
i 1933, and must he attached to all letters con-

taining queries. iai - PRACTICAL WIRELESS 18/3/33.
1..
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ATALOGUES
RECEIVED

To save readers trouble, we undertake to send on
catalogues of any of our advertisers. Merely state, on
a postcard, the names of the firms from whom you
require catalogues, and address ft to " Catalogue,"
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, Ceo. ivinoties, Ltd., 8/11,
Southampton St., Strand, London. W.C.2. Where
advertisers snake a charge, or require postage, thisshould be enclosed.

CELESTION SPEAKERS
WE have just received a handy loose-leaf folder

from the Celestion people containing operating
instructions and technical data concerning their
various types- of -speakers. The instructions given
should be particularly useful to possessors of these
well-known instruments for enabling them to get .the
best results. Additional technical data concerning
transformers and power handling capacity are also
included for amateurs who wish to design their own
amplifiers. A copy of any particular leaflet can be
obtained from Celestion Ltd., London Road, Kingston -
on -Thames.
T.C.C. CONDENSERS.
L'IXETY condensers of Various types and for all

purposes are shown in the latest folder issued
by Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd., Wales Farm Road,
North Acton, W.3. Small mica condensers with
capacities of from .00005 to .25 mfd. ; high voltage
electrolytic and paper condensers ; smoothing con-
densers; and a special line of sub -divided lolock con-
densers are included in the folder, together with
useful tlibleS giving the dimensions, capacities, and
prices of each component.
FORMO PRODUCTS

THE new range of components shown in the latest
Formo list should appeal to all discerning con-

structors. Amongst the components listed are dual -
range aerial and band-pass coils, L.P. transformers,
multicouplers, and dual and triple gang condensers.
The ganged condensers can also be obtained mounted
on a common base plate with either two or three
matched ganged coils with coupled switches. In the
triple gang condenser each assembly is provided with
an Ordinary trimmer. The list -also includes a range
of Form° " Hymeg " fixed condensers of various
capacities up to 14- mfd.

" ATLAS " MAINS UNITS
IN the latest folder issued by H. Clarke and Co., of

George Street, Patrieroft; Manchester, a compre-
hensive range of " Atlas " mains units is listed. Some
ar0.combined H.T.- units and L.T. chargers, while a
new A.C. model is -also provided with grid -bias tappings.
Other modeLs are designed for delivering H.T. only,

and one D.C. unit is provided with an ingenious
switching- arrangement which ensures the full voltage
being delivered oven when different amounts of current
are being taken from the unit. It is for working on
200 -250 -volt mains, and the output is 15 to 25 nailliarups.
Other f' Atlas " components included in the folder
are an L.F. transformer designed for parallel -feed
circuits, a new permanent magnet loud -speaker, short-
wave coils, and a pentode choke.

THE HOUSE OF COSSOR
FROM the CoSsor people comes a neat folder which

tells briefly the history of the firm of A. C.
Cossor; Ltd., from pre-war .days to the present time.
The folder, which is well printed in three languages,
includes several half -tone illustrations of various
processes in the manufacture Of Cossor valves and
components.

Another interesting leaflet we have just received
from this firm is of special interest to overseas readers',
and gives particulars of the new Cossor short-wave
receivers for A. C. mains, and battery operation.
Both models are based on a special development of the
autodyne circuit giving one -knob control and enabling
a low intermediate frequency to be used with conse-
quent high, amplification. The all -electric receiver is a
six -valve super -het. housed in a handsome cabinet of
modern design and embodies a mains -energised
moving -coil speaker. The battery model is u4-valver,
and Is fitted with a permanent magnet moving -coil
speaker. The wavelength ranges of the receivers are
13.5 to 550 metres, and 13.5 to 500 metresrespectively.
These receivers are specially designed for overseas use
and are not for sale in this country.

Replies to Broadcast Queries.
SITPERHET (Bala) (a) San Sebastian (EAJ8) on 456
tn. ; (()) Apparently a test by Radio Strasbourg
(345.2 in.). BEGINNER, (Sudbury) : Heston Airport
(833 m.) ; Air Ministry weather report broadcast by
Automobile Association. 808 WH (Forest Gate) : (1)
WJSV Alexandria (Va.) on 205.4 m. ; (2) Possibly
WSAI, Cincinnati (Ohio) (225.4 m.) ; (3) WNAC,
Boston (Mass.) on 243.8 m. ; (4) WHAM, Rochester
(N.Y.) 260.1 m, (5) WOAI, San Antonio (Tex.) on
252 m.  (a) VTIM, Cleveland (Ohio) on 280.2 m. ;
(7). WTIC,. Hartford (Conn.) 282.8 in; (8) KDKA,
East Pittsburgh (Pa.) on 305.9 m.; (9) WEER, Chicago
(111.), (344.6 m.) ; (10) WGY, Schenectady (N.Y.)
379.o m. ; (11) Possibly WBBM, Chicago (Ill.) on
389.4 m. , (12) WJZ, Boundbrook N.Y.) 894.5 m. ;
(13) RPO, San Francisco (Cal.) on 440.9 m. ; (14)
WPG, Atlantic City (N.J.) on 272.6 m. OPTIMIST
(Sheffield): (1) R.A.F. Air Planes ; ground station

aircraft; (2) Apparently U.S.A. experimental
transmitter if call sign correct, WIID, H. Thomas, 69,
Wellesley Avenue, North Providence, Rhode Island.
W4LU, W. B. Taylor, AARS, 510, Brady Point Road,

Signal Mountain (Tenn) ; WIXU, cannot. trace:
WIABY, H. E. Powers, 151, -Pond Street, Leominster
(Mass.), W1 AL, 70, Brookline Avenue, Boston (Mass.).
S. T. 400 (Bacup): Apparently aerodrome station.
testing on 1,236 m. (242.9 tic/s). SEAfiCUElt
(Cheshire) t- (1) G6MM, for the name and address -
of this transmitter please write to Radio Society
of Great Britain, 53, Victoria Street, London,
S.W.1 ; G6MX, Manchester Wireless Society. 2,
Parkside Road, Princess Road, Manchester ; G5BIC,
W. Brown, 52, Winstonian Road, Cheltenham,
Gloucestershire. S. W. F. (Cirencester) : (1) V1' EA,
Rocky Point (N.Y.) on 28.28 m. ; (2) WIY, Rocky
Point (N.Y.) on 21.65 m. NIP (Ronisey) : (1)
WCAU, Philadelphia (Pa.) on 256.3 nl ;g(2) WABC,
New York, (348.6m.) C.B.S.; KDKA, East Pitts-
burgh (305.9 m.). N.B.C. ; WBZ, 'Bostoni (302.8 m.),
N.B.C. ; WTIC, Hartford (Conn.) on 282.8 m. (N.B.C.)
-are all well heard. L. E. BARNES (Templecombe)
Radio Toulouse, 60 kW. testing. PEN (Surrey) :
Regret, cannot trace.

RECEIVERS AND THEIR RECORDS
(Continued fro.m page 1233.)

plug to the mains system, and an outside
aerial of not' more than 40ft. in length to
one of the appropriate -Fahnstock terminal
clips, the earth being taken to the remaining
one.

The chief quality of a superheterodyne
receiver is that of selectivity, and in this
respect the " Philco 8 -Valve Model 247E "
was of outstanding merit. The scale is
clearly marked, and timing is greatly
facilitated by the fact that as the con-
denser is revolved so a thin strip of light is
thrown on to the dial, thus showing the
exact fraction of a degree at which the
station is heard at its best. Sensitivity, as
might have been expected with this circuit,
was excellent, and broadcasts were easily
received throughout the wave -range,.
irrespective of their distance.

In view of its great selectivity, no diffi;
culty was experienced in separating any
two neighbouring stations working with a
9 kilocycle separation. On the longer wave -
range, most of the broadcasting stations were
tuned in at full loud -speaker strength.

N.104,V. 00A irn

AMALGAMATED METAL INDoOR
Away with unsightly AERIALwires. Get greater
selectivity, more sta- -

tions and more volume with
the neat and elegant
" HET " Indoor Aerial.
Just fix this adhesive aerial

round the picture rail. It
bag the appearance of a

frieze. It looks as good
as it is -better than

any other aerial.
/n gold or silver finish
From all radio dealers

or direct from
UNIVOLTELECTRIO Ltd.
dalfoar Rouse, Finsttuy 47.;
Pavement London, E.C.2.

LEARN MORE ABOUT YOUR WIRELESS
Whether you are beginner or expert, study of this compre-
hensive and up-to-date work will result in both pleasure
and profit. Its author is acknowledged to be one of the
most brilliant exponents of Modern aadio both in theory
and practice, and this " Outline " is filled with knowledge.

It should be on every enthusiast's bookshelf.

THE OUTLINE OF WIRELESS
By RALPH STRANGER

816
Obtainable at all Booksellers, or post free 91. from George Newnes,

Ltd., 8-11. Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
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THIS OFFER IS SPECIALLY REPEATED

FOR THE BENEFIT OF NEW READERS

CLAIM YOURS TO -DAY !
The loose binders for preserving in permanently

consultable form the Data Sheets which are being
given every week in PRACTICAL WIRELESS
are NOW READY.

The PRACTICAL WIRELESS DATA
SHEETS LOOSE LEAF Binder as illustrated
here has a stout linen -covered stiff -board cover
specially made to stand hard wear, having a special
flap with cloth hinges and enamelled press -button
sitting for speedy insertion and removal of the
Data Sheets which are specially " holed " to fit.
There is an extremely useful manilla gusset pocket
on the inside back cover for holding loose sheets,
newspaper clippings, notes, and other odds and
ends.

If you require one of these binders, you should
fill in the label below, enclosing a postal order
for ls. 6d., to include cost of registration, postage,
packing, insurance, etc., and send to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, Presentation Department, 39, King
St., Covent Garden, London, W.C.2. Imme-
diately on receipt of this your binder will be
dispatched.

FILL IN THIS LABEL AND POST TO -DAY
The PRACTICAL WIRELESS Data She:ts Loose -Leaf Binder measures 11'"xe

BOOKS WITH CARE

Ft( .1cldrec,

If undelivered please velum lo

PRACTICAL WIRELESS Presentation 'Dept.,

39, King treet, Covent Garden, London, W.C.2

Fiff in this Label. in Block Letter's, and send, w;th postal order for 1/6, to:: " PRACTICAL
WIRELESS" Presentation Dept., 39, Ring Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.2.

THE FOLLOWING
HAVE ALREADY
Data Sheet No. 1-

DATA SHEETS
BEEN ISSUED

Accumulator Charging Dec. 17th, 1932
Data Sheet No. 2-
Coils & Coil Winding Dec. 24th, 1932
Data Sheet No. 3-
Resistances - Dec. 31st, 1932
Data Sheet No. 4-
Mains Transformers - Jan. 7th, 1933
Data Sheet No. 5 --
Wire and Wire Gauges Jan. 14th, 1933
Data Sheet No. 6-
Chokes, H.F. & L.F. Jan. 21st, 1933
Data Sheet No. 7-Condensers - - Jan. 28th, 1933
Data Sheet No. 8-
Battery Eliminators - Feb. 4th, 1933
Data Sheet No. 9-
Screws & Screw Threads Feb. 18th, 1933
Data Sheet No. 10-
Battery-Operated Valves Feb. 25th, 1933
Data Sheet No. 11-
Mains Valves - - Mar. 4th, 1933
Data Sheet No. 12-
Handy Formulae - '%Mar. 11th, 1933

Those new readers who are desirous of completing the:r files
of these Data Sheets may have those already issued for 2.l. each
from the address given above.
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Pterveyers of
Electric LamPs,
By Appointrnelit

(The name that means EXCELLENCE '

DO YOU KNOW

how to
get the best

out of a
Pentode!

THIS BOOK TELLS YOU HOW
"The Book of the Mazda Valve" is a mine of useful in-

formation about valves in general and Mazda Valves in
particular. It contains facts and figures, circuit diagrams,
component values, characteristic curves -in fact, all the
valve user wants to know about valves. Send for your
FREE copy to -day or ask your dealer for one.

01,4t.1.00,RSC,

Manufacturers'
and Purveyors
of Electric Lamp
ey Appointment

In most cases poor reception is caused by
bad valves or wrongly used valves. Here's
the way to make sure of good reception.
Always rely on "The Book of the Mazda
Valve." If you are using, or are going to use,
a pentode for instance, get this book first.
You will find that there are six pentodes in
the Mazda range. You will also find corn-.
plete inforination about using each one. No
trouble, no unnecessary expense. You get the
results you want-first time, and all the time.

THE
,BRITISH

-THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD., 155 CHARING CROSS - ROAD, W.0 .2Mn411 1n Vdra.nc,
.1 p..

. .
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"PRACTICAL WIRELESS" DATA SHEET No.13
TERMINALS, FUSES, ETC.

TERMINAL SIZES
Terminal shanks are practically all 4 B.A. The older form of slotted shank supplied by Belling -Lee is 2 B.A.

These sizes are clearance dimensions.

TERMINAL TYPES
Terminals are obtainable in many sizes and
patterns, but the markings set out below are
those which are standardised by the majority
of terminal manufacturers. The Belling -Lee
terminals are manufactured in four sizes,
Types B, M, R and Q. Types B. R and Q
have ebonite heads, whilst Type R is of metal.
Types B and M also have non -rotatable heads
so that the name is always
easily read.
Eelex terminals are manufac-
tured with non -rotatable indi-
cating heads, and with socket
centres so that plugs may be
inserted. In addition, the
Treble Duty terminal has re-
movable indicating plates
which are held in place on the
head. The shank is slotted to
accommodate connecting wires.

TERMINAL BLOCKS
Terminals are usually attached
to a strip of ebonite fixed to
the rear of a baseboard, but to
simplify this method of con-
struction, special terminal
mounting blocks are manufactured
by Belling -Lee, Ward & Goldstone,
Telsen, etc. The Belling - Lee
accommodates two terminals of any
type, whilst the Ward & Goldstone
accommodates only one terminal. The
Telsen is complete with two terminals,
one red and one black.

The Eelex Treble
Duty Plug.

FUSES
H.T. - is invariably joined to L.T. -, and it
is advisable always to make this connection
by means of a fuse. The leads to the valve -
holders arc then taken from the L.T. - side
of the fuse -holder. Fuse -holders are manu-
factured by Telsen and Bulgin and accommo-
date small lamp fuses of the flashlamp bulb
type. They are obtainable in various ratings

and the choice should be
made in the following manner.
Add together the total filament
current consumption of each
individual valve, and choose a
fuse which will blow at a
value slightly lower than this
total. Microfuses are also
obtainable, and these consist
of a thin gold film and not a
lamp type. They are also
obtainable in various ratings.
(Note : .2 amp. is 200 milli -
amps.)

BATTERY CORDS
To obviate the necessity of joining
battery leads to terminals,specia I multi -
way battery cords are obtainable.
Those manufactured by Messrs.

Belling -Lee are fitted with two spades for con-
necting to the accumulator, whilst the remaining
cords are provided with wander plugs. These may
be obtained in lengths of 30 in. or 54 in. and are
made up in 5 -way, 6 -way, 7 -way, 8 -way. 9 -way and
10 -way cables. The leads are intended for C.B. and

STANDARD TERMINAL
INDICATIONS

Aerial
Aerial 3
L.S.+
Phones -
H.T.+
H.T.+3
Grid+
Grid -2
Input+
Output -
Mains+
L.T.A.C.
And in addition, plain red or black.

Aerial I Aerial 2
Earth Pick-up
L.S. - Phones+
L.T.± L.T. -
H.T.+ I H.T.+2
H.T.+4 H.T. -
Grid - Grid -1
Grid -3 Screen
Input - Output+

Mains - A.C. Mains

The Belling -Lee
Terminal Block.

Various Types of Wander Plugs.

TERMINAL MOUNTING STRIPS
In place of the customary terminal
block or strip, special paxolin strips
are obtainable from Clix, in which
resilient sockets are fixed. These are
appropriately engraved and accommo-
date the solid type of plug. This is an
improvement on the terminal with
screw top, as it enables rapid connec-
tion to be made. Messrs. Bulgin also
manufacture a small ebonite terminal
block with two terminals fitted.

H.T. tappings, but obviously the plugs may be
altered to suit individual requirements. Messrs.
Bulgin, Ward & Goldstone and Harbro also
manufacture multi -way battery cords similar in
type to those above mentioned. Messrs. Bulgin do
not supply spades or plugs with their cords so that
these may be made up to suit particular demands.

The Clix
Chassis Mounting Strip.

BELLING -LEE
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

" R " Type 21d.

Advt. of Belling & Lee, Ltd., Cambridge Arterial Road, Enfield, Middlesex.


